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Ten years ago, everyone assumed that world steel capacity would need

to be increased during the 1970s to meet growing demand-everyone, that

is, except the Council on Foreign Relations types who since the end of
World War II had been trying to impose supranational contraction, and
who most succeeded in the United States, where the dominant steel com
panies, controlled by British banking interests, had even balked at expand
ing capacity during the war. Japan, of course, plunged ahead, and West
Germany kept building net capacity until 1973. Then came the First Oil
Hoax of 1973-74. I was working on NSIPS's West German economics
desk at the time, and I recall how commitments to growth began to be
eroded. Now the depression mentality has induced many policy-makers to
believe that "overproduction" -not global financial usury-is the cause
of the steel sector's unprofitability.
Our Special Report this week demonstrates analytically and quantita
tively what anyone with a spark of the city-building impulse knows: not
only are there vast needs for steel in order to repair and modernize the
plant, equipment, and infrastructure of the advanced sector, but, if the need
to bring the postcolonial world into the 20th and 21st centuries were ad
dressed, as it must be, the full depth of underproduction and undercapacity
would become apparent.
Note, too, that 300,000 American and Western European steelworkers
are now on a prolonged furlough that is unlike the "recessionary" jags of
the past. One of the pools of manpower required to set in motion the Great
Enterprises we outline in our Special Report is being de-industrialized.
Next week's Special Report on Japan will describe (along with the
factional political situation there) what industrial spokesmen in Tokyo
make of this situation, how they line up on the question of Great Enterprise
potential, and how they view the problem we address throughout thIS issue
of EIR: ensuring credit to finance those ventures and much more.
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A global credit shutoff:
Project 1980s in action
by Laurent Murawiec, European Economics Editor

In 1 920, at the International Finance Conference held in
Brussels within the framework defined by the Versai lles Treaty
that also generated the depression , Hitler and World War II ,
an agreement was imposed by the B ank of England and its
continental European al lies: every country had to have a
central bank . Any country that refused this arrangement would
receive no financ ial help of any sort , said the bankers .
Now , in 1 98 2 , while the Euroc urrency markets have
reached the absurd size of $1,600 b i l l i o n , i t i s the view of the
collective central banks that the existence of lending sover
eignty by banks and nation s , and borrowing sovereignty by
governments. has to be brought to an early and brutal halt .
The Crash of 1 982 has started--and central bankers plan
it for the month of September. The crash is designed to hit
selectively among smaller banks' 'to provoke the necessary
shocks to get changes in the i n sti tutional framework without
a major banking crisis, " a senior offic ial of a European cen
tral bank said .
And whatever the brand-name adopted by various pro
ponents of that global reorganization- " Ne w B retton
Woods , " " global lending agreement . " " international safe
ty net , " or " new world central ban k " -the content remains
invari ably the Malthusian policy choice of brutal ly terminat
ing flows of credit i nto productive institutions and sectors,
and assaulting the nations that actively foster the so-cal led
"neo-mercantilism" so furiously denounced in the New York
Council on Foreign Relations' .. Alternatives to Monetary
Disorder" program . in the CFR's 1980.1 Project policy papers .

When the dominos start falling
The UNCTAD agency reports that growth in the devel
oping sector has come to a standstill , and that Third World
4
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countries face " the worst crisis since the 1 930s , " with raw
materials prices down by one-third from their 1 980 highs;
latest reports available reveal a sharp slowdown in interna
tional lending in the first half of 1 98 2 , an even sharper reduc
tion in net lending ( Amex has even calculated that the Third
World ' s fi nancial accounts reveal a negative flow ! ) , and the
B ank for International Settlements' figures published in the
last days reveal that net new loans to non-oil exporting de
veloping countries fel l from $ 1 6 . 9 bill ion in the fourth quarter
1 98 1 to $3 . 1 billion in the first quarter of 1 98 2 , with some
countries entirely shut out of the markets and some others
compelled to pay two or three times higher margins on inter
national loans .
Mexico: After Mexico imposed a two-tier market for the
peso , and demonstratively failed to include repayment of
principal on international debt among the priority-allocations
of scarce foreign-exchange resources , the ailing Alfa group
and half-a-dozen private sector corporations started negoti
ating with their external creditors a reschedul ing of their debt .
Press sources in Mexico and S w itzerland report that the fi
nance minister Jesus S i lva Herzog has initiated negotiations
with foreign creditors on a restructuring of Mexic o ' s matur
ing liabilities . Mexico ' s total debt ( including short term and
unregistered debt , and supplier credits) is estimated at $ 1 00
billion . The de facto moratorium imposed by the government
on selected categories of debt has sent ripples of fear from
London to Zurich . The toppling of the Mexican debt would
be the toppl ing of many of the world ' s largest banks .
Argentina : " It is true that we are pushing Argentina into
a unilateral debt moratoriu m , a kind of financial S arajevo I
admit , " a leading London merchant banker commented , aft
er big U ,S, banks rebuked successive Argentine delegations
EIR
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requesting fresh credits. Argentina ' s payments have been
$2 . 3 billion and seven to nine weeks in arrears. Stupid New
York bankers rejected any deal on grounds that British sanc
tions against Buenos Aires should be lifted first-and the
British won ' t lift sanctions until they have politically crushed
Argentina, notably by means of a credit squeeze. " U.S.
banks cannot write off Argentinian loans , or they ' re in deep
trouble ," the same British banker said.
Argentina must pay back a $ 1 5 billion debt bill by the
end of the year-and the liquid reserves at the central bank
presently stand at $5 1 2 mill ion!
Brazil: Brazil. reports the London Guardian , ' will soon
have to seek a rescheduling of its foreign debt. There is now
a public argument within Brazil about the wisdom of rene
gotiating the $70 billion debt." Monetarist planning minister
Delfim Netto is arguing strongly against a reschedul ing , Del
fim' s sworn enemy Roberto Campos is explaining that a
rescheduling would be wrong since "with so many countries
going broke , the supply of money may increase " and B razil
could be among the chosen peoples-and nationalist military
men and industrialists are arguing for an immediate debt
moratorium.
" Disaster looms ," a financial lead article in the London
Guardian announced. "As more financial disaster areas lurch
into the public view , the rest of the world can only hold its
breath and hope that the banks . . . will keep their nerves
. . . in a dismal world of mass bankruptcies and tottering
banks . . .the danger remains that the sheer number of coun
tries which cannot pay will become overwhelming. If Brazil ,
Mexico and Argentina were all forced to negotiate at the same
time for a rescheduling . . . the banking system , trade and
eventually millions of jobs would all be in jeopardy." The
three countries between them have a recorded external debt
of $ 1 90 billion.
Comecon: East Germany has now joined Poland on the
Comecon sick list. While Sept. lO is the deadline set within
the 1 98 1 rescheduling agreement between Poland and its
bank creditors for an agreement on the 1 982 maturities , there
is little likelihood that such an agreement could be ironed
out , leading to the renewed danger of a Polish default , and
the compUlsion for the banks to write off their Pol ish assets.
East Berlin has an estimated $4 billion of external debt to
settle before the end of the year, and is already finding closed
doors with Western banks when it asks for extension of al
ready matured credits. The East German five-year plan is
already in trouble.
.

The corporate sector's death throes
The financial cancer has infected two major victims in
Europe : the AEG , West Germany ' s seventh largest corpora
tion , and the Banco Ambrosiano of Italy. Their collapse
threatens to entirely undo the viability of the industrial econ
omies of West Germany and Italy.
In West Germany , the whole financial and industrial map
is slated to undergo a profound transformation as a result of
EIR
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the collapse of the Allgemeine Elektrizitats-Gesellschaft
(AEG). Dresdner B ank , the head of the banking consortium
that had kept AEG above water for the last years , fought in
vain to prevent the calling in of the receiver, and argued on
behalf of further inj ections of credit into the ailing giant.
Among the other 24 creditor bank s , the Landesbanken (the
state banks of each German federal state , which perform
check-clearing as well as commercial functions) demanded
the appointment of a receiver on the grounds that their highly
precarious financial situation does not allow them one more
deutschemark of unsecured credit to AEG.
Frankfurt sources reveal that Dresdner' s humiliating fail
ure to sway its partners was caused by the underhanded sup
port given to the Landesbanken by the Deutsche Bank and
the B ayerische Vereinsbank. The latter was formerly known
as the B avarian Royal B ank-and is still very much the bank
of the B avarian Royal family and its Holy Roman Empire
allies. The former is the bank reflecting the views of the
"technetronic" de-industrializers of the Siemens Corporation.
The Italian government , wrote Senator Cesar Merzagora ,
the outgoing chairman of the powerful General Insurance
Company of Venice and Trieste in an editorial in Carriere
della Sera , fel l over the B anco Ambrosiano affair. Now , a
chain of bankruptcies , a general cleansing of Italy ' s business
is coming : many more corporations and banks will go. In
deed , the Milan stock exchange fell by 10 percent in day s ,
and the liquidation o f the late Roberto Calvi ' s bank threatens
to collapse also the largest real-estate holding in the country ,
and a slew of companies and banks that depend on them.
The decision to liquidate the B anco Ambrosiano , taken
by the B ank of Italy , is planned to bring about a restructuring
broader in scope than the one that fol lowed the 1 974 Sindona
bankruptcy.

One invariant: cut credits!
Publicly and privately , the Malthusian vultures are flood
ing the market for plans , scenarios , and preparations with a
multiplicity of schemes , of as many different colors as there
are potential customers to be fooled. The idea is that the
response to the collapse of world credit is a further cutdown
in credit issuance!
Geoffrey Bel l , the guru of the Schroders Bank and the
pompous "Group of 30" experts , pleads for a $20 billion
"international safety net" to prop up international bank cred
it-in return for vastly increased control on the banks and
their lending.
"A new Bretton Woods " is called for by the U.S. Over
seas Development Corporation and Robert McNamara , who
want to " impose the same kind of austerity on the U.S. as
the IMF imposes on the developing sector . . . and eliminate
the right of sovereign nations to issue credit on their own
behalf . . . and have a top-down control of the world credit
markets." For thi s , explains a spokesman of the diabolically
misnamed Society for International Development, what is
required is to "create a financial fireball , a real crisis , a
Economics
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financial Beiru t . in which people will accept a new Bretton
Woods . The IMF is interested in provoking a controlled
crisis , " but is too discredited itself to provide the linchpin of
the new arrangements .
George Shultz, reports one of his close assoc iates, thinks
in terms of rationalizing the world banking syste m . He w ants
a "global agreement under which all banks might agree to
discipl ine their lending . . . S hultz will apply any kind of
lever to get this agreement . . . for instance, let Mexico or
Continental Illinois go to the brink of default and then press
for worldwide financial change " in a form very much akin
to McNamara ' s recently proposed " New World Central
B ank . "
The Commonwealth Secretariat (dark skins, British
minds) in London explains how the Commonwealth finance
ministers will manipul ate the Group of 7 7 : " We have all
kinds of buttons to push, you see . We will convince people
that the crisis is here . To convince them fu l l y may require
perhaps that Citibank goes under. in order to prove the reality
of the crisis . At any rate, you j ust must control international
lending . Isn ' t it great that McNamara launched the debate?"

'Damned if we do, damned if we don't'
A New York banker was recently heard complaining that
" the central banks are playing set-piece warfare�they can
deal with one Drysdale , one Penn Square, one AEG at a time,
but not if they multiply . They are not equipped to . "
One must agree with the statement . The central bankers,
centered around their collective mother-institution, the B ank
for International Settlements, are , in the words of one of
the m , " in a contigency planning mode . " They are " watch
ing them markets like hawks . "
very moment, is drawing up the lists of which institutions it
will bail out and which not . " The bank is very unwi l l ing to
have to rescue anyone at all . " a source c lose to it revealed:
" it does not want to repeat the experience of the 'l i feboat ' of
the 1 970s, when it had to bail out every bank that threatened
to go under . The bank cannot say that it will only support the
big clearing banks and a few more, for it would provoke an
instant panic , and it cannot say it w i l l support everybody,
and it cannot remain si lent either. Of course, they may well
decide to send a signal and let one small bank collapse . . .
but they ' re in a quandary . I met Peter Cooke [of the B I S
'Cooke Committee ' o n Euromarket supervision] i n the cor
ridors of the B ank of Engl and . and he looked very gloomy . "
Central European central banks are no less explicit . S aid
a senior central-bank official: . , All central banks face the
same problem: what i s it that can be done? Monitor the
situation and be prepared . . . It ' s i mpossible to deal with a
banking crisis as though it were a l aboratory experi ment
you cannot stop it if and when you dec ide to!But I argue that
it would be beneficial in the l onger run if some banks , not
many banks . no major banks . but some small banks, went
under. It would provide the necessary shocks to get changes
in the institutional framework-without a major banking
6
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crisis . "
In short , the central bankers w ant a " secondary banking
crisis " that mops up political sovereignty over credit on the
part of nation-states and banks . and pl aces total surveillance
powers in the hands of the network of the B I S members . The
assistant to Edward Heath . former British Prime Minister and
an important mouthpiece for the Forei gn Office establish
ment put it: " The IMF lends too much , it's become a lending
institution , not a surveillance institution . its functions have
to be transferred to the B I S . It i s rid i c u l ous that international
banks be allowed to make crazy loans. to countries like Po
land , Zaire . Lending must be coordi nated internationally .
There must be tighter surveil lance and contro l .
S ince much of the planning has been completed, why do
the conspirators not move ahead with their plotted crash right
now ? As the review with which this article begins ought to
demonstrate , they are moving ahead . But there are two prob
lems that tend to bog down the doomsday m achine .
First, as a leading Geneva financier pointed out, " The
Swiss and the B ritish w ant the Ameri cans and the Germans
to foot the b i l l . They ' ll cream these two big moneybags for
the bailout-there ' s $ 1 00 to $ 1 50 b i l l ion of holes to plug in
the Euromarkets, and that ' s w here they want i t from . " Polit
ical conditions to effect j ust that must be fulfilled in both
these countries , and oppos itions e l i m i nated .
Second , as the more astute of the Malthusi an ol igarchs
point out , there is no guarantee that the collapse could really
be effectively controlled. "I cannot see how a fairl y major
bank coll apse in the U . S . A . could be avoided . " said Mr.
Heath ' s aide . " Confidence is a fragile and i rrational thing .
There could be an uncontrolled run on deposits . "
a B e lgian financier said, " the central bankers are a bunch of
cretins: they ' re letting blood pressure go up to take over the
whole syste m . But it's extraordinari ly dangerous to wait until
after a big collapse has begun . Because any arrangement at
all might well collapse in front of the collapse itself!" And a
member of the Accepting Houses Committee of London said
" Th e central bankers come e ither too earl y or too late, their
timing is dead wrong . They want to inocul ate the patient ,
with a mild contraction of the d i sease; the patient is so weak
that they ' l l kill it. It ' s a blood transfusion th at's needed . "
What ought to be striking in a l l this is the extraordinary
incompetence and imbec i l ity of those----offic i a l central bank
ers as well as merchant and com merc ial bankers-who have
held the reins of the system for the past decadess. They have
organized chaos after the coll apse of the B retton Woods
system, and are at present plotting to force the industrial
economy to pay for the blank checks they drew on financial
accounts: they gambled away the health and fortune of the
world economy, by decoupling currencies from both a hard
commodity content and its reflection in gol d-and they are
now planning to e l i m inate whole chunks of the world econ
omy to " rational i ze" the casino into which they have turned
the world financial system. The l i kel iest result of their dirty ,
incompetent game will be profound c h aos .
EIR
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Ibero-American debt crisis will force
IMF takeovers or the LaRouche solution
by Cynthia Rush
British, Swiss, and American banks , along with the Interna
tional Monetary Fund (lMF) , have now cut off two of the
continent' s largest debtors-Argentina and Mexico-- and are
stringing along a third, Brazil , to prevent it from joining or
initiating any coordinated effort to wield the continent' s
mammoth foreign debt as a counter-weapon against black
mailing creditors .
The IMF has written off the continent' s smaller nations,
like Chile, Bolivia, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, and the Domin
ican Republic . Adherence to harsh anti-growth austerity pro
grams enforced by foreign lending institutions has placed
most of these countries in a situation of technical default . It
is the bigger nations on which the IMF and its banker friends
are now concentrating all their fire . We review the situation
of the three largest debtors as follows:
• Even before the Mexican government ' s Aug . 5 an
nouncement of a two-tier exchange rate and imposition of
partial exchange controls (see article, page 8 ), international
bankers from New York to London and Switzerland had cut
Mexico off from credit flows, forcing it to implement the
recent devaluation as a means of generating reserves . As a
source at the New York Federal Reserve claimed on Aug.
1 0, the bankers appear to be willing to take the credit cutoff
to the brink of a default, hoping Mexico will tum to the
IMF-and its conditionalities-as a lender of last resort.
Mexico must " swallow its national pride, " the londong Fi
nancial Times editorialized that day . " Postponing an ambi
tious nuclear program and two devaluations have not been
enough . . . to put their house in order. "
The bankers ' allies in this battle are the factions inside
Mexico linked politically to Europe ' s old oligarchic families
who are threatening President Lopez Portillo with a coup and
who continue to organize capital flight and speculation.
• Wall Street is subjecting Argentina to a particularly
perverse kind of blackmail, establishing as a condition for
new credits the demand that the Bignone government offi
cially admit its defeat by Britain in the Malvinas War-a
politically untenable demand-to permit the unfreeezing of
$69 . 2 million deposited in London and payment of $ 1 . 6
billion owed to British banks . When central bank director
Santiago Gilotaux lef New York on Aug . 6 after meeting
with several leading banks, the only thing he carried with
him was this message .
On Aug . 5, Argentine central bank chief Domingo Cav
allo announced that the country was already $2.3 billion in
arrears on its debt payments . Total debt is now estimated at
EIR
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$39. 1 billion, with another $8 billion due to be paid between

now and the end of the year. Argentina is said now to be
seeking a $ 2 . 5 billion loan from the IMF without the condi
tionalities normally attached to standby loans . However the
IMF has told the Argentine government that unless it adheres
to austerity guidelines dictated by the Fund-measures which
would guarantee a social explosion-it will not be deemed
" creditworthy . "
Brazil is the country that has given the least overt support
to proposals for coordinated debt moratoria. To keep Ibero
America's largest nation in line, international bankers have
maintained a flow of credit into the country, although at levels
far below what is required both to service debt and maintain
industrial investment and production at acceptable rates.
Planning Minister Delfim Netto has applied a crippling aus
terity program of the kind demanded by the IMF, but it has
not helped him raise the $ 1 6 to $ 1 8 billion in financing the
country needs this year. The pressure to go to the IMF " of
ficially " is intense .

The backfire
potential
What is striking in this scenario is the stupidity of bank
ers' particularly American bankers, in following the dictates
of the City of London and the IMF. They are blind to the fact
that Mexico and Argentina could respond to a credit cutoff
with a declaration of a moratoria on their foreign debt pay
ments . Such a declaration by either country would collapse a
number of American banks that are already in precarious
financial straits, and heavily exposed in both Mexico and
lbero-America.
The B ritish themselves are gambling that their policies,
whose practical consequence is mass murder, will not deci
sively accelerate the hemispheric search for new mechanisms
of economic and political self-defense, a search that was set
off in Ibero-America as a result of the Malvinas War.
In themselves, many of the initiatives currently under
discussion are not adequate to defend Ibero-America from
the IMF onslaught . But with the proper direction, this motion
could be shaped into a powerful offensive weapon . EIR foun
der Lyndon LaRoouche ' s proposals for using Ibero-Ameri
can debt as a weapon against B ritish banks and the IMF have
already been w idely disseminated on the continent.
While less astute bankers and policymakers swallow the
line that " nothing is really wrong " with U . S . -Latin Ameri
can relations in the aftermath of the Malvinas War, British
Economics
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agents like Henry Kissinger understand all too well that even
the broadly focused organizing taking place in Ibero-America
represents a threat to his policie s . The July 30 " palace coup "
against Panamanian President Aristides Royo ( see EIR, Aug .
1 7) was intended to convey a distinct message from Henry
Kissinger to the leaders of Ibero-America and to Lyndon
LaRouche : stop organizing for a new world economic order.
In the face of these threats, leaders like new Colombian
President Belisario Betancur have taken initial steps to fill
the vacuum left by Royo ' sforced resignation . In his Aug. 7
inaugural speech, B etancur proposed that Ibero-American
heads of state meet in C artagena , Col ombia before the end of
the year to discuss the reorganization of the Inter-American
system. Such a meeting is urgently required , B etancur said ,
to reverse the crisis which threatens to dissolve that system
" before our stunned and passive eye s . " The new Colombian
President held lengthy discussions with certain visiting heads
of state on his proposal .
Betancur' s initiative coinc ided with that of Ecuadorian
President Osvaldo Hurtado. who released a draft resolution
calling for the creation of a " Coordinating Committee of
Ibero-American Foreign Ministers " which would function
in parallel to the Organization of American States (OAS ) , but
would exclude both the United States and the nations of the
English-speaking Caribbean , but not Cuba .
According to the draft proposal , the Committee would
provide a forum for unified dec isions on " pending contro
versies " between Ibero-Ameri ca and third parties as well as
questions of' ' development, regional integration , and North
South relations . " The Hurtado proposal was distributed to
the Ibero-American heads of state attending the B etancur
inauguration in B ogota .
As long as the Reagan administration persists in backing
policies that threaten the political and economic well-being
of Ibero-America ' s sovereign nations , they will not hesitate
to seek alliances-and sources of credit and trade�lse
where than the U ni ted States . The announcement by Presi
dent Luis Herrera Campins of Venezuela and President Be
tancur in Colombia that their governments intend to study the
possibility of entry into the Non-Aligned movement is one
reflection of thi s . It is notable , too , that one of the agenda
items for the upcoming meeting of the Latin American Eco
nomic System ( S ELA) in Caracas will be a proposal to ex
pand trade between Ibero-America and the Comecon nations .
Aside from regional organizing effort s , individual gov
ernments are also formulating plans to defend their econom
ies . In Venezuel a , Dr. Gumersindo Rodrfguez , former direc
tor of the state pl anning agency, Cordiplan , recently put
forward a series of proposals for stabilizing the country ' s
reserve position and averting the devaluation o f Venezuela ' s
currency, the bolivar, demanded b y London and New York
bankers . Although Dr . Rodriguez is not a member of the
current government, he is a respected economist and planner ,
and his proposals could become the basis for government
policy .
8
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Who is wrecking the
and how to defeat the
Mexico ' s move to a two-tiered exchange rate on Aug. 5 and
its even more dramatic move to temporarily shut down all
trading in U . S . dollars on Aug. 1 3 , represented an extraor
dinary response to events during the first week of August,
which constituted the dry·run of an attempt to overthrow the
government of Mexican President Jose Lopez Portillo , EIR
has learned . Facets of the operation included a $2 billion
avalanche of capital fl ight during a three-day period begin
ning Aug . 2, and contingency planning for a military coup .
Conspiratorial meetings among those Mexican so-called
business circles dominated by the oligarchy , including a
meeting the first week of August at the resort retreat of Chip
inque outside Monterrey , plotted to tum this economic chaos
against the Mexican constitution . According to Abraham
Garcia Ibarra , a columnist in the daily El Dia, top business
leaders circulated a documt:nt surreptitiously among the au
dience and the press at an event at the presidential palace
Aug . 7, where Lopez Portillo and cabinet members spoke .
The document called for the removal of Lopez Portillo and
his top cabinet officers from government .
On the same day , Jose M aria B asagoiti , president of the
Mexican Employers Confederation , demanded in an inter
view printed by the daily Excelsior that the Mexican consti
tution be changed so that Lopez Portillo could be eased out
of office before his term of office ends on Dec . 1 .
Circles involved in the plotting , in the orbit of B ancomer
chief Enrique Espinoza Iglesias , of private-sector economics
think-tanker Gaston Azcarraga Tamayo , and Mexican Mont
Pelerin director Agustin Navarro Vazquez , have given direc
tives that Mexico ' s state-directed economic system be de
stroyed at all costs , and the grotesquely misnamed " freeEIR
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Reports from sources in Mexico , confirmed in Europe , say
that Mexican Finance Minister Jesus Silva Herzog scoured
the lending markets for 16 days at the end of July and the
beginning of August, looking for the approximately $500
million a week in gross financing the country needs if it is not
to default on its $75 billion in public and private foreign debt.

Mexican econolllY
lllonetary warfare
market" economics of Friedrich von Hayek imposed instead.
Von Hayek , creator of the Vienna School of economics , was
the post-war founder of the secret Mont Pelerin Society; von
Hayek ' s Vienna School doctrines of savaging industrial in
vestments and the labor force in order to finance bankrupt
paper were the basis of Nazi Finance Minister Hjalmar
Schacht' s program.
The Chipinque session , where these directives were pro
mulgated , carried overtones of a notorious secret meeting at
the resort in 1 976, at which the same oligarchic bankers and
businessmen plotted a coup against then-president Luis Ech
everria. Echeverria responded with public denunciation of
the "hooded ones."
Though the preconditions for a military coup have not yet
been achieved , discussion is known to be rampant among the
"von Hayek" circles and foreign accomplices over how to
engineer a situation in which the military could be united
around a program to take power.Their goal is a bloody replay
of the Pinochet coup in Chile of 1 973 . Columnist Fairlie
Fuente , a Pinochet enthusiast , broke a Mexican press taboo
two weeks ago by publicly urging a military takeover in the
country. U.S. figures linked to the Committee for the Free
World say they are searching for the right " charismatic "
leader to lead a coup attempt. However, should the institu
tional order break , a nationalist alignment might in fact be
the outcome.
Mexico ' s Aug. 5 and Aug. 1 3 moves to staunch the
speculative hemorrhage of dollars is part of a battle which
will determine whether Mexico ' s republican order survives.
The trigger for the sequence of events in Mexico was a
cut-off of Mexico ' s access to international fi nancial markets.
EIR
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Credit cut-otT
By all accounts , he came up dry� Abroad , the decision
had been made to "pull the plug." It was this knowledge
which emboldened the von Hayck circles to organize the
early August orgy of flight capital-an outflow three times
as heavy as the one which forced the first peso devaluation
this February. Price hikes decreed Aug. 2 for commodities ,
including tortillas and gasoline , forced on Mexico by inter
national creditor demands , were merely the pretext.
Some among the international forces orchestrating the
cut-off seem to be playing a worldwide collapse game , delib
erately courting a Mexican default that would crash almost
three times the magnitude of the Polish debt. A prominent
European economist commented to EIR that " the Bank of
England wants Germany and the United States to take the
brunt of the crisis. That ' s why Mexico was taken off the
market-to hurt the U.S."
An official of Robert McNamara ' s Overseas Develop
ment Council (ODC) stated just prior to the credit cutoff
decision that " the only way " to get President Reagan to go
along with an IMF-centered Qverhaul of the bankrupt world
monetary system is to force a debt crisis " in a country which
will get Reagan ' s attention-Mexico."
The next step being contemplated in international finan
cial centers is a giant bailout , in the $5 to $ 1 0 billion range ,
,
to be centered on a combined U.S.-IMF " financial package.'
The terms of renewed financing , whether inked or merely
"understood , " include :
l)An open role for the IMF. Since late spring , circles
linked to the New York Council on Foreign Relations have
argued that Mexico is successfully implementing an "IMF
program w ithout the IMF , " in the style of B razil during the
past two years , and therefore it was unnecessary to directly
buck Mexico ' s intense political resistance to a formal pact
with the IMF. However the orders from London , echoed by
the overwhelming majority of U.S. bankers , are that Mexico
go to the IMF. In the words of the lead Financial Times
editorial of Aug. 1 0 , Mexico must " swallow national pride "
and "accept help from the IMF."
2) A new ratchet of austerity , just as the previous cutbacks
have begun to translate into sharply rising unemployment
rates. " Postponing an ambitious nuclear program and two
devaluations" have not been enough , pronounced the Finan
cial Times editorial. " Further supporting measures would be
needed . . . to put [Mexico ' s] house in order."
3) Long-term contracts to sell enhanced volumes of oil to
U.S. and other multinationals , with oil revenues pledged to
debt repayment , not internal development.
Economics
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4) The wholesale turnover of Mexican raw materials and
manufacturing assets to foreign control . This binge of de
nationalization is envisioned as starting with a rollback of
Mexico' s 1 974 legislation which limited foreign investment
to 49 percent of any joint venture . Much of this " investment"
is projected in the form of transfer of assets in lieu of debt
payment---one of the underlying issues of the current Alfa
Group bankruptcy and reorganization . " Increased foreign
investment would be like a sort of debt restructuring , " stated
an official of the Swiss-controlled Mexican banking giant
B anamex , " because creditors could become asset owners . "
Some even dream of de-nationalizing the Mexican state oil
monopoly , Pemex .
The target of the pressure is President-elect de la Madrid ,
not only LOpez Portillo . It is possible , as London sources
predict , that Lopez Portillo can be induced to accept an IMF
package as an " act of political self-sacrifice" before leaving
office . Yet everyone knows that the only one who can deliver
on the conditions of a resumption of credit is de la Madrid .
He has not yet demonstrated how he will act .

Government clampdown
Measures announced by Finance Minister Silva Herzog
on Aug . 5 established a " preferential " peso exchange rate
of 49 to the dollar (a tick down from the previous rate of 47),
to be used for payments of vital imports such as food and
some categories of capital goods, and payment of certain
categories of foreign debt . A " market" peso allowed to float
down on the "open market" was to handle all othert ransac
tions. In the days immediately after the decree , this peso
fluctuated in the 80-90 pesos to the dollar range-a drop of
more than 40 percent in value .
U . S . economist Lyndon LaRouche , who described the
Mexican peso as undervalued on a trip to Mexico in May ,
during which he met with Lopez Portillo , stated Aug . 1 0 that
the peso should in fact be set at 24 to the dollar if its true
value were to be reflected .
As Lopez Portillo described the new exchange rate sys
tem in a press conference two days later , the aim was to
reassert government control over the use of Mexico ' s oil
revenues , the overwhelming source of its dollar exchange .
These will be channeled into government-defined priority
uses , he said . "The time when the state subsidized specula
tion with dollars is over . We will not allow the vultures of
speculation to eat our insides any more . " He stressed , how
ever, that the new exchange regime was intended to " gain
time . " (See excerpts below . )
The rapidity of the international collapse means Lopez
Portillo has no time , nor will de la Madrid. This lesson was
brought home one week later , when in response to the con
tinued outflow of dollars , all dollar accounts were frozen.
Any dollar holder could get his money in pesos at 69.5 pesos
per dollar, but no dollars could be traded or taken out of the
country . The real direction of this new move toward ex10
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change controls remains to be fully defined . Will Mexico ' s
leaders follow through o n its dirigistic character, and decree
an enduring program of full-scale exchange controls ? Will
there be coordinated action with other major developments
sector debtor countries , to force a new gold-based monetary
system and a moratorium on existing debt? That is the pro
gram outlined by Mexican Labor Party (PLM) Secretary
General Marivilia Carrasco in a press conference on Aug 8 .
Carrasco called as well for cheap new credit for productive
investment inside the country , and the formation of peasant
and worker militias to stop any armed threats against the
constitutional order.
Officials in the monetarist-controlled Finance Ministry
and the Bank of Mexico told EIR they had no intention of
making the new system work . And the international banking
circles running the credit cutoff think they have de la Madrid
cornered . They know that de la Madrid is finished if he does
play ball: no Mexican president can politically survive the
kind of nationalist backlash that is guaranteed if the IMF
instigated demands are met . Note that it was in a similar
situation of international pressure in 1 938 that President La
zaro Cardenas took the action defined by Mexicans to this
day as the country ' s " declaration of economic independ
ence , " the nationalization of Mexican oil .

Documentation

President L6pez Portillo:
'We must crush speculation'
Excerpts follow from Mexican President Jose Lopez Portil
lo' s Aug . 7 address to the nation explaining why Mexico has
endedfree convertibility of the peso :
" We are gaining time while things happen abroad. We
have to win a lot of time against the evil pincers which is
destroying raw-materials price levels-including oil prices
while it is also raising interest rates . . . . No country , includ
ing the developed ones , is without problems . Even allied
solidarity is under dispute at this moment. There are disputes
over a gas pipeline investment. . . . there is war; there is
recession . . . . This recession has now reached us . For many
reasons , they no longer want our products while they force
us to buy theirs . . . .
Credit is being closed off to all countries , because there
is no money , and what there is is channeled toward the best
conditions ; the U . S . money market is offering extremely high
interest and is siphoning off all the money in the world .
Gentlemen , we must win time , at home and abroad .
EIR
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Here-so as not to jump into decisions . . . on prices, wages,
interest rates and budget expectations . . . which would aggravate the problem . . . . Neither the low prices nor the high
interest rates will last ; nor can they last . The world economy
will either have to solve its problem or collapse . . . .
So long as foreign exchange flowed at a sufficient pace
into Mexico, the country has been so generous that it time
and again permitted the dollar to serve not only the interests
of the country, but a social class which has the capability to
use dollars even for speculation . . . . Certain tendentious
publications rebroadcast from abroad created alarm about our
economic vulnerability, about our lack of confidence, and
encouraged the understandable desire to continue speculat
ing . That caused an abnormal and excessive demand for
dollars on the exchange market . . . . Hundreds of millions
of dollars were pulled out of our monetary sysiem in a matter
of days . . . . In two weeks or in another month, our reserves
would have run dry and then we would not have had dollars
to pay our foreign commitments and Mexico would-but this
is not now the case-have had to declare a suspension of
payments . . . .
In Mexico . . . the dollar has come to be used for paying
for our imports and for servicing and paying our debts .
But in Mexico, and I admit quite legally . . . people feel
secure in placing their savings in dollars . The dollar is used
to travel abroad in an exaggerated way . And one sector of
society which has excessively consumed dollars for that pur
pose has found dollars useful for buying abroad things that
may be cheaper than the ones we make or are unavailable
here . And they also buy articles which are available here .
There have been excessive purchases . . . .
But the time has come, gentlemen, in which our foreign
exchange income has taken on a speciai condition and de
mands a special response . The overwhelming majority of
dollars which have entered the country recently come from
the public sector, mostly from oil sales and debts contracted
abroad by the state . Unfortunately, only a tiny proportion of
dollars comes from private sector exports . . . .
Under these conditions of limited foreign exchange, we
have to guard our income by reserving it for what the country
needs most, not what private interests would like to use it
for. And the only one who could and should set the priorities
is the government of the Republic . . . .
What the government of the Republic categorically af
firms is that income from oil sales and public credit will go
exclusively for what the country needs and not for waste and
speculation . Those days are over. . . .
This is the commitment of the executive of a government
which has to make bitter and tough decisions in tough times
in which precedents are worthless, since the circumstances
are new ones . This is the great burden on an executive who
in times l ike these bears only responsibilities, and, in my
case, no longer manages expectations, but only the realities
which we must confront .
EIR
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EIR joins the fight over the

Brazilian national energy plan
by Dennis Small , Ibero-America Editor
A strange sight was observed at the early July meeting of the
mis-named B razilian Society for the Progress of Science ,
held at the prestigious University of Campinas j ust outside
Sao Paulo , Brazi l . There , 8 , 000 presumed representatives of
the nation ' s scientific and technical elite met to explore the
ridiculously unscientific theme " Resources are Finite , " and
listen to the Soc iety ' s chairman , Rogerio Cerqueira Leite ,
argue that Brazilians are starving , uneducated , and dying
because of the money " wasted " by the B razilian government
in developing nuclear and hydroelectric power sources in the
country . The gathering resolved to press their fight to stop
what remains of B razil ' s commitment to rapid industrializa
tion through energy growth .
Although the Society ' s views are perhaps extreme , they
are nonetheless indicative of a broad assault now underway
against Brazi l ' s excellent prospects for industrial develop
ment , and against its energy sector in particular.

Energy for development
Over the decade of the 1 970s , the electrical energy sector
paced high rates of overall growth by expanding at an average
annual rate of 1 2- 1 3 percent . And in the early 1 970s, B razi l
adopted a n ambitious program of nuclear energy develop
ment , in which an agreement was signed w ith West Germany
for the joint construction of eight nuclear power plants in
B razil by the year 1 990. The idea was to maintain high rates
of energy growth through the year 2000 , with increasing
reliance on nuclear.
This general focus was preserved as late as 1 97 8 , when
the Mines and Energy Ministry issued a " N ational Energy
B alance " (NEB ) plan , which proj ected a continuation of 1 2
percent rates of energy growth through 1 990 , and which
would drop off only �lightly i n the subsequent decade . The
NEB also strongly supported the need to go nuclear , and
defended the ful l eight-plant deal with West Germany , ar
guing that ' ' the program may not be reduced or sectioned if
the feasibility of its implementation is to be maintained . . .
[especially in terms of] the transfer of technology . "
The NEB did suffer from a number of major flaws . It
justified an expansion of Brazi l ' s economically inefficient
12
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program of producing alcohol from sugar cane . It tolerated
destructively backward forms of energy generation-such as
the use of firewood , charcoal , and cane bagasse-still pro
ducing nearly a fifth of all B razilian energy at the end of the
1 980s ( see graph) . And it gave credence to the conservation
ist argument put forward in various disguises by Malthusian
theorists-that " the government considers ' conservation , '
among all methods , to be the best source of energy . " Would
the NEB ' s authors extend this argument to the extreme of
proposing the conservation of all energy in Brazil?
But even w ith these flaw s , the NEB remains an essentially
sound , if modest , document that proposed high rates of en
ergy growth-led by simultaneous development of hydroe
lectric and nuclear facil ities-in order to fuel a Brazilian
economy growing at a rate of 7 percent per year .

•

Energy growth thrown out the window
The NEB , however, was in large measure thrown out the
window in early 1 98 2 , when the state electricity monopoly ,
Eletrobras , issued a report cal led " Pl an 2000 " which signif
icantly scaled down national projections for energy growth .
The NEB ' s 1 2 percent annual energy growth rate was halved
for the decade of the 1 9 80s; a dozen or so of the l arge hy
droelectric and coal�based thermoelectric plants that were to
be constructed were put off by an average of two to four
years ; and B razi l ' s nuclear program was trimmed down to
only four plants definitely to be con structed , w ith the others
put on " hold . "
The arguments used at the time to j ustify the Plan 2000 ,
and which continue to dominate energy debate in Brazil to
day , are that the earl ier high growth rates were " over-ambi
tious , " and that there is now an " over-supply" of electrical
capacity which must be reduced . The figures adduced to back
up this argument are that electricity consumption in 1 98 1
grew in Brazi l by only 3 . 3 percent , which left over 20 percent
electrical capacity unutilized .
The fact of the matter, of course , is that there is no such
" over-supply " of energy in Brazi l , but only a case of serious
" under-consumption . " Forgotten is the simple fact that a
ful l 40 percent of the B razilian population does not have
EIR
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electricity to this day , and that per capita rates of energy
consumption are a woeful 2 ,000 kg. coal equivalent per year
as compared to 1 1 ,000 kg. in the United States . These chron
ic problems have been aggravated by the world recession
triggered by the late 1 979 jump in interest rates brought about
by U . S . Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker.
The loudest exponent of the spurious theory of "excess
supply" of energy in Brazil is Planning Minister Delfim
Netto-Volcker' s best friend in Brazil . Delfim has the ap
proach, and mentality , of a shrewd accountant , who special
izes in concocting ever-more-clever ways of dismantling
Brazil ' s productive apparatus in order to keep the country' s
balance sheet i n shape satisfactory to his friends. the London
and Wall Street banking interests that are Brazil ' s creditors .
Rather than simply wielding a knife on the energy budget
himself, Delfim has preferred to manipulate the country' s
proponents o f hydroelectricity and its advocates o f nuclear
energy to fight each other. The result has been a pathetic ,
sham debate over who should get the lion' s share of Delfim' s
dwindling budget. A top ·official of Eletrobnis , for instance,

who talked to EIR earlier this year, ridiculously insisted that
hydroelectricity can meet all of the country ' s energy needs
well into the 2 1 st century-at which point he would presum
ably favor giving Nuclebnis , the state nuclear monopoly , a
small line in the budget.
EIR ' s draft energy plan
The fact of the matter is that Brazil , if it is to achieve true
modernization and industrialization by the 2 1 st century, needs
to rapidly develop both nuclear and hydroelectric energy
and Delfim and his banker pals be damned.
The table summarizes EIR ' s draft proposal for a viable
Brazilian energy plan , adequate for fueling a steady 10 per
cent per annum growth in GNP between now and the year
2000 . To achieve this , total energy consumption will have to
rise at a rate of about 1 1 percent per year immediately , reach
ing a 1 5 percent growth rate by the end of this decade . Within
this, electrical energy will have to play an increasingly dom
inate role , which in tum dictates its growth at a rate rising
from 1 3 to 1 7 percent per annum over the decade .

EIR plan total
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EIR ' s findings are that in the year 1 990 B razil will ac
tually require 5 5 8 , 000 gigawatt-hours of electrical energy
fully two-thirds more than the 335 ,000 gigawatt-hours pro
posed in the 1 978 NEB plan . Comparing this required output
to potential hydroelectric sources , it becomes evident that ,
somewhere in the 1 990-93 period , B razil will have nearly
exhausted this source of energy growth , and that all new
expansion will have to come from nuclear energy plants .
Even taking into consideration the "elbow room " that can
be created by using natural gas and other complementary
energy sources , this means that approximately five one-gi
gawatt nuclear plants will have to be coming on stream in
1 990 , rising to about 10 plants per annum by the mid- 1 990s .
Considering that actual plant construction time can in all
likelihood be reduced to six years (today ' s delays are due in
,
large measure to wasteful harassment by , ' environmentalist'
forces) , it is clear that Brazil has no choice but to immediately
embark on a major nuclear energy development program, of
far more ambitious proportions than the original West Ger
man deal for eight plants by 1 990 . B razil in fact needs two
nuclear starts this year, three in 1 9 8 3 , and so on , and needs
to have well over 1 00 functional nuclear plants in existence
by the year 2000 .
This is not a lUXUry or an option : it is a necessity of
development. Without it, B razil simply will not be able to
grow , nor its popUlation pull itself out of the misery of un
derdevelopment that it now endures .
It is from this standpoint that we recommend the reader
evaluate the thinking of the two individuals interviewed be
low by EIR , Cardinal Paulo Evaristo Ams , and Dr. Jose Gol
demberg (a nuclear physicist who doubles as Delfim Netto ' s
energy adviser) . They are two o f the most vocal opponents
of B razil ' s nuclear development .

Brazil 's potential energy growth

Year

Gross N ational Product

Electrical energy

( b illions of 1980 $ )

( thousands gigawatt hours )

N EB

E1R

NEB

E1R

1 980

238

238

1 38

\ 38

1 98 1
1 982

254
272

26 1
287

1 55
1 72

1 56
1 76

1 983

29 1

316

1 87

20 1

1 984

31 1

348

20 3

229

1 98 5

333

383

22 1

263

1 986

356

42 1

24 1

303

1 98 7

38 1

463

263

35 1

1 9 88

408

509

287

408

1 9 89

437

560

3\0

477

1 990

467

616

335

558

Notes :
N E B is t h e N a t i o n a l Energy B a l a n ce p l a n , p repa red by t h e Brazi l i a n
M i n istry o f M i nes a n d Energy i n 1 9 7 8 .
EIR i s the EIR ' s draft energy p l a n fo r Brazi l , described i n t e x t .
Electrical energy i s t h o u s a n ds o f g i g a w a tt h o urs ( m i l l i o n s o f k i l owatt
h o u rs) c o n s u m e d during t h e year.
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Interview: Msgr. Paulo Evaristo Arns

of Sao Paolo :
the earth are limited,
Cardinal
j

EIR Ibero-American Editor Dennis Small had the opportu
nity to talk recently with one of that continent' s leading ad
vocates of the radical, anti-development ' 'Theology of Lib
eration " current in the Catholic Church, the Cardinal ofSao
Paulo, Brazil, Msgr. Paulo Evaristo Arns .
Arns has earned a name for himself organizing Brazil's
impoverished rural and urban masses into what are known
as Ecclesiastic B ase Communitie s-associations of parish
ioners organized as a battering ram against the attempts to
modernize Brazil through the application of adva'1ced tech
nology to industrial development. Arns is also a godfather to
the dissident labor movement in the country, and a number
of sources told EIR that Arns has a similar connection to
elements behind the pro-terrorist and pro-homosexual move
ments in Brazil, insofar as they a re ' 'social expressions" of
anti-capitalist sentiment.
As he made clear in his April 28, 1 982 conversation with
EIR in his offices in Sao Paulo, Arns retains a special hostility
toward Brazil's nuclear-energy program . In his answers to
our questions, the radica l Cardinal also: 1 ) opposed accel
erated industrial development; 2) attacked modern technol
ogy; 3) called for the preservation of backward cultures; 4)
. defended Malthusian zero-growth policies; and (5) endorsed
population control, arguing that ' 'human reproduction is not
,
inevitable . '
Cardinal Arns also gave his unqualified backing to the
fascist British theory that "small is beautiful, " which calls
for eliminating all traces of modern society and returning to
a . , simpler" medieval world. Arns in fact told EIR that he
thought that large segments oftoday' s urban society in Brazil
should be encoura g ed to "return to the countryside;" 4
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'The resources of
we

shouldn't grow'

million of Sao Paulo ' s 1 1 million residents. h e claimed.
would return to the land "if offered the opportunity. "

SmaU: How do you see the role of the Church in terms of
the necessity for accelerated economic development to meet
the basic needs of humanity?
Arns: Meeting the basic needs of humanity is one of the
great challenges in today ' s world , where the misery of the
vast masses of people coexists with concentrated wealth in
the rich countries or in the privileged social layers of the poor
countries . The Catholic Church cannot avoid involving itself
in this problem , nor in any other situation in which justice
and oppression do violence to the dignity of the human being .
It cannot rest until everyone is doing everything possible to
enable fraternity to reign in the world.
But I am not so sure that the path for solving these prob
lems is one of accelerated industrial development, as your
question suggests . It is true that it is through industrial de
velopment that one achieves the most rapid accumulation of
capital necessary for large-scale production of material goods
sorely needed by humanity . But it is also through the logic of
industrial development-or at least capitalist industrial de
velopment-that certain perverted economic mechanisms are
reinforced , such as the concentration of wealth and rampant
consumerism.
Nor do I think it will be possible , even with a rapid rate
of industrial development, to recover lost ground. This is
especially so re'cause in the capitalist world in which we live ,
industrialization is not oriented toward tending to the needs
of the most poor. To be economically viable , capitalism
. depends on markets capable of absorbing its production , and
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it will be more profitable the more it directs itself to the needs
of those who have wealth , or in other words , to those whose
basic needs" have long since been attended to .
It should not be necessary for us to recall another problem
that accompanies industrialization in today' s world: the tend
ency toward the formation of increasingly gigantic units of
production , in which the human being is seen as an extremely
small part-oppressed-in a productive system whose ends
are completely beyond his reach and comprehension . There
is still another problem: the tendency toward the implacable
destruction of all forms of life and culture of pre-industrial
ized societies , which accompanies the arrival and domination
of these societies by modem technology from the advanced
countries .
I believe that the Church has much to do in confronting
all the anomalies of industrial development. We in Brazil are
happily discovering that the power of the people can be re
awakened to reconstitute from the bottom up-starting from
the small and modest, in a communal way-the system of
providing for the basic needs of the vast, mistreated majori
ties . I am sure that we could solve many more problems if we
believed more strongly in this power, instead of limiting
ourselves solely to retreading the paths followed by the pres
ently developed countries . And I believe that the Catholic
Church should stimulate as much thought and reflection as
possible so that development can become a path of fraternity ,
and not just one of individualistically satisfying material needs.

Small: Would you agree that the policy of zero growth pro
moted by the Club of Rome , as well as the resulting economic
depression and birth control, are fundamentally anti-Christian?
Arns: The physical space of the earth and its resources ,
fertile soil, potable water, and so forth, are limited , whereas
the reproductive capacity of the human species is inexhaus
tible and growing . It is evident, therefore , that there will
come a day when humanity will have to grow at a zero rate .
This simple argument alone should suffice to conclude that
zero growth is not in itself anti-Christian . Human reproduc
tion is not inevitable , but is subject to reason . It is in this
sense that today one can speak of responsible parenthooq , a
responsibility that is not limited to the couple but is extended
to society as a whole .
Responsible parenthood is not limited only to the number
of children, but also includes the objective reasons by which
one wishes to have a reduced number of children, plus the
methods to be used to reach this objective . The position of
the Catholic Church is well known in this area, as well as the
reasoning behind this position.
SmaU: In your view, what are the priorities for effectively
fighting the misery of the underdeveloped nations?
Arns: My answer to the previous questions covers a little of
the answer I would give to this one . The great priorIty, in my
view , is the reawakening of the power of the people , orga
nized on a community basis , to confront from the bottom up
Economics
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in the most independent manner possible the misery in which
they live . The people must also be made aware of their rights
proclaimed by the Universal Declaration of the Rights of
Man , so that they can demand of those who direct the econ
omy and society an acceptable use of the resources they
control , an acceptable choice of prioritie s , so that the rights
of all are respected .
In other words, I believe that the great priority for com
bating misery is to tru st in the capacity and the dignity of the
poor . To recognize the poor as human being s , to respect
them , to give them means to grow and fully assume their
social responsibilities is already a start toward conquering
misery . A human being who stands upright is one who can
take his destiny into his own hands . as well as the destiny of
all those who share his fate . And there is nothing more effec
tive to overcome misery than recognizing the v ital necessity
of overcoming it.
Small: Do you believe that nuc lear energy can and should

be used to accelerate human progress?
Arns: What is our concept of progress? Growing material
opulence for everyone , or increasing fraternity among all
human beings ? It is certain that growing material opulence
will demand increasing energy , and that nuclear energy is an
incredible advance in man ' s knowledge , giving him an al
most infinite capacity for the production of energy . But there
are many problems along this road: can it be that we already
possess all the knowledge necessary so that the byproducts
of nuclear energy can be effectively controlled , so that they
do not create insoluble problems for future generations? Is
the present solution to the question of nuclear waste really a
responsible solution'?
[Are there not 1 other possibilities for energy generation
even cheaper than atomic energy-whose use would give us
time to solve the problems and risks that still accompany
nuclear energy? In Brazil , many questions are raised around
the way in which the generation of nuclear energy is being
installed in our country . Are these questions merely the result
of questionable government policy , or do they stem from
insufficient scientific advance in the nuclear field? By the
same token, we might ask ourselves if the generation of
nuclear energy has not itself become a prisoner of the laws of
the profitability of capital , beyond the control of man ?
If we look at human progress in terms of increasing frater
nity , how would we situate the question of nuclear energy?
Small: Could the Catholic Church , through its educational
network , contribute toward educating youth on the role of
economic development as the means for improving the qual
ity of life of all peoples?
Arns : Undoubtedly , as long as one does not limit consider
ation of the educational network to the colleges , schools , and
so forth that depend directly on the Churc h . The Church is a
whole , and therefore the social encyclical s , the pronounce
ments of the bishops' conference s , the evangelical work , and
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the catechism as a whole should all be included in the Church' s
educational network .
That economic development plays a significant part in
improving the quality of life , there is not the shghtest doubt .
But that the quality of life depends exclusively on economic
development does not cohere w ith the thinking of the Church
nor of Christianity . Other factors , such as fraternity and jus
tice , play an indispensable role . What is most lacking today
are not material resources for the well-being of peoples , but
justice and fraternity.
S mall : How would you characterize the role of the " mis

sion " in the Catholic Church today ?
Arns : Traditionally , the " missionary " goes wherever the

Gospel has yet to be preached . But converts are not made in
a day , or in a single moment. It is a continuous process of
progressive discoveries , of increasing engagement , of ad
vances and retreats lived by all those to whom Christ is
announced-and that includes the missionary himself. From
this point of view , the Church is permanently on a " mis
sion , " outside and within itself.
I once again speak of fraternity : how far are we in today ' s
world , i n Christian and non-Christian nation s , from real
fraternity among men ? There is that much further to go, there
is that much " missionary " responsibility for the Church .
And I once again speak of the poor: often we think that the
objective of the mission is the land of the poor, when it is
among the poor that there more naturally occurs solidarity in
the face of so many vital common problems .
The " community " is built more easily among the poor
than among the ric h . On the other hand , it is possible that in
the world of the wealthy-and here I would include the ma
jority of the populations of the developed countries-there is
much terrain for mission s . Here missionary activity must
have another dimension: to help those who have already seen
and discovered Christ to find answers to the challenges pre
sented to them by the Gospel in a world so violently unjust
and inhuman .
Small : What contribution have the Catholic Church ' s Base
Communities made in improving living standards?
Arns : The Ecclesiastical Base Communities are of an emi
nently religious character and seek the fulfillment of the
Christian lives of their members . S ince Christianity encom
passes the totality of the life of the human individual , the
Ecclesiastical Base Community , like the Church itself, tends
to transform the life of the entire community in accordance
with the light of Gospel , promoting justice , solidarity , and
fraternity . Day-to-day problems are absorbed and assumed
by the community .
In this sense , the Ecclesiastical Base Communities are
confronting-and resolving in a satisfactory manner-seri
ous problems , such as public-health assistance , land , hous
ing , and transportation . They are creating a consciousnes s of
a united , fraternal , and just people .
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Interview:

Dr. Jose Goldemberg

Brazilian physicist :

'Nuclear energy
makes no sense at all in this country'
Dr. Jose Goldemberg, head ofthe Physics Department at the
University of Slio Paulo, Brazil, is well-known both inside
and outside that country as the leading scientific advocate of
sharply reducing the scope of Brazil' s nuclear program . In
an April J 5, 1982 conversation in Slio Paulo with EIR Ibero
American Editor Dennis Small, Goldemberg spoke frankly
about his views on energy and economics,' on his philosophy,'
and on the ' 'strange bedfellows" he finds himself allied with
in his battle to limit Brazil' s nuclear endeavors .
Small : You have a reputation internationally for being one

of the leading anti-nuclear scientists in Brazil . Is that a de
served reputation?
Goldemberg: No , because I am not against nuclear energy
as such-I am against the methods that the Brazilian govern
ment chose to introduce nuclear energy in Brazil .
Small : O . K . , then let ' s focus in on this by parts . In

Fusion

magazine and elsewhere it has been demonstrated , with sim
ple arithmetic , that there is no basis for solving fundamental
world problems , such as providing an adequate diet for the
world ' s existing population , with the existing energy-re
source base . That is to say , you would exhaust the world ' s
oil , coal , and hydroelectricity just feeding everyone i n the
world 3 ,000 calories a day . This is one of the strongest
arguments in favor of the rapid development of nuclear en
ergy . Do you share this point of view?
Goldemberg: I think that the view that you express is an
extreme one . I think that the Club of Rome is on one end of
the spectrum, and the position that you describe is on the
other end . To accept as a postulate , as an axiom , that people
in the less-developed countries want to become as affluent
and as extravagant in the use of energy as Americans or
Frenchmen is just a wrong assumption, it' s technically wrong .
We could get along very well , extremely well , with probably
one-third or one-half of the energy that the average American
uses today-and without giving up anything . So, I would
question the extrapolations. I think that nuclear energy might
make a lot more sense in France or Japan than it does in
Brazil . Actually , I think it makes no sense at all in Brazil
before the end of the century .
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S mall : So, you would agree with the argument that there

can be a de-linkage between energy growth and GNP growth?

Goldemberg: I do , very much, I believe strongly that the

de-linking can be done to a large extent.
Small : But if you look at a broader sweep of the history of

mankind-and not a 1 0- or 20-year period , which is the
period for which these studies have done statistical work-if
you look over various thousands of years , you will find that
the progress of humanity , particularly as demonstrated in the
growth of population density , is very closely associated with
the exponential growth not only of consumption , but also of
energy-flux density . Can we stop that at this point and expect
humanity to continue growing? Or will we , by so doing ,
restrict the size of the worl d ' s population?
Goldemberg: Wel l , the problem is the peculiar understand
ing people have of growth . Because growth is not having a
Cadillac as a vehicle that takes you around; you can also use
a very small Volkswagen . I mean , growth is not the stage
which Americans have reached : that ' s a wrong definition of
growth . It is the definition of the Romans-and see what
happened to the Romans .
Small : I define growth as potential relative population den

sity , which is a term coined by LaRouche to describe the
capability of a society ' S economy to maintain a certain pop
ulation density per economic area. In other words, economic
viability is measured by the ability to maintain a growing
population-not by the size of a Cadillac .
Goldemberg: Well , an expanding population growth might
not be desirable at all . Evol ution , not only of mankind but of
all specie s , shows that is a very questionable thing . Why
would we want 1 5 or 10 billion people? That ' s not clear at
all , I mean , that ' s not the way the species have evolved . So ,
maybe we should curb the population to 8 billion .
S mall : Do

you think we should ?

Goldemberg: I think that ' s a moral issue , and a very com

plicated one . But I see no reason for not limiting our popu
lation , because it happens in all animal species . It probably
should happen to man , too .
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Small: Do you see a fundamental distinction between man
and other species?
GoJdemberg: No, oh no ! Not at all . I think we are on the
top of the species , fortunately for us , but there is no funda
mental distinction .
Small : What about the human mind , and the principle of

creativity and science ?
GoJdemberg: Well, it ' s part of it. When you have as much

storage capacity as we have in our brain , you learn how to do
lots of things , to understand what goes around . There are
people arguing that dolphins have a lot of brain capacity too
and maybe they understand the world better than we think
they do . The case can be made , technically , that we do have
enough information storage in our brain computer to do what
we do . Let me give you an example: in the genetic code ,
when the first cell is formed , there is enough information
about the future human being that will come out of that cel l ,
which could fill 4 , 000 volumes o f 300 pages . That ' s a cal
culation made by Carl Sagan , who I think is a very talented
man-that ' s the information that could determine if your hair
is going to be brown , your eyes blue and so on . That ' s a lot
of information !
Small: Our view is that the physical universe itself has as its

fundamental principle of organization the qualities that reli
gious people ascribe to God , that is to say it has a negentropic
principle of expansion . I don ' t think that it is an accident that
many of the greatest physicists and scientists of the world
have been religious , in exactly that sense of the word .
GoJdemberg: I am familiar with the argument , but I think it
is irrelevant .
Small : Let me proceed on the topic that you raised, which

is: you argue that nuclear energy is possibly desirable for
advanced-sector nations like France and Japan , but not for
the case of Brazil . Why the distinction?
GoJdemberg: Because we do have a lot of alternatives , and
they are better than nuclear, so I think we should use the
alternatives before getting into nuclear energy . Eventually
we will get nuclear energy-I am not against nuclear energy
as such . But Brazil has enough hydro-power to last until the
beginning of the century , probably until 20 1 0 or 2020 .
Small : At what rate of growth of energy consumption per

year?
GoJdemberg: Historical rates of growth in Brazil have been

very high , 8 percent , 1 0 percent .
Small : The existing plan of Eletrobras , Plan 2000 , projects

10 percent , 1 1 percent per year . Is that feasible with hydro ?
GoJdemberg: Yes , until 20 1 0 . I w a s considered , until two

weeks ago , a major critic of the government . Now the gov
ernment and 1 are on the same side . This is the official pro
jection : Brazil has enough hydro-power until the year 20 1 0 .
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What happened to the nuclear people in Brazil is that they
went at it blindly, with too much eagerness . Their projection
that Brazil would run out of hydro-power by 1 990 was tech
nically wrong . Therefore what makes sense in Brazil is to
follow up technology and have one or two reactors , or as
many as are needed to train people and install in Brazil an
industry whose base can grow-and that ' s all . So, the role of
nuclear energy should be a minor one ; it should be kept open
as an option , but not as a major contribution to the generation
of energy .
Small : Many of the hydro sources are quite far from the

industrial areas , and so , to the costs of hydroelectric genera
tion , we have to add transmission costs . I have seen calcula
tions which indicate that this puts it over the costs of nuclear.
Goldemberg: That ' s not true . And even if what you said
were true , I would counter-argue in another way : why in hell
should people move into the suburban areas of Brazil? They
should move to where the power i s . Sao Paulo grows by
600,000 people a year, 6 per cent per year , a fantastic rate of
growth . It doubles every 1 3 years . That should be avoided .
If necessary , one should put the police on the roads to drive
people back , which is a very bad way of doing it . But what
the government should do-and they are trying to do it-is
to make other places more attractive .
Small: But you are arguing against high rates of industrial
growth , and in favor of a model that is more based on income
redistribution?
Goldemberg: Yes , that is true . This is what political life in
our country is all about . If you don ' t try to understand that ,
you are not understanding what ' s happening in the country .
If you talk to the industrialists , you ' re talking to the very high
elite , who would like to convert Brazil into a second United
States .
Small : How would your alternate redistributionist approach

work? And what rate of growth would you project?
Goldemberg: Brazil has been growing in the last 30 years

at 6 percent or 7 percent per year . I imagine that this could
go on for another 20 or 30 years . Then you ' ll reach physical
limits. I imagine that a more reasonable rate of growth would
be 4 to 5 percent a year.
Small : And there would be energy growth rates of less than

that?
Goldemberg: No , of more than that , probably . It depends

on the structure of the country . If we invest very heavily in
heavy industries , then energy grows more than the GNP. If
we invest in food , which Brazil probably needs more than
anything else , the growth of energy is not so great .
S mall : Even in agriculture , doesn ' t it depend on what kind
of agriculture you are talking about? If you are talking about
labor-intensive agriculture , energy inputs can be kept to a
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minimum. If you are talking about modem , technologically
advanced agriculture , then you also need heavy industry and
lots of energy .
Goldemberg: Wel l , it depends on how much land you have .
If you have a lot of land , and you have a lot of people to feed ,
maybe you should not move into the most modem agricul
ture . The problem is that there is a saturation point . As you
increase the energy inputs into production through fertilizers ,
heavy machinery and so forth , the yield of agricultural pro
duction grows at first , but then it becomes saturated . So I
think that if Brazil grows at 5 percent a year and if income is
reduced in the middle , then we will be doing quite well .
Small: Let me tum to a more political side of these matters .

You yourself said a moment ago that the extreme anti-nuclear
argument leads quickly down the road to an anti-progress
argument generally: if you are against nuclear, why not be
against other forms of technology too? How do you feel about
the fact that your arguments have been used widely by pre
cisely the forces who share the anti-growth views of the Club
of Rome? Where do you personally draw the line , and what
do you think of the political implications of your arguments ?
Goldemberg: I know my arguments have been used , and I
am embarrassed by that . Inside Brazil , the people involved
in the environmentalist movement, generally speaking , do
not have much technical training . Generally they are artists ,
lawyers , and people in the social sciences who have great
feelings about things . They do not have very strong technical
backgrounds , and the fact that I do have a technical back
ground made my position in the nuclear discussion in Brazil
a very valuable one . So it was of great interest to the environ
mentalists to argue that I was on their side-which was not
true . I was always considered a moderate by them . Who can
control these things? People use your ideas any way they can .
The government sometimes uses my arguments against the
ecologists .
Small : Why? What are the problems with the West German

Brazilian deal ? And are there any positive aspects of it which
you think should be mentioned?
Goldemberg: The positive aspect is that it is a deal that in
principle could lead to technology transfer from Germany to
Brazil , and Brazil wants to be self-sufficient in energy as in
many other things . What is negative about it is that the Ger
mans and the Brazilians who negotiated the agreement started
from the assumption that there was no technical capability in
Brazil , so everything had to be imported from Germany . So
it was a deal which was very heavily favorable to Germany
and not to the real development of Brazilian technology . It
soon became a method of transfering German companies to
Brazil .
Small: I would be the last person to defend every last detail
of what Germany and Brazil agreed on , as the model for the
future . But aren ' t you throwing out the baby with the bath
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water?
Goldemberg: Yes , I wonder about that . I think that is a very

good question , because the opposition of the United States
on the deal is exactly for all the wrong reason s . I think that
there is a great danger in this , which is why my own position
has evolved to the point of saying that Brazil should go
ahead-this is my present position , which the environmen
talists are pretty annoyed with . Brazil should go ahead with
all the reactors programmed for Angra dos Reis-this is the
Westinghouse reactor, and two German reactors .
But the idea that B razil needs eight reactors to learn the
technology , that i s what any salesman will tell you . The fight
now is going on around the following point: how many re
actors is B razil going to build by the year 2000? Nuclebras ,
the nuclear enterprise , wanted two; at one time they wanted
60 by the year 2000 . That number was cut down to 27 , and
now it has been cut to eight . This is an arbitrary number, but
the justification for that number is that B razil needs to build
eight reactors to master the technology . But the fight today is
on whether there are going to be two or four, because eight
reactors will come only in the next decade . The present gov
ernment has said , " Look , fellow s , it is going to be two until
the next government comes i n . " In 1 986 there is going to be
a new president . So there will be two reactors in this presi
dential period , and I am fully in favor of that .
Small : I do not think that the issue is two or four. I think the

issue is whether B razil is going to go nuclear at all . The issue
as it is posed by the World B ank and the International Mon
etary Fund , for instance , is that they want to stop Brazil ' s
nuclear program , period . Many o f the commercial banks in
the United States want to stop B razil ' s major projects , espe
cially the nuclear project, as part of their plan to stop Brazil ' s
growth and development generally . Many European banks ,
including the Bank for International Settlements , share this
approac h . I want to ask you the uncomfortable question : how
do you feel being in bed politically with the World B ank , the
International Monetary Fund , the world environmentalist
movement , former U . S . Deputy Secretary of State Warren
Chri stopher and the rest of the Carter administration , and
many large commercial banks-all of whom , like you , are
opposed to the West German-Brazilian nuclear deal and are
trying to keep Brazil a backward , underdeveloped country?
Goldemberg: I feel very bad about it. I don ' t know ; I ' m
fully aware o f this . Warren Christopher and all these creeps
made our life very uncomfortable in 1 976-77 , very uncom
fortable . We had to close ranks with the government , you
know , because it is certainly no business of Warren Christo
pher to come here and say , " You cannot do that . " So I feel
uncomfortable w ith these fellow travelers , with the environ
mentalists and the banks . The way that I keep my self-re
spect , you know , is by saying that we should go full speed
with these two reactors and work on the technology . I think
that represents a rather wide consensus among scienti sts and
the government , which is not going to be easy to stop .
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Domestic Credit

by Richard Freeman

American banks going down
The flight into Treasuries and other "quality " in vestments
erodes their deposit base as bankruptcies mount.

D

Uring the first week of August,
four more U. S. commercial banks
were liquidated , bringing to 26 the
number of banks that have failed in
the United States this year .
On an annualized bas i s , this is the
highest level of bankruptcies of finan
cial institutions in more than 30 years .
But there are two other worrisome
developments : the increase in bad
loans the largest American banks have
been forced to report, and the so-called
flight to quality , which is eroding the
base of the banking system, and there
fore will result in a new depth of credit
crunch .
On Aug . I I , the Crocker Bank of
California , one of America' s big 1 5
banks , reported that the failure of the
TOS oil company of Houston will
cause non-payment on $3 2.7 million
worth of its loans from Crocker . The
bank added that its loans to TOS ,
which was 1 0 percent owned by the
chairman of the now defunct Penn
Square Bank of Oklahoma, are
secured .
However, it is common knowl
edge that oil loans are ' ' secured " only
by oil reserves and drilling rigs which
are unsellable in a depression .
As for the " fl ight to quality , " a Wall
Street analyst reported Aug . 6 that the
newest danger is that investors will not
renew their certificates of deposit
amounts of $ 1 00 , 000 or more placed
at cQmmercial banks for at least six
months at favorable interest rates
because they are not convinced that
the certificates of deposit are as secure
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as they ought to be .
This became the problem with
Continental Illinoi s , which is no long
er able to sell its CDs at acceptable
rates , and the phenomenon is spread
ing . Certificates of deposit currently
represent $ 1 45 billion in funds for
commercial banks . " People are mov
ing into quality , l ike Treasury securi
ties , which are much more secure in
the event of a crash , " the analyst
confirmed.
Once a bank suffers a withdrawal
of funds , it must contract its loan ex
tensions . In a banking climate as un
certain as the current one , a lending
contraction by large banks could bring
down the financial system .
In this environment, the British are
preparing to put American banks
through the wringer. One of the coor
dinators of this operation in the United
States is Richard Dale , a former senior
officer for N. M . Rothschilds of Lon
don , who has set up shop at the Brook
ings Institution in Washington , D . C .
There h e i s working on a two-year
Rockefeller Foundation grant for the
Group of 30, the official advisory body
to the B ritish-run International Mon
etary Fund.
Dale reported on Aug . 1 1 , " Yes ,
there is a ' flight to quality ' going on in
the United States , and I don ' t see how
major problems can be avoided . " Dale
stated that " years of neglect" by
American banks in lending to the Third
World , has left American banks hope
lessly exposed to Third World debt
defaults .

" The American banks have lent
recklessly . This has created the mess .
I don ' t see anything that can forestall
problems with the repayment of the
debt . "
Dale noted , "Maybe at an earlier
point, had the bankers been willing to
listen, we could have set up arrange
ments to guarantee the borrowers , like
Mexico, etcetera , who owe money to
the banks , but it ' s too late for that
now . "
Dale sees the banking crisis com
ing to a head within the next few
month s . U nder these conditions , U . S .
banks will b e forced to abide by con
ditionalities imposed by the B ank for
International Settlements or go under.
, ' Right now , an arrangement in which
the central banks and governments put
together a $20 billion fund to bail out
banking systems will be essential . The
Group of 30 has seen the need for
this . " Dale predicts that the Federal
Reserve will be obliged to spend mas
sively to try to save the American
banking system or at least its largest
banks : " The Fed will have to create a
lot of liquidity , as much as possible
without touching off another round of
inflation . "
It is in this crisis atmosphere that
the B IS ' s Cooke Committee , the group
that over recent years has worked up
bank supervisory reforms to reorga
nize the banking system from top to
bottom under B IS control , will im
pose its recommendations .
Dale , who says he has worked with
the Cooke Committee since 1 975 , de
clared , " A crisis i s often necessry for
reforms to go through . It can be very
helpfu l . I don ' t see how one can be
avoided . "
The prospect of accelerating bank
failures makes such a crisis all but in
evitable , although poor dumb Ameri
can bankers have little understanding
of what is going on.
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Trade Review
Cost

Principals

by Mark Sonnenblick

Project/Nature of Deal

Comment

CANCELLED DEALS

U . K . from
Japan

Nissan Motors has shelved " for the time being " its largest
overseas venture, a project to make 200,000 cars per year in
Britain . The plan was for Nissan to use the plant to break
through European protectionist barriers and produce in Eu
rope before Toyota does .

The Economist, reflecting
B ritish anger, describes
Nissan ' s rapid overseas
expansion as " too fast. "

$4 . 5 bn .

Brazil from
World Bank/Eu
rope/Japan

World Bank has approved $304 . 5 mn. loan for Carajas iron
ore mining project, long under construction by the Brazilian
govt. ' s Vale do Rio Doce . $600 mn . in loans from the Eu
ropean Coal and Steel Community and $500 mn. in loans
from Japanese public and private sources were conditional
on World Bank approval . The first phase of the mammoth
Carajas project, whose total cost is officially estimated at $6 1
bn . , is also being financed by $58 mn . from the U . S . Ex-1m
Bank and $ 1 30 mn . from West Germany ' s development
agency. But, most of the cost is being borne by the Brazilian
govt . with the help of advanced sale of the iron ores. Those
ores have an average richness of 66% , double that of average
U. S. ores and therefore require much less cost to make into
steel. Chase Manhattan estimates value of all ores in Carajas
mountain at $33 bn .

World B ank loan is for 1 5
yrs . at fixed interest of
1 1 . 6% plus 1 . 5 % fee and
other charge s . World Bank
will dribble loan funds only
as project moves to com
pletion, which will not help
Planning Minister Deltim
Netto ' s crusade to roll over
Brazil ' s $70 bn . debt .
World Bank ' s " seal of ap
proval , " however, will
help sustain banking con
fidence . Not yet clear what
" strings attached. "

$200 mn .

India from
France

CIT Alcatel has won approval of Indian cabinet for an elec
tronic telephone exchange factory contract granted it in May .
Half of contract is financed at very low interest by French
govt .

Other bidders protesting
award .

$5 1 mn .

India from West
Germany

Krupp received contract from Neyveli Lignite Corp. for plant
to process lignite for feeding coal-fired electric plant. Lignite
is a low-grade fossil fuel between peat moss and soft coal; it
is abundant in India.

India, plagued by frequent
brown-outs, is struggling to
boost electrical output
amidst debate over wheth
er nuclear or coal should be
given priority.

$76 mn .

India

60 ,000 tpy dimethyl terephthalate (DMT) plant near Bombay
to be built by Bombay Dyeing and Manufacturing Co.

World Bank funding $ 1 8 . 8
mn . o f cost.

$68 mn .

Egypt from
West Germany

The Egyptian state-owned El Nasr Castings Co. has ordered
a complete pipe-casting foundry from Thyssen . Plant will
tum out pipes of 1 cm to 1 meter diameter using Thyssen ' s
centrifugal casting technology .

Entire cost will be financed
by Kreditanstalt flir Wied
eraufbau, the West Ger
man govt. development
bank .

$43 mn .

Paraguay from
Japan

Japan is financing land-locked Paraguay' s efforts to build up
its merchant marine. Ex-1m Bank of Japan is offering $35
mn . and 7 Japanese banks an additional $8 mn .

Paraguay' s fleet operates on
Rio de la Plata exporting
raw materials and moving
contraband to and from its
neighborhood .

$220 mn .

China from Italy

Officine Meccaniche Danieli will renovate a continuous cast
ing steel plant in China. Danieli wiJI provide machinery and
technical aid in project .

80% of Danieli sales are
overseas .

$600 mn .

UPDATE

NEW DEALS
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BusjnessBriefs
World Trade

Steel war tied to

NATO restructuring

demand
A longtime NATO procurement expert and
consultant to the West European Union
claimed Aug . 12 that the steel trade war
launched by the Commerce Department
against European producers is designed to
force them to agree to a common Western
defense industrial base as detailed in the
Roth-Nunn bill, which is expected to pass
Congress soon.
The NATO expert claimed that while
German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt may
oppose participation in a supranational de
fense industrial base , in the longer term the
opportunites " will look more attractive . "
The Commerce Department's counter
vailing duties have produced a European
agreement to set quotas on national steel
production and exports to the United States.
This is viewed as a significant relinquishing
of national sovereignty and a step toward
participation in the Roth-Nunn bill ' s top
down NATO control over production , in
vestment, and marketing .

Energy ,

London termed immune
from oil weapon
A recent report on the mechanisms of the
.
24-nation International Energy Agency , the
Paris-based body set up by Henry Kissinger
in 1 975 of the major oil-consumer nations ,
reveals a strange invulnerability . The re
port, produced by Louis Turner for the joint
energy policy program of the British Insti
tutes , concludes that under any conceivable
major cutback of OPEC oil supplies to the
U . S . , Europe or Japan, the U . S . is slated to
be the one forced to provide oil to all other
nations . This is the case , the report con
cludes , even if the U . S . were the worst-hit
by a supply crisis .
The report also demonstrates that the one
country least vulnerable to even a 50 percent
reduction of OPEC supply is Great Britain .
Ironically , despite Britain ' s near self-suffi-
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ciency in North Sea oil , under present lEA
rules , that country could demand supplies
from the U . S . even if the U . S . suffered a
more severe supply reduction . For example,
under present stipUlations , in a crisis situa
tion of 50 percent OPEC supply cutoff, West
Germany , Italy , and Japan would be hardest
hit with an immediate loss of 17 percent of
consumption. The U . S . would lose 12 per
cent, Britain only to percent.

Financial Scandals

Will Sterling National
go down the tubes?
Sterling National B ank of New York is re
ported to be one of a list of "troubled" U . S .
banks compiled by the White House . The
White House list categorizes the banks ac
cording to whether they would be bailed out
by the federal government. According to
sources who have seen the list , Sterling
would not receive help from the government
should it falter.
Sterling National Bank came into the
public eye last year as a defendant along
with former Treasury Secretary David M .
Kennedy in a suit filed by the Italian govern
ment concerning financial looting of several
Delaware corporations . Sterling National
Bank was involved in the initial funding of
the Anti-Defamation League of B 'nai B 'rith .
According to sources in Italy, Sterling' s
Italian correspondent bank , the Bank of
Milan , is being investigated by the Vatican
for improper handling ofchurch investments .

European Industry

German economy moves
into worsened phase
The fight among West Germany ' s banks
which led to the decision to push Allge
meine Elektrizitats-Gesellschaft (AEG ) , the
seventh largest industrial firm, into bank
ruptcy proceedings was strongly influenced
by a serious worsening of the country ' s
overall economic performance since the be
ginning of 1 98 2 .

Both the mechanical engineering sector,
and the manufacturing/non-ferrous metals
sector showed a decline in exports in June.
For the mechanical engineering companies ,
foreign orders fell 9 percent for the first 6
months of 1 982; for the manufacturing/pro
cessing sector, May/June foreign orders were
down 3 . 5 percent compared to the previous
two months .
Unemployment stands at 7 . 5 percent, a
record since 1950. In June , industrial output
was 5 percent below May levels .
German firms are hoping that the cur
rently low level of the deutschemark, which
at around 2 . 5 to the dollar is about to percent
below value , will help exports to move up
wards in the second half of the year. Such
hopes depend significantly on these firms
being able to increase sales to the United
States. Germany is now running a trade def
icit with the Soviet Union (from which it is
importing increasing quantities of raw ma
terials and energy) , and has been replaced
by the U . S. and Japan as leading exporter to
the U . S . S . R .

Banking

Daiwa economist calls for
Third World debt
moratorium
" The international banking system has only
one of two choices , " warns Tadashi Maka
mae , chief economist for the European of
fices of Japan ' s Daiwa securities-"either
accept a moratorium on interest payments
[of developing countries) or face some sort
I
of default . "
In a privately circulating paper obtained
by ElR ' s Wiesbaden bureau , entitled "High
interest rates; an alternative view , " Naka
mae argued that the primary reason for high
interest rates is not the U. S. federal budget
deficit, but rather the extroardinary demand
for dollars needed by developing countries
to pay their Euromarket debts .
Nakamae points out that the debt of the
2 1 largest Third World countries is $440
billion , of which $ 1 40 billion comes due this
year. In addition these nations face a $60
billion current account deficit , of which $45
billion is simply interest payments . Thus
these 21 nations must find $200 billion of
EIR
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Briefly
financing . With OPEC now running a defi

House sources c l a i m that n o such decision

cit, the U . S . banking system and the Euro

will be made .
Schmidt apparently believed his old

dollar market become the source .
' ' Two thirds of the deficit on current

friend Shultz , since he told reporters in a

account of the developing countries are due

later trip to Canada that he expected the

to interest payments . The increase in the

pipeline problem to solve itself. Nonethe

current account deficit of Argentina, Brazil ,

les s , after the administration reviewed the

Mexico , Chile , Korea, Thailand and the

modest softening of martial law conditions

Philippines was entirely due to the growth

undertaken by the Polish government last

of interest payments . . . . It is the need for

month , the White House decided emphati

financing of these interest payments which

cally that the Poles had not met their

has maintained high credit demand , which

conditions .

in turn , has prevented the lowering of inter

On the contrary , a White House official

est rates . This vicious cycle of high credit

say s , there could be stiffening of the sanc

demand maintaining high interest rates and

tions . "There may be more unrest this

thereby increasing the debt burden and the

month , because there are many kinds of an

credit demand further , has been taking place

niversaries" of importance to the Solidarity

concurrently

union movement, the official added . "In
,
thi s case , there would be retrograde action '

with

the

deepening

world

recession . "
"The current level of interest rates is

that is , a stiffening of the sanctions .

extraordinarily high . . . It would onlv be
brought down by freezing the interest 'pay

simply solve the problem today only to make
it worse tomorrow .
Paralleling EIR ' s views, Nakamae points
out that " as long as the financial aspect of
the North-South problem is not solved , the
world economy cannot enter a new recovery
phase . "
However, Nakamae points out the major
political problem: the bl indness of world fi
nancial elite s . " It is unlikely , however, that
this practical solution [ moratoria) would be
implemented in order to rescue deficit coun
tries except if a serious crisis developed . For
instance , the default of a major debtor
country could force international bankers to
apply a moratorium. "

International Credit

East bloc seeking new
round of loans
On a case-by-case basis , Western banks are
now informing East-bloc debtor countries
whether or not they are eligible for a new
round of requested loans . The banks have
evolved a policy of "coordinated risk eval
uation" in handling the non-U . S . S . R East
bloc countries .
On Aug . 7 , Hungarian central bank head
Janos Fekete signed a $260 million loan in
London , put together by a consortium of
Western bank s . Hungary was granted the
loan after a recent round of 20-25 percent
food price increases , and promises that rents
and utility rates would be raised .

East-West Trade

No relaxation of pipeline
sanctions expected

The Western banks granted the credit to
Hungary-after denying loans to Yugo
slavia and Romania--to indicate backing for
Hungary ' s economic " l iberalization . "
In London , Fekete also i ndicated that
Hungary may receive an additional $300
million in September from the Swiss-based

Despite reports from the odd doings at the

Bank for International Settlements .

Bohemian Groves late last month to the ef

On Aug . 1 2 , Romania learned that it i s

fect that Secretary of State George Shultz

n o w eligible again for U . S . bank credit. aft

promised German Chancel lor Schm idt that

er s � ch credits were suspended during delib

sanctions against the Soviet- European pipe

eratIOns on Romania's suspension of debt

line would be lifted soon , well-placed White

payments earlier this year.
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administration commitments " to the
pipeline sanctions and other policies
Shultz would l ike to change , close
advisors say . They add that " Euro
pean skepticism"

of his capabilities

is justified .

•

A

CABINET-LEVEL

U.S.

group i s now discussing measures to
deal with an international banking
crisi s ,

including

increased central

bank swap lines and IMF borrowing
on the private markets .

•

LOMBARD·WALL'S

bank

ruptcy filing Aug . 1 2 hit Chase Man
hattan for $45 million , Chase ' s third
such incident this year, following
B ank .

ments burden which is at present the major

source of credit demand in the Euromar

GEORGE SHULTZ has run into

obstacles in the form of " previous

Drysdale Securities and Penn Square

.

ket . " Nakamae points out that rol lovers

•

•

JACK

KEMP's

anti-tax-in

crease group believes it has a strong
chance to stop President Reagan' s
three-year, $ 1 00 billion tax rise i n the
House of Representative s .

•

A SECRET TREASURY meet

ing last month on the natural gas pipe
line discussed pushing AEG-Tele
funken into bankruptcy in retaliation
for the German fi rm ' s leading role in
the pipeline , a month before AEG ' s
Aug . 1 0 Chapter

•

II

filing.

THE SIMPSON·MAZZOLI bill

to further restrict " dark -skinned "
immigration to the U . S . advanced to
ward passage Aug . 1 3 .

•

THE

SOCIETY

for

Mideast

Confederation , based in Haifa, Is
rael , is calling for large-scale irriga
tion projects to develop the Syrian
desert , partly by tapping the latter' s
underground water and partly through
flows from the Tigris and Euphrates
Rivers . According to the Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung , the author of the

plan also seeks to develop the West
B ank , to provide the economic basis
for a viable Palestinian state .
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Why the world's steel
industry must be saved
by Richard Freeman

The U . S . Commerce Department issued a ruling on Aug . 1 0, calcul
ated to antagonize Europe and plunge the U nited States·, Europe, and Japan
into a heated round of mutual recriminations and increased protectionist actions
that will lead to the cartelization of the world steel industry and the shutdown of
50 percent of its current capacity .
This move is an attempt to bring all world industrial development to a screech
. ing halt, and stifle at birth the ambitious and ab�olutely necessary plans to indus
trialize the Third World and bring it out of its backwardness and misery .
Th.e Commerce Department ruling was not written in Washington, D . C . but
was devised at the level of the current Industrial Commissioner of the European
Commission, French Viscount Etienne Davignon, and his predecessor in that post,
Guido Colonna di Paliano, the representative of an oligarchical Italian family that
traces its lineage back 2,000 years .
In its ruling, the Commerce Department claims to have found that steelmakers
from Germany, France, Italy, B ritain, Belgium, and Romania are guilty of
" dumping" their steel in the United States-that is, selling the steel at prices that
are either below the cost of production or the selling price of the steel in the
steelmakers ' home markets . This follows a ruling made this spring by the Com
merce Department , in which five European nations, as well as South Africa and
Brazil, were charged with unfairly subsidizing their nations ' steel producers in
order to undersell American steel producers .
In both cases, the Commerce Department levied heavy fines against the foreign
steelmakers, after charges were first brought by American steelmakers, led by
U . S . Steel, the nation ' s largest steel producer, which is run lock , stock, and barrel
by Morgan Guaranty B ank . U . S . Steel has continued to make the claim that it was
" protecting U . S . steel production levels and jobs . " This is a gross but almost
universally accepted lie .
The reaction in Europe will be swift and acute, all the more so because the
Europeans had been attempting to work out a " reasonable agreement" on the first
ruling when the second ruling came down. After the first ruling, Wilfried Martens ,
24
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Delivery of a nuclear reactor I'essel to the Oconee Nuclear Generating Station near Seneca . South Carolina in 1 9 72 . World economic
recovery and development depend on the (T£'{/tion of such steel- intensive scenes across the Third World. which needs te n s of m illions of tons
annually for roads. ports . n u clear generating .fllcilities . earth - m ovillg equipment. and agricultural veh icles .

the Pri me M i nister of Be l g i u m . angri l y s aid. · , It seems
the world ' s two biggest tradi n g units [ the U . S . and Europe ]
are taking stands heading toward a confl ict . "

The economics of manipulation
What the British have created through the Commerce
Department " anti-dumpi n g " and " anti-subsidization " ru l 
ings i s a situation in which they controL and there fore can
manipulate , each side of the operation . The Brit i sh intend to
implement a worldwide " Davignon Plan " to rat ionalize the
world steel industry , named after Comm issioner Davignon ,
who is shutting down Europe ' s steel i ndustry through carte l 
ization and rationalization.
In 1 97 7 , Davignon succeeded i n getting the l eading Eu
ropean nations to adopt a minimum price for steel re inforc i ng
bars , as a way of stopping the price-cutting that spread in the
wake of the downturn of European steel sales . But this was
only the beginning .
In Octo ber 1 98 0 . u s i ng the fact that the high i nterest rates
of British asset Federal Reserve Board Chairman Paul Volck
er had devastated the European steel i nd ustry , whose capac
ity utilization rate had plummeted to 5 5 percent , Davignon
maneuvered the European nations i nto far more drastic meas
ures . These i ncluded a quota system for each country with
maximum steel productioll limits . as well as m i n i m u m prices
and import controls. Large fines were estab l ished for com
panies that broke the code . As the steel industry coll apsed
further in 1 98 1 , Davignon succeeded in gai n i ng agreement
from the European nations to cease all state aid . i nc l uding
subsidies to their steel compan ies , by the end of 1 985 . I n
EIR
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Europe , where large chunks of t h e steel industry are owned
by the state , this means cutting back drastically on production .
This is exactly what Davignon has in mind . His plan has
explicitly mandated that all subsidies be tied to plans for
rationalization , that is. steel-plant shutdowns . This was the
plan first put forward in 1 970 by the European Community ' s
Guido Colonna d i Paliano . o n behalf o f the European oligar
chy . His 1 970 ' ' Colonna Report " cal led for a rationalization
of al l European industry and a halt to economic growth under
the guise of " integrating Europe i ndustrially . " S teel is the
leading , and most vital , industry that the Colonna-Davignon
forces have been able to shut down .
In the United S tate s , the B ritish and Venetian families
have chosen to work through Morgan Guaranty , the leading
British-controlled bank in America. and its asset, U. S . S teel ,
the largest American stee l producer. U . S . Steel was formed
in 1 90 I , when J . P. M organ stripped Carnegie S teelworks
from Andrew Carnegie , and merged it with the steelworks
owned by the anglophile Moore fam i l y . In the 1 960s , the
M organ interests finally steered U . S . Steel out of steelmak
i ng, w h i l e working to sabotage plant and equipment expan
sion throughout the i ndustry . In 1 98 1 , U . S . Steel earned less
than 15 percent of i ts profits from steel ; most of them came
from real-estate speculation and raw-materials holdings . Then,
early this year , U . S . Steel spent $4 bil l ion to buy Marathon
Oi l . A J apanese steel executive reported recently that he had
met this �pring with U . S . Steel chairman David Roderick and
asked, " Why did you buy an oil company ? For $3 . 2 billion ,
I can bu i ld a 5 - mi l l ion-ton new integrated steel plant in Ja
pan . " Roderick did not answer.
Special
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The Morgans also heavily influence Bethlehem Steel ,
while the Mellon , Harriman , Hanna, and Belmont interests
continue to run most of the rest of the U. S. steel companies .
These families assert that " there i s too much capacity " and
that steel is a " sunset industry . "
This vie�vpoint was explicitly stated in the 1 980s Project
of the New York Council on Foreign Relations , manned by
" patrician " American families , and controlled by B ritish
centered anti-industrial strategists . This project , a purported
" look into the future , " published 26 volumes of studies . In
the 1 980s the world must be put through what was termed
" controlled disintegration , " they concluded , by means of
oil shocks and credit contraction . Paul Vo1cker was a director
of the CFR ' s 1 980s Project .
In 1 980 , after Vo1cker' s high interest rates had slashed
American steel production , U . S . S teel Chairman Roderick
led the move by the American steel companies to obtain anti
dumping and anti-subsidization rulings from the Commerce
Department . U . S . Commerce Secretary Malcolm B aldrige ,
a member of the New York CFR , approved the U . S . -Steel
led request .
It requires no great imagination to see how the requests
dovetail , and mutually reinforce protectionism . For example ,
Viscount Davignon has demanded that Europe ' s govern
ments stop subsidizing their steel industries . Since , as noted ,
a large chunk of Europe ' s steel industry is owned by its
national governments , " subsidization " is actually capital
investment . The Commerce Department rulings make Dav
ignon ' s claim that subsidization is illegal official U . S . policy .
And both America and European nations have been forced
to attack Japan ' s steel industry-which is the most modern
and technologically progressive in the world , but is now
operating at only 60 percent of capacity . The nations of the
continent have been thrown at each others ' throats .
Not only have the U . S . Commerce Department and U . S .
S teel coordinated with Davignon to demand a closing of
" excess capacity "-a policy U . S . Steel and other steelmak
ers are implementing unimpeded in the United S tates-but
these parties have demanded the additional firings of hundreds
of thousands of workers and deep wage cuts , even though the
American steel workforce has been slashed by 1 00 ,000 since
1 97 8 , while the European workforce has been cut 200 ,000
during that period .
In short , the protectionist steel fight the British have rigged
between the United S tates , Europe , and Japan is not protect
ing the steel industry or steel workers , but rather is the im
petus , under the guise of forcing international competition ,
for making each country slash its steel output, and thus ac
celerating the imposition of a Malthusian world order.

' Great Enterprises '
At this point , the most criminal feature of the British drive
to impose a global Davignon plan is that it sabotages what is
absolutely necessary to industrialize the so-called Third
26
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World: the steel for high-technology capital goods that will
be employed in Great Enterprises around the globe .
As this Special Report shows , plans currently exist to
conduct 1 1 0 major Third World development projects that
will export nuclear energy plants to the Third World; build
road s , other infrastructure and hundreds of thousands of fac
tories ; and turn current desert regions into breadbaskets . These
combined plans not only require the collective finished steel
capacity of the entire advanced sector. They require a quad

rupling of the world' s capacity for finished steel products,
which is currently roughly 500 million tons per year. Eighty
percent of the finished steel capacity is located in the collec
tivity of Europe ( 1 5 8 million tons per year) , Japan ( 1 24
million tons per year) and the United States ( 1 1 5 million
tons) .
This will also demand a tremendous increase i n the num
ber of steel plants in the Third World . It will require applying
the latest technologies of continuous casting , direct reduc
tion , and as soon as possible , " leapfrogging " to the technol
ogies of nuclear fission- and fusion-based steel furnaces .
The element missing i s not awareness that these projects
need to be done , nor knowledge of which technologies need
to be explored and perfected , but rather the financial arrange
ments to realize the vast expansion of the DEC D ' s steel
capacity and export of steel-content capital goods . Without
such a financial arrangement , nothing else can happen.
The dimensions of that financial arrangement have been
specified by Lyndon H . LaRouche , Jr. , founder and Contrib
uting Editor of EIR . LaRouche has proposed that Third World
debt , which is forcing murderous devolution , be resched
uled . This can be done by setting up an international redis
counting facility by treaty agreement among nations , and
coupling it to a gold-based monetary system, with gold re
valued for official purposes at the level of $500 an ounce .
This new facility would first buy up the non-performing Third
World debt on the books of leading commercial banks at a
discount . The banks would be issued in turn long-term gold
backed credit .
At the same time , the Third World would be issued gold
backed credit from this new facility , for the purpose of im
porting high-technology goods from the advanced sector .
The bonds would bear a 2 to 4 percent interest rate , and $400
billion of them would be created in the first issue . This would
allow for a $400 billion increase in high-technology goods
exports from the advanced sector to the developing sector to
begin the process of industrialization .
Provided that this international reform is accompanied by
the establishment of central banks on the model of Alexander
Hamilton ' s First B ank of the United States , in the advanced
sector nations to funnel cheap , abundant credit to productive
industry , then this industrial boom can be realized . Given
this potential , any individual who would accept the British
rigged game of protectionist trade war would show himself
as insane as he is suicidal .
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'Great Enterprises' require steel output :
the dimensions of economic recovery
by Marcia Merry Pepper
A competent program for global economic recovery must
center on the production of energy and steel , the backbone of
any modem industrial economy . Over 500 million people in
the world are living at pre-Iron Age levels , that is , in coun
tries with no measurable steel consumption at all . About two
thirds of the world ' s population , 3 ,408 million people , have
an average per capita steel consumption of 44 kilograms per
year, compared to over 500 kilograms a year in the advanced
economies . The 44-kilogram figure defines a living standard
of open fire cooking , minimal tools , and travel on foot .
To bring these millions up to the level of Mexico ' s aver
age steel consumption of 100 kilograms/year per person would
require an annual increase of world steel output of about 20
percent , produced over several years of economic develop
ment activity-not an impossible amount (Figures I and 2) .
In fact, this is about the same percentage of underutilization
of existing steel capacities in the United States and Western
Europe for the past five years .
These figures , in crude measure , show how far we are
behind a breakeven steel production in relation to minimal
world demand . But these calculations do not consider the
vast steel inputs needed for a competent program to accom
plish the global economic development tasks before us . To
do this , it is necessary to create the conditions in which every
nation can develop an independent steel industry. Under these
circumstances , the steel sectors of the major producer nations
will play a unique role-most emphatically including the
United States . Today ' s industrialized steel producers must
gear up capacity to produce the steel-intensive energy pro
duction technologies and infrastructure project inputs upon
which high-technology-based developing sector economic
growth depends . Thu s , demand for world steel must be cal
culated by choosing national and international infrastructur
aI , agricultural , and industrial development programs and
determining their bills of materials .

Steel for nuclear energy
For example, nuclear power expansion is essential for all
development programs . To build one light water nuclear
reactor of 1 ,000 megawatts electrical generating capacity
requires approximately 47 , 900 tons of carbon stee l ; 4 , 870
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tons of alloy stee l ; and 2 ,030 tons of stainles s . (Of nuclear
technologie s , light water reactors f are mid-range in steel
usage . ) Therefore , to construct a thousand I ,OOO- MW light
water reactors in the U nited States over the next 40 years-a
reasonable proj ection of need-will require production of
47 . 9 million tons of carbon steel , 4 . 9 million tons of alloy
stee l , and 2 . 03 million tons of stainless . To manufacture
another 1 , 500 reactors in the United States for export to the

Figure 1

World steel consumption levels, 1977
Annual consumption
of steel
Total
metric tons

(in millions)

Kilograms!
capita

Population

World . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

667 . 0

1 50

4 , 4 1 4 ,000 , 000

21 top consumer nations

5 1 6. 0

512

1 ,006,700,000

U.S.S.R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

145.6

567

U�. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 33 . 9

618

. . . . . .

103.6

398

Common Market . .

.

.

.

.

.

58.2

512

. . .

55.0

5 06

Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12.8

550

6.9

498

Japan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Comecon . . .

.

.

. . .

Scandinavia . . . . . .

.

.

. . . .

,

'

. . . . . . . .

.

.

. . . . . .

1 5 1 .0

44

Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6.5

1 00

Republic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
India . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

32.5

38

10.2

16

667,800 ,000

Nations at Mexico's level & . . . . . . .

524 . 3

344

1 ,523 , 3 1 6 ,000

142.7

.5

2,890,684,000

All other nations

. . . . . .

.

.

3 ,408 ,000 ,000

Selected nations

China, People ' s

above

(41 countries)

All nations below
Mexico's level · . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 ,0 1 2 , 200,000

Low consumption nations

Indonesia . . . .
Pakistan

.

.

. . . . .

. . . .

1 .2

8

1 48 ,900 ,000

. . . . . . . . . . . .

.7

9

84,000 , 000

. . . . . . . .
.

Afghanistan . . . . . . . . . .

.

.

. .

.

. . .

1 4,699,000

Source: World Statistics, 1 98 2 .

Consumption means produ ction plus imports, minus exports. Most of the
figures shown were assembled by the Statistical Office of the United Nations.
Although five years have past , the pattens of consumption remain relatively
the same . Over 5 1 0 , 000 , 000 people have no reportable consumption of steel
at all .
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developing sector, whose needs require over 3 ,000 reactors
of all types over the next 25 years to achieve a living standard
on the level of Europe today , will create a demand for an
additional 82 . 2 million tons of steel in the same ratio as above
(figure 3 ) .
The steel demand for nuclear power reactors alone will
overtax the decaying U . S . steel industry . But the overall
challenge is greater. Presented on the map are 1 3 " Great
Enterprise " projects-special large-scale development proj 
ects selected for their prospects of enormous productivity
gain through hydroelectric power, agricultural output , min
eral wealth exploitation , and so forth . In addition , there is a
continuous need for smaller-scale infrastructural projects in
the developing sector, and infrastructural overhaul and major
new developments in the advanced sector.
The projects shown on the map include those recom
mended by the LaRouche-Riemann econometric model team
for further analysis , and others proposed by the Mitsubishi
Research Institute in a plan released i n 1 97 7 , calling for the
creation of a $500 billion Global Infrastructure Fund . The
Mitsubishi study identified 12 large-scale infrastructural de
velopment projects out of a total of I t o reviewed by the
institute . Three of the projects identified on the map are
underway .

Figure 2

World steel production levels, 1978
Production of
raw steel

World . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Unused production
capacity. 1 978

(thousands of

% world

lLhuu,anus of

metric tons )

production

metric tons)

7 1 7 ,080

1 00
21 . 1

21 major producer nations
. . . . . . . . . .

1 5 1 ,404

U.S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 24 , 287

17.3

1 8 ,900

Common Market . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 32 ,622

18.5

70, 860

Japan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 02 , 083

14.2

49, 220

Comecon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

59,633

8.3

Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 4 , 895

2. 1

Scandinavia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

7 ,453

1 .0

5 9 2 . 380

82 . 6

China . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3 1 ,773

4.4

Brazil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 2 , 202

Spain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 1 ,336

India . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 0 , 096

U.S.S.R. . .

,

. . . .

.

.

.

Significant producers

Australia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

7 . 900
7 , 594

Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6 . 709

South Africa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

.

5 ,079

South Korea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4 , 967

North Korea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

80,736
Subtotal, major

1 1 .3

&
.

67 3 , 1 1 6

All other nations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

43 , 964

6. 1

production . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 3 8 .980

19.4

Production level
possible, 1978 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

8 5 6 , 060

significant producers . . . . . . . . . .
Additional potential

Source: Annual Statistical Report, 1 9 H I . American Iron & Steel I n stitute .
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1 3 8 ,980

In India, there has been construction ongoing for over a
decade on the Rajasthan Canal . This is part of a series of
hydraulic projects , proposed by former Irrigation Minister
K. L . Rao , for a National Water Management System, to be
constructed over 30 years and result in vastly expanded out
put . The LaRouche-Riemann model team analyzed how to
expand the water system even more ( " The Industrialization
of India: From B ackwardnes s to Industrial Power in Forty
Years , " EIR Special Report , February 1 980) . However, in
1 980 the government of India announced a simplified ver
sion , due to economic constraints , calling for a 20-year con
struction period . The Ganges-Brahmaputra River link has
not yet been initiated due to ongoing discussions between
B angladesh and India .
To complete the water management system on any sig
nificant scale will require huge amounts of cement and large
quantities of steel . The LaRouche-Riemann model projec
tions specify 40 million tons of steel over a 30-year period .
The Siberian development program is proceeding in all
three zones noted on the map . After the U . S . embargo on
exports to the Soviet natural gas pipeline . the specialty steel
requirements contracted with U . S . -connected suppliers , will
instead be supplied by other firms in Europe and within the
U . S . S .R.
I n the eastern Amazon , construction i s underway on a
major industrial belt-the Greater Carajas Project . The cen
terpieces are the development of an iron ore mine in the Serra
dos Carajas-a mountain of ore estimated at 1 8 billion tons
of 66 percent purity ; and the Tucurui Dam . Locks at Tucurui
will allow river transportation , and a 550-mile railroad is
under construction to S iio Luis . Begun in 1 980 , this area is
one of the largest development zones ever in world history .
Plans for the other Great Enterprise zones shown are in
varying states of study and evaluation . The Mekong Delta
project has been intensively studied for 20 years ; the feasi
bility demonstrations have been completed , and technically
work could start at any time . Other projects , for example the
proposal to roll back the deserts of North Africa, are far less
mapped out , but could call upon the arid-agriculture technol
ogy so well-developed in California, Israel , and elsewhere .
The demand for steel created by the simultaneous con
struction of any of these projects will necessitate continually
doubling capacity . Like the India water management project,
the North American Water and Power Alliance proposal needs
40 million tons over 20 years . This implies a scale of demand
for the North African project of at least an equivalent amount .
To accomplish the Great Enterprise development will
require extensive smaller-scale infrastructural projects
throughout the developing sector, and extensive improve
ments in advanced-sector infrastructure .
Constructing the N AWAPA project demands extensive
upgrading of the transportation network throughout North
America , to handle the increased shipping flow . The esti
mated tonnage of steel required to put the U. S. ports and rail
system into operating condition is in the range of 10 to 20
million tons over a t o-year period . The amounts of steel
EIR
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Great enterprises demand steel
la, Ib, Ic) Greening of deserts: Greening of the deserts in

the Sahara, the Sinai , and the Arabian peninsula.

ered in 1 967 , is estimated to have 18 billion tons of 66 percent
pure ore .

2) Second Panama Canal: Construction of a large canal
linking the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans in Central America (e . g . ,
Nicaragua or Panama or Mexico) .

8) Qattara Depression project: Construction of the canal
between EI Dabba and EI Sira. Construction of port at El Sira.
By the flow of water through the canal , electric power is generated .

3) Kra Isthmus Canal: A 1 70-kilometer-Iong canal linking
Phang-nga Bay on the west coast to the Gulf of Siam on the east
coast. This would shorten by 2 ,400 km the sailing distance to
and from the Indian Ocean .

9) Gibraltar Strait bridge/tunnel: Construction of a bridge/
tunnel between Morocco and Spain. European and African con
tinents are connected through the surface transportation .

4) Indian national water

management. Series of projects

involving hydroelectric power development in the Himalayas,
the upper reaches of the Brahmaputra River system; and canal
systems in the Punjab and other zones, utilizing moonsoon rain
reservoirs and radial wells . Sea barrier systems are projected for
the huge Ganges-Brahmaputra delta, to retard flooding and
salinity .
on

5) Control of sea current in the Bering Straits: Construc
tion of a dam across the Bering Straits at their narrowest point
(85 km wide , 45 m deep) and control the sea currents flowing
from the Arctic Ocean . This would alter atmospheric conditions
in the North Pacific and make the climate more temperate .
6) African central lake: Control of the flow of the Congo
River by building a dam to create a vast lake in the Congo and
Chad regions of central Africa to improve natural conditions in
the area.
7)

Hydraulic power in South America: Construction of

nine dams and seven artificial lakes across the Amazon, Orinoco
and Paraguay rivers . The related countries are Brazil, Venezue
la, Colombia, Peru , Bolivia, Paraguay , and Argentina. Already
underway , the Itaipu Dam on the Parana River is the world' s
largest ( 1 2 ,600 megawatts ; double that o f the Grand Coulee
Dam) . The Carajas region of Brazil is slated for major industrial
development, including integrated port and rail facilities. The
famous mountain of iron, Serra dos Carajas , which was discov-
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10) Siberian development. Three " territorial production
complexes" are underway: West Siberia, involving huge natural
gas and oil extraction systems of pipelines and roads; Angara
Yenisei River basin development, in which one of the world' s
largest hydroelectric dams i s under construction, a s part o f a
planned new industrial zone; Baikal-Amur Mainline Railway
(BAM)-a several thousand mile span , north of the Transiberian
to handle huge bulk freight of coal , ore , and minerals .
11) Lower Mekong project. Plans are complete for the
integrated development of the lower Mekong River basin. A
system of dams , sea dykes, and waterworks can control the
Mekong flow (third largest in Asia) , and enable massive agri
cultural surpluses. The huge Ma Pong Dam , projected for the
Lao-Thai border, and other dams would provide hydro-electric
power.
12) North American Water and Power Alliance project
(NAWAPA) . Proposal to divert southward the huge volume of
run-off water now flowing northward from Canada and the Yu
kon into Hudson ' s Bay . A 500 mile valley in the Canadian
Rockies would be part of the channel . Project would provide
1 30 million acre-feet per year for U . S . irrigation; 100 million
acre-feet per year for Canada and Mexico; and supply 50,000
megawatts of hydroelectric power.

13) New Silk Road : Construction of modern version of
ancient " silk road" across the Eurasian continent from the cen
tral part of Europe to China.
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Figure 3
Demand for steel, nuclear plants and water projects

Nuclear power plant production

I.

Demand for 1 ,000 new plants
for the U . S . by 2020
Carbon steel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47 . 9 million tons
Alloy steel

. . . . . . . .

4 . 9 million tons

Stainless steel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2 . 1 million tons
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Demand for 1 , 500 new plants

Meeting demand

for export by the U . S. to
the developing sector by 2020
Carbon steel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 1 . 85 million tons

II.

Alloy steel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

7 . 3 1 million tons

Stainless steel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3 . 04 million tons

Water projects

North American Water and Power Alliance
Steel needs during
20-year construction period . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 million tons
India Water Management
Steel needs during
30-year construction period . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 million tons
Sources: "Nuclear plant construction , " Industrial Revival for the 1980s. National
Democratic Policy Committee; " N AWAPA steel demands , " EIR . April 6 . 1 982;
"India development projections . " The Industrialization ofIndia. EIR . Special Report.
1 979.

required just to maintain the existing constricted rail and road
system totals 6 . 3 million metric tons a year (figure 4) . The
Council of State Planning Agencies estimates that one out of
every five bridges in this country needs to be replaced .
The LaRouche-Riemann model team analyzed a pro
posed program of implementing seven Great Enterprise proj 
ects and determined that fully one-third of the estimated $5
trillion required by the year 2000 should be spent on smaller
scale infrastructure projects like port development , sanitation
systems , and similar essential s . Many of these developments
�e already underway or on the drawing boards in such Third
World countries as Saudi Arabia, B razil , and Egypt , which
rank among the top five developing-sector nations investing
in infrastructure at present . The LaRouche-Riemann model
team has measured the positive effects of implementing se
lected Great Enterprise projects on productivity , growth rate
of the tangible , total econom¥ , thermodynamic efficiency (Sf
C - V) , increased life expectancy , and population growth .

Bridge to space

Just as in the 1 8th century Benjamin Franklin and his
networks mapped new lands and projects for population
growth, and researched electricity as the power of the future ,
the task of the 20th century is to explore and map for coloni
zation the next frontier of humanity: the solar system and the
stars beyond . Mobilizing for global infrastructure develop
ment creates the overall leaps to succeed in space . What is
required is an immediate doubling of the $ 1 2 billion now
spent worldwide on space exploration-and then a tripling
and quadrupling of these ' expenditures . By early in the 2 1 st
century , we must be ready for large-scale population shifts
from Earth to colonies in the solar system , similar in scale to
30
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the late- 1 9th-century mass immigration from Europe to the
United States . A strong space effort will produce continual
technological and scientific breakthroughs . We can define
our development tasks of the present only by looking into the
future , and counting as a great blessing the fact that we are
among the first generation of humanity that has the opportu
nity of developing our globe as a bridge to colonize our solar
system.

Even the full-scale utilization of all steel capacity of the
major 2 1 steel exporting nations , which produce 83 percent
of the world' s output, would be inadequate to supply just the
" small-scale " infrastructural demand , not counting the
schedule of " Great Enterprise" demand. The annual output
of 80 . 7 million metric tons from the nine steel-producing
nations outside the 2 1 advanced economies , needs to be at
least quadrupled as rapidly as possible , while in addition,
new steel-production centers are established on each continent.
India has two new steel plants under construction on the
B ay of BengaJ", each with about 3 to 4 million tons capacity.
The Visakhapatnam (V isag) plant is being done with Soviet
assistance . The first phase should be completed by 1 983 . The
Paradeep plant will be completed under exclusively Indian
supervision since Britain , the initiating co-developer, has
pulled out .
A national growth plan just released by the Colombian
government ' s Industrial Promotion Institute (IFI) , speci
fies five new steel-production sites. Three are the same as
those recommended by the LaRouche-Riemann development
program for Colombia. Colombia' s " Ruhr" should be con
centrated on the Caribbean coast region from the Guajira
Peninsula across to Cartagena. The peninsula has one of the
world ' s largest coal mines , El Cerrejon , giving Colombia
coal reserves estimated to be the largest in Ibero-America.
Venezuela ' s large iron ore supplies are available by ship or
rail .
The project' s start-up period will requir� tons of steel
imports from the United States or elsewhere .

Figure 4
Steel needs for U . S . rail and road maintenance

Highways

Metrlc toos

2 .000 mi/year
(interstate) annual repair .

.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63 ,000

8 , 000 miles
(interstate) deficit of repair.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 260,000

1 ,5 00 miles
(interstate) unbuilt
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Source: America in Ruins, 1 98 1 . The Council of State Planning Agencie s .
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Advanced nuclear technologies can
power 21st-century steel production
by Marsha Freeman, Science & Technology Editor
In order to make its requisite contributions to world devel
opment , the steel industry must quickly reach the highest
possible level of productivity . What this means for U . S . steel
producers in particular is to regain their technological impetus .
Today , a conventional manufacturer must use more than
a ton of coal for each ton of finished steel produced . In
addition to the pollution problems caused by burning fossil
fuels, the cost and availability of metallurgical coking coal
prevents the large-scale expansion of many nations ' steel
industries .
The major revolution on the horizon in steelmaking is the
substitution of more advanced and efficient forms of energy
for the bulk use of fossil resources . Over the next twenty
years the application of advanced fission technologies can
start the U. S . industry back on an upward climb of increased
productivity and reduced cost of production.
Today ' s nuclear power plants , or light-water reactors ,
operate at a comparatively low temperature . The heat they
can transfer from the nuclear reaction is in the range of 500600 degrees Fahrenheit, which is too low for industrial
processing .
The next-step liquid metal fast breeder reactors , which
are being demonstrated commercially in France , Britain , and
the Soviet Union , bring the available heat from fission up to
the 900- 1 , 1 00 degree range , still of only limited use . S ince
1 973 Japan has had a program under development to use
high-temperature gas-cooled reactors (HTGRS) in the 1 , 7002 ,000 degree range for nuclear steelmaking and other indus
trial processes .
Unlike the L WRs and breeders which use water and liquid
sodium respectively , as coolants , the HTGR uses gaseous
helium circulating around the nuclear fuel undergoing fission
reactions . This gaseous coolant is well suited for the transfer
of greater amounts of heat from the reactor core to water to
produce super-heated steam for industry . Nuclear experts and
design engineers in Japan are developing a heat exchanger
system which can deliver steam at about 1 , 600 degrees Fahr
enheit for industrial processing . In 1 97 8 , the Japanese com
pany Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industry of Tokyo an
.nounced that its engineers had developed an experimental
heat exchanger for that purpose .
EIR
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The most advanced design for a nuclear steelmaking
complex would largely eliminate the need for any fossil fuels
and make use of the HTGR-produced electricity and process
heat .
For the first stage of steel production , where the iron ore
must be reduced, or purged of its oxygen, the nuclear process
would eliminate the use of tons of coking coal and substitute
nuclear-produced methane (natural gas) or hydrogen . The
hydrogen could be produced either with the current technol
ogy of reforming methane , or better still , by using high
temperature electrolysis to free hydrogen from water. The
methane or hydrogen gas would be combined with the iron
ore to produce pig or sponge iron this first stage in a direct
reduction process . In the current production process , when
the first-stage pig iron is ready, it is transferred to oxygen
furnaces to have impurities removed and the carbon content
of the iron changed to become steel .
In a nuclear steelmaking complex of the most advanced
design , this reduced iron ore would be combined with steel
scrap and refined into steel in electric furnaces . Today , due
to the cost of electricity , only high-valued alloy steels are
made in electric furnaces . But with HTGR and nuclear-based
processing , the electrical power being produced by the nu
clear reactor would be on-site and cheap enough to produce
even basic carbon steel with this advanced technology .
A nuclear steel complex would be a nearly self-contained
production unit , with the hydrogen being made on site , and
the nuclear-generated process heat and electric ity contiguous
to the steel mill . The only large-scale raw material needed
would be the iron ore .
The Japanese are planning to demonstrate a 50-MW ther
mal HTGR in 1 98 3 . By 1 985 they plan to have developed the
design for a commercial prototype nuclear steel-making
plant , and within a decade of that achievement , to build a
working mill . They plan to use byproducts , such as tar from
petroleum refining , which have no use today , to produce the
methane and hydrogen , using the HTGR ' s steam to crack
these byproducts . In the future the direct splitting of water to
produce the hydrogen-reducing gas could be even more
efficient .
S ince 1 977 the U . S . government, which provides budSpecial
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The high-temperature gas reactor demonstration plant of 300 M W

oxygen from iron ore , or add carbon to pig iron . Unlike
nuclear fi ssion which can supply heat and electricity to in
dustry , fusion fuel byproducts c an also be used directly .
These byproducts are in the form of plasmas , gases of charged
particles at very high temperature s . The fusion process also
releases v arious forms of radiative energy which can be op
timized for various specific processe s . The industrial tech
nology known as the fusion torch is created by transferring a
plasma from the fusion reactor , where it is created , through
a connecting region that isolates it from the reactor, to an
interaction region where materials are dissociated .
Once the materi al s , s uch as iron ore , have been reduced ,
a separation technique must be used to recover the desired
material s . Many separation techniques have been postulated ,
but the one most appropriate for plasma steelmaking would
be quenching , or quick cooling the plasma , to prevent the
iron and oxygen atoms from recombining . Quenching can be
accomplished by injecting a cooler gas into the plasma after
separation , or by expanding the plasma , or by making it flow
over a cooler surface . The materials and technology devel
opment for fusion-torch techniques have yet to be developed ,
but this should be the major challenge for the U . S . energy ,
materi al s , and steel scientists and engineers for the next
decade .

a t Fort Saint Vrain . Colorado : new energy technologies will de
mand, as well as help produce. huge \ 'aillmes of stee l .

getary support to the advanced design and materials devel
opment work for the HTGR , has attempted to termi nate the
entire program . The Carter administration ' s excuse was the
anti-nuclear bias of the entire admini stration , and recently
the Reagan administration has attempted to cancel the effort
for budgetary reasons , claiming that pri vate enterprise will
pay for this nationally vital research . This is highly unlikely ,
under present economic circum stances .
The Bethlehem Steel Company had all' active nuc lear
steelmaking research and development effort until the mid1 970s when it decided that the demand for steel would not
justify developing this new technology .

Fusion: the next frontier
HTGR electric plants have already been demonstrated in
the United S tates and West Germany . The development of
the higher-temperature materials and components to link the
HTGR to steel making and other industrial processing is a
technology development task which the United S tates could
take a lead in, with an appropriate financ i al effort .
The real challenge in nuc lear steel making for the first
decades of the next century is to harness the intense energy
of nuclear fusion to revolutionize the mining , processing ,
and fabrication of many k i nds of material s . including steel .
Nuclear fusion , the energy source of the Sun and al l stars ,
takes plate , not at thousands , but at tens of m i l l ions of de
grees . At that temperature , all materi als decompose into their
individual elements , makaing it a simple task to separate the
32
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No technology bottlenecks
As in the case of the HTGR , the major problem in devel
oping fusion torch processing is not the existence of technol
ogy bottlenecks-the most immediate problem is that the
federal government is pulling back from its responsibility to
develop the energy source from which whole new technolo
gies will be born .
The U . S . magnetic fusion energy program has been in a
position of world leadership for the past decade . Now , when
impressive achievements have been demonstrated in reach
ing the conditions to create energy from fusion , the Reagan
administration is insisting that the nation does not need fusion
power for another 70 years , and that the science and technol
ogy effort should be slowed down . Meanwhile , the Japanese
government has committed its resources to demonstrate the
commerc ial feasibility of producing energy from fusion by
1 993 .
If the United States slows its fus ion program and loses
the lead in this crucial energy technology , the Japanese will
be in a position to export fusion power plants , with attendant
plasma-torch steelmaking technologies , back to the United
S tates in the next century .
The United S tate s , with its obsolete steel industry , has no
right to complain that the Japanese and others are producing
cheaper steel and other materials , and will have even less
right if its greatest research and development capability , the
greatest in the worl d , is shut off. The future of the U . S . steel
industry rests on its ability to marshal the required resources
to leapfrog today ' s technology and prepare to meet the world' s
future needs .
EIR
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The decline and fall of U. S. steel :
a case study in de-industrialization
by Lydia Schulman
If the United States were to embark on a serious economic
recovery program , one of the first bottlenecks would be its
shrinking , antiquated steel industry . In fact, to gear up the
economy , it would be necessary to begin importing steel on
a large scale-much as America did from 1 97 1 to 1 974, the
last period of relative economic growth .
The U . S . steel industry is currently producing at around
40 percent of capacity utilization, a rate lower than the aver
. age level during the worst four years of the Great Depression ,
1 932 to 1 935 . Its shipments collapsed by approximately one
third during the first five months of 1 982 compared with the
previous year, as auto , construction , capital good s , the rail
roads , the oil and gas industry , and other major steel users
succumbed to Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker's high
interest -rate pol icy .
Industry employment is currently lower than at the depths
of the last Depression . At the end of the first quarter, the

industry employed 234,000 hourly prod uction workers .
compared w ith 3 3 9 ,000 in 1 97 8 and a h i g h of 544 ,000 i n
1 953-statistics that mean that America's highly skilled work
force is being permanently lost to lower-sk i l led jobs and
welfare .
U . S . steelmaking capac ity has shrunk from a peak of
around 1 68 million tons per annum (of raw steel ) in the mid1 960s to an estimated 1 5 1 mill ion tons at present . Most of
this capacity-high-cost , outmoded facilities that should have
been replaced years earl ier-has been shut down since the
first quarter of 1 975 , when the fu ll effects of the Oil Hoax
and recession hit . The U . S . Commerce Department is proj
ecting a slight net increase in capacity over the 1 980s through
" rounding out " programs and improved e fficiencies. How
ever, the economists admit that this projection depend� on
how much more capacity i s shut down in the c o m ing months
and years . They antic ipate that more of Bethlehem ' s Lacka-

Figure 1
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wanna , New York plant will be closed , along with more of
U . S . Steel ' s Homestead , Pennsylvania plant and even some
of its newer Fairless Works in Alabama .
U . S . Stee l , the industry leader , is notorious for its policy
of " diversifying " out of steel-to the point where only one
third of its sales are now in steel . Real estate , chemicals , and
oil and gas (following U . S . Steel ' s $4 billion purchase of
Marathon Oil earlier this year) make up the bul k . Other
companies , including Bethlehem-the number two firm
have adopted a policy of not investing one cent more in older
plants and equipment , literal ly running their assets into the
ground before junking them. According to a survey of various
Wall Street analy sts , U . S . stee l capacity could be reduced by
as much as 40 percent over the next several years . In other
word s , American steel production could be permanently held

Ao
w rld without steel
A soon-to-be-released study by the U.S. Commerce
Department on stee l in the 1 980s maintains that as GNP
grows higher over this decade, the American eC9nomy
will become less and less steel-intensive. Hence , the
study concludes that steel · demand is not one of the
possible constraints on economic growth in · the 1980s
and, implicitly, the shutdowns throughout the industry
are a necessary adjustment to a " less steel-intensive , ." .
"post-industrial " future.
The concJusions of the Commerce Department's
steel experts follow from two methodological errors .
First, they confuse real economic growth with gross
national· product (which includes inflated reai.estate
values, interest charges, and all types of ftuff) . Second,
they project forward the post- 1 975 shift in the U . S .
economy away from high-technology . tangible-goods
production (machine tools, nuclear plants , infrastruc
ture , housing) toward a post-industrial " information
society" (personal computers. solar reflectors, down
town " rehabilitation" projects like . Baltimore's bou
tique-linedinner harbor).
Said one Commerce Department economist who
worked on the study , higher GNP growth in the 1980s
will be composed of smaller autos .that use less steel
and eJectronic controls for machine tools, but not more
macbine tool s. " One could argue that the United States
will need to replaeJ;: its railroads. bridges. and other
infrastrl.1cture," he said, but that possibility was not
figured into the department' s projections on stee l de
mand. Nor, according to the Commerce Department's
projections, will the United States be producing more
nuclear 'plants, houses, or tractors . Presumably . tHe
future American population will eat Apple computers .
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as low as the current depressed leve l s .
The more serious problem , indeed , the root of the current
crisis, is the American steel industry ' s miserable record of
capital investment . In the 1 970s , steel capacity was being
replaced at a rate of only 2 . 5 percent per year-a capital
replacement cycle of 40 years , the worst of any industry in
the economy . What money was spent went into piecemeal
modernization of aging plants-the replacement of a furnace
here , a rolling or stamping mill there . As a result, U . S .
steelmaking capacity stagnated quantitatively and qualita
tively . And steelmakers had to pay the price of diverting an
increasing share of outlays-now around 20 percent-to
nonproductive , antipollution devices for antiquated plants .
The J apanese , by contrast , built entirely new , " green
field " plant s , seizing every opportunity to take advantage of
the most modem technologies and economies of scale , as
well as optimal plant location to minimize transportation
costs of raw materials and of shipping the final product .
Between 1 95 7 and 1 97 6 , Japanese steel companies invested
approximately the same amount in steel facilities as their
U . S . counterparts ; however, production capacity in Japan
increased by 979 percent compared with 34 percent in the
United S tates . Moreover, the J apanese companies had built
1 00 million tons of the most efficient , greenfield steel pro
ducing capacity , while the U . S . steel makers had installed
only 1 1 million tons of greenfield capacity . ( See H ans Muller
and Kiyoshi Kawahito , Steel Industry Economics. 1 97 8 . )

Technological obsolescence
The technological obsolescence of the U . S . steel industry
became a national scandal in the late 1 970s . Especially under
recessionary market conditions , the U . S . steelmakers were
in no position to compete with the technologically advanced ,
lower-cost Japanese producers . The U . S . industry ' s recent
modernization drive has consisted solely in shutting down
vintage- 1 900 facilities and in more piecemeal instal lation of
modem equipment-large blast furnaces , new coke ovens ,
continuous casting-which the J apanese steel industry has
had for more than 20 years .
Thu s , Japan ' s ability in 1 976 to produce a ton of steel 30
percent more cheaply than the United States was boosted to
a 40 to 45 percent cost advantage by 1 98 1 . In 1 980, Japan
produced 1 36 . 4 tons of steel for every 1 ,000 manhours , while
the United States produced 96 . 7 tons in the same labor time .
Japan ' s yield had risen from 3 8 . 6 tons per 1 ,000 manhours
in 1 964 , when the United States was producing 8 1 . 2 tons .
The U . S . steel industry is far behind Japan and other
countries on all the key measures of technological
advancement.
Greenfield capacity . These plants offer all the advan
tages of economies of scale , full integration and computeri
zation , state-of-the-art technologies , and optimal siting
direct access to deepwater harbors , which greatly reduces the
cost of iron ore , for example . On average , new greenfield
plants produce a ton of steel in half the manhours of old
EIR
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plants . Only two greenfield plants have been built in the
United States over the last 25 to 30 years-U . S . Steel ' s
Fairless Works i n Alabama and B ethlehem ' s Bums Harbor,
Indiana plant . U . S . Steel shelved its plans to build a 4-mil
lion-ton faci lity in Conneaut, Ohio after recession hit the steel
industry in the mid- 1 970s .
Continuous casting. Continuous casters produce semi
finished steel shapes directly from hot liquid steel , eliminat
ing the time , energy , and raw steel wasted in producing ingots
and then reheating the metal and rolling it into desired shapes .
Today , less than 20 percent of American steel is produced by
continuous casting , the lowest proportion of all advanced
industrial nations . In the summer of 1 98 1 , Japanese steel
manufacturers were producing 70 percent of their steel by
this method . As a result , the " yield" from raw to finished
steel-a key measure of productivity-is low in the United
States: 75 percent compared with higher than 85 percent in
Japan .
Energy efficiency . Thanks to much wider use of contin
uous casting , newer and larger coking ovens and blast fur
naces, and greenfield steel facilities designed to capture waste
heat , Japanese companies presently use 30 perce nt less en
ergy to produce a ton of steel than American companies .
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Can Sharon's reign of
terror be brought to a n end?
by Daniel Sneider, Middle East Editor

Sources close to Israeli intell igence have revealed that the
mafia-style terrorist attack on a Jewish restaurant in Paris
Aug . 9 was carried out by organized-crime circles known to
be closely linked to Israeli Defense Minister Ariel Sharon
and Chief of Staff Rafael Eytan .
According to these sources , the aim of the attack , which
was followed by the bombing of a Jewish-owned bank , was
to justify intensified Israeli attacks on west Beirut and to
strengthen the hand of the Sharon-connected organized-crime
faction in I sraeli politic s . The attack was carried out not along
" Palestinian terrorist" patterns but was the work of a Maoist
Nazi terrorist sect operating out of B ologna , Ital y .
The Paris murders are only the beginning o f a worldwide
wave of terrorism, aimed at Jews and moderate Arab govern
ments , as well as Americans . Thus , continued toleration by
either the United States or Israeli Prime Minister Menachem
Begin of Ariel Sharon ' s military and terrorist capers will have
disastrous consequences for Israel , the region , and the entire
worl d .
In a n open letter dated Aug . 6 t o Prime Minister Begin ,
National Democratic Policy Committee leader and former
presidential candidate Lyndon H. LaRouche forewarned Be
gin of the " hideous , worldwide chain-reaction now being set
into motion around military actions in west Beirut . " If ele
ments in the Palestine Liberation Organization around Y asser
36
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Arafat are destroyed by S haron ' s rampage in Lebanon, and
if the sane forces among Arab leaders are undermined ,
Khomeini-style Islamic fundamentalism will spread through
out the region , LaRouche warned, unleashing a petroleum
shock crisis that could bring down the economies of Western
Europe and cause unimaginable suffering in the developing
sector .
Only the " Old Nazi" International controlled by the
monarchist oligarchy of Europe and its appendages in the
United S tates and the Middle East could imagine it will some
how profit from this chaos , LaRouche state s . Instead of doing
the dirty work of their Nazi enemies , instead of " c leverly"
allying with the Nazis and their Falangist offshoots in Leba
non in pursuit of a misconceived plan of survival , LaRouche
urges I srael to create its own " Arab allies , " starting with the
Arab citizens of Israel itself. Let us create a great movement
among the Arab people , he say s . Let us destroy Khomeini
and Khomeinis m , and create water and nuclear energy to
ensure regional prosperity . Quarrels over real estate can be
brought to an end by creating real estate , by bringing in water
and nuclear energy and transforming desert into arable land .
This approach, says LaRouche , will foster Islam in the
humanist tradition of ibn Sina, and is in the tradition of Judeo
Christian republicanism , as set forth by the injunction in
Genesis to be fruitful , multiply , and subdue the earth .
EIR
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Since the start of the Lebanon crisis two months ago ,
U . S . special envoy Philip Habib has refused to deal with the
overall Palestinian problem and has instead focused on the
logistics of evacuating the PLO from Beirut . Such an ap
proach ensures not merely the continuation of the Palestinian
problem but sets the stage for the export of Palestinian radi
calism throughout the region and the destabilization of every
Arab government in the Middle East .
Arab diplomatic sources in Washington report that the
Mubarak government in Egypt has told the State Department
that it will not accept the PLO evacuees unless there is a
commitment from the Reagan administration to seriously
pursue a political solution to the Palestinian problem , includ
ing full-scale autonomy for the occupied West Bank and
Gaza, and the withdrawal of the illegal Israeli settlements
from those lands. These sources report that the initial State
Department response was to refuse Egyptian conditions , tell
ing the Cairo government that the talks are only aimed at
getting the PLO forces out of west Beirut .
U . S . acquiescence to Israeli conditions for the destruc
tion of the PLO , combined with the continued brutal Israeli
bombing of Beirut as negotiations continue , is clearing the
way for a wave of anti-U . S . and anti-Jewish radicalism
throughout the Arab world, strengthening Islamic irration
alist forces like the Muslim Brotherhood against moderate
Arab governments like that in Cairo .
"The image of the United States is at the lowest level
everywhere in Egypt , from the bottom of society to the top , "
a senior Egyptian military source reported . There is a general
deterioration of the situation in the region . People in Egypt
are now " asking whether Egypt will be the next military
target of Israel . "
Similar reports of radical agitation are coming from the
Persian Gulf. Last week , a demonstration of 50,000 took
place in Kuwait , with members of the Kuwaiti parliament
participating . Protesters carried anti-American banners and
called for a new oil embargo .
Arab press sources in Paris allege that the events in Ku
wait and the terrorism in Paris are part of the same operation ,
citing in particular the strengthening of the Muslim Brother
hood in Egypt and Jordan and the revival of the battle cry
"War Against the Jews . " British intelligence is playing a
key role in manipulating this racialist madness .
An Israeli journalist similarly pointed to a wider chain of
command over the wave of terror and chaos now erupting out
of Sharon ' s war in Lebanon . " More actions of this sort will
occur in the next days , " the Israeli source predicted . " There
is a wave of anti-Semitism sweeping France and the people
in control are a combination of the old Nazis , reconstructed
after World War II and now operating out of Argentina,
Sweden, and Germany , with the New Left and right extre
mists created since the 1 960s who are using anti-Semitism
for their own purposes . '
,
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There are faint signs that Sharon could find his wings
clipped . On Aug . 1 2 , the White House issued its strongest
statement since the start of the Lebanon war, blaming Israel
for deliberately sabotaging U . S . efforts to bring about a
peaceful settlement of the crisis . Reagan phoned Begin and
" expressed his outrage " over Israel ' s new round of bombing
raids on Beirut , charging Israel w ith halting " Ambassador
Habib ' s negotiations . . . when they were at the point of
success . "
On the same day , the Israeli cabinet held its stormiest
session ever, with Sharon falling under attack for having
ordered the new attacks on Beirut without informing the rest
of the ministers . Trade Minister Gideon Patt accused Sharon
of acting unilaterally and said that President Reagan ' s anger
at Israel was j ustified. The cabiriet then stripped Sharon of
the carte blanche that he has up to now exercised in Lebanon,
stipulating that henceforth all military actions had to have the
specific authorization of Begin .
The only minister to j ump to Sharon ' s aid was Yuval
Neeman , the new Minister for Science and Development and
head of the neo-fascist Tehiya Party . Neeman , a nuclear
physicist and Sharon crony , is building up a " super-minis
try " of science , which aims to accelerate the Israeli nuclear
and defense programs to make Israel self-sufficient in mili
tary technology and immune from arms supplies pressure s .
Neeman w a s intimately involved in the Israeli nuclear bomb
construction project.

The Sharon mafia
At least one thread of the ' ' Old Nazi" international mafia
runs back to Sharon and his close collaborators in the Begin
government who have directed the Lebanon operation and
who , according to Israeli intelligence sources , hope to use
the war to oust Begin and install Sharon as Prime Minister.
Sharon is known to be backed by Meshulem Riklis, whose
U . S . -based Rapid-America Corporation is said to be the cen
ter of a drug and organized-crime operation .
Nahum Goldmann, the former president of the World
Jewish Congress , attacked this Sharon mafia in a recent speech
on West German radio , characterizing Sharon as a " savage
man " who is not only "terrorizing Beirut " but also his own
cabinet . Goldmann , who is known for his advocacy of an
overall Middle East peace settlement based on Arab-Israeli
cooperation for economic development , said that the " be
havior of Israel is going to bring the reappearance of anti
Zionist and anti-Semitic currents . "
The wave of chaos unleashed by the invasion of Lebanon
will place all governments in the area in jeopardy . One British
intelligence-linked Arab expert in London snidely predicted
that the Arabs " will have a lot of trouble with their own
people . There will be a rise of irresponsible behavior, and a
lot more terrorism. There will be a proliferation of wild
actions. "
International
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open letter to
Menachem Begin

An

What follows are brief excerpts from an Aug . 16 open letter
from EIRfounder Lyndon LaRouche to Israeli Prime Minis
ter Menachem Begin . Mr. LaRouche begins by stating that
spokesmen for patriotic Israeli and other Jewish circles have
appealed to him to help save Israelfrom destruction . ' 'This
appeal has touched me deeply,' I cannot refuse it. " He notes
that since April 1 975. he has been working to bring together
Arab and Israeli spokesmen on behalf of a genuine peace
solution entailing justice for the Palestinians. and consistent
with the vital self-interests of both the Arabs and Israel.
t

. . . If the elements of the Palestine Liberation Organi
zation around Yasser Arafat are destroyed by the current
onslaught against Beirut, the forces of " Arab moderation"
throughout the Middle East are defeated . The satanic beasts
of Asharism, the admirers of that modem al-Ghazali, Aya
tollah Ruhollah Khomeini, are unleashed throughout the Arab
world.
The immediate consequence of'such a development must
be a general petroleum-shock crisis which brings down the
economies of Western continental Europe , and unleashes
unimaginable suffering throughout most of the developing
sector. The economy of the United States of America, already
teetering on the edge of general , chain-reaction financial
collapse , will plunge into a new " Herbert Hoover" depres
sion , worse than that of 1 93 1 - 1 93 3 .
Immediately , the Nazi International , based i n such cen
ters as Geneva, Lausanne , Liechtenstein , Muenchen , Mad
rid , will unleash their pestilence of lunatic " separatist"
movements throughout the nations . Terrorism such as the
world has not yet seen since NATO launched terrorism in
1 969 , will afflict every nation of the world .
In consequence of such a cascade of developments , Israel
would soon cease to exist. . .
The government of Israel remembers bitterly who these
Nazis were . They were the families backing the blue-shirt
fascists of Richard Graf Coudenhove-Kalergi, the evil black
.
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oligarchy of Bavaria, Baden-Wiirttemberg, the old Austro
Hungarian Empire , the Astors and Churchills of Britain , the
Morgans and Harrimans of the United States of America . It
was Churchill and the Morgans (Allan Dulles) , who saved
the hard-core of the Allgemeine SS during 1 943-45 negotia
tions , and who restored that Nazi apparatus around the co
ordinating center of the Swiss Nazi Party ' s headquarters in
Geneva and Lausanne . It was the Organization Consul and
the Thule Society which created Hitler, and Israel ' s govern
ment remembers which Venice-centered oligarchical fami
lies were behind those monstrous organizations of the 1 920s .
Then , why is Israel , so to speak, in bed with these evil
oligarchical "families" today? Why is Israel allied with those
same forces which created Hitler, in the Middle East
today? .
•

.

The proper answer is well known . True , there are Jewish
gangsters , called in Tel Aviv the " Frankfurt Mafia , " and
there are British agents of influence , such as Ariel Sharon .
We speak not of such unhappy degenerates . We do not speak
of such ex-Jewish creatures as Max Fisher or Meshulam
Riklis . We speak of those who are honestly Jew s , who have
fallen into false thinking .
The Jew says , " We are a tiny people , and Israel is a tiny
nation. We must be ferociously clever. We must be constant
ly at war. In war, ' all is permitted . ' " . . .
The best way in which to destroy a victim is to induce
him to become very , very clever. The Jew thinks he is using
the Venetian oligarchy . The Venetian oligarchy gloats , and ,
with the recent developments around Beirut , begins to leer
satanically . The Jew has become so clever, he is about to
destroy Israel with his consummate cleverness .
Let us work to create a great movement among the Arab
people . . . . If war cannot be avoided , Jet there be war, but
let it be war for a just cause , a war to make way for the works
of peaceful brotherhood . May Egypt prosper so ! . . .
The Middle East is a region without iufficient water. Let
us create water for the region , with high energy-flux-density
sources of process-heat . Let us unleash nuclear energy to
provide water for prosperity of the region . Let the Mediter
ranean flow into the Dead Sea, let it flow into the Qattara
Depression. Let us build a political movement for good
throughout the region with water and nuclear energy . Let us
give the group around Yuval Neeman some proper work to
do. Let us master, as we could quickly , thermonuclear fu
sion , and thus master the power to produce as much water as
we require cheaply . Let Jew say to Arab , " This is our prom
ise . Help u s , that we may bring life-sweetening fresh water
to you . "
Let us destroy Asharism-no Arab or Jewish child of the
future is safe as long as Asharism stalks the Middle East.
But, as to Jew and Arab , especially Jew and Palestinian Arab,
let us now , immediately declare: " Let them unite around a
common banner of brotherhood and progress , to play their
part in crushing the evil , oligarchical ' families , ' so that man
kind may , at last, have peace . "
EIR
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The Iran-Iraq war, the superpowers, and
the Br itish game-plan for savaging the Gu l f
by Thierry Lalevee, European Bureau Chief
By the end of this month , the Persian Gulf region may very
well undergo a crisis of international dimensions as a result
of a reactivation of the 23-months-old w ar between Iran and
Iraq , coupled with an increased destabilization of the Gulf
sheikhdoms , including Saudi Arabia. This will be the direct
consequence of the Lebanese crisis and of the inability of the
Reagan administration to act as forcefully as the situation
required in checking the Israeli military drive into Lebanon .
Such a crisis will in tum provoke a new oil shock-with
disastrous economic consequences . Eventually , it will most
likely lead as well to a showdown between the superpowers ;
in the words of a senior Soviet analyst to the Los Angeles
Times this summer, " Iran is the one place in the world where
there exists the risk of a direct confrontation between Amer
,
ican and Soviet troops . '
London-together with certain Israeli forces around Ar
iel Sharon and Yuval Neeman , is orchestrating the crisis with
the aim of confronting the United States with yet another
major foreign-policy failure . London and Jerusalem further
more aim to force President Reagan to hand over his foreign
policy to a " professional , " Henry Kissinger-the most hated
man in the Middle East , in the Arab countries and Israel
alike . London wants to re-emerge as the region ' s sole protec
tor and controller in the wake of the formation of two new
" empire5"-Israel and Iran-swallowing up, under British
strategic control , the dismember<:d Arab states.
"Two hundred years of chaos in the Middle East" is
London' s perspective for the region , in the words of Philip
Adam , director of the London Ditchley Foundation-a pro
cess through which the " colonial creations " which are to
day ' s Arab states "will collapse and be split into smaller
units and entities . "
It is nothing less than the destruction of the entire region
which is planned by these modem followers of key British
lunatic Arnold Toynbee , the man who for 50 years oversaw
Britain ' s intelligence operations which are to be of use to
day-from the Islamic Asharite current represented by Iran ' s
Khomeini to the Arab world ' s Ikhwan al-Muslimuun, the
Muslim Brotherhood . As Arab diplomatic sources have been
warning , this means the destruction of more than 6 , 000 years
of civilization on a scale unequaled even by the Mongol
hords . " Our civilization is being wiped away . The popula
tions are turned into beasts . Racialism will re-emerge , Arabs
EIR
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,
against Jew s , Persians against Arabs . '
President Reagan recently received a direct warning to
that effect when Egyptian Foreign Minister Hassan Ali pre
sented to him the full consequences of America's passivity
against Israel. The 50,000-strong demonstration in Kuwait
on Aug . 8 under the banner of " Death to America" was the
first sign of things to come .

Khomeini's role
A key pawn in that plot is Iran ' s Khomeini and his ability
in the upcoming weeks to mount a successful military offen
sive against Iraq as a first step toward the " Islamicization "
of that country and the region . Iran ' s offensives in Iraqi
territory have so far met defeat; more than 27 ,000 Iranian
soldiers are reported to have been killed , that i s , butchered,
as most were untrained " Baseej " or people ' s militias de
ployed on the front line as human waves . The defeats have
reinforced those inside Iran who see the war as pointless , a
view shared by most of the Iranian army leaders who , like
the general chief of staff, recently warned against pursuing
the war further as Iran ' s economy collapses, and threatened
to resign if the Pasdarans (revolutionary guards) or the B aseej
were not withdrawn from the front.
The ongoing economic collapse has provoked a credibil
ity crisis for Khomeini in the eyes of the large part of the
population which had supported him till now ; dissatisfaction
is now visible in the ranks of the army and even of the lower
level clergy . As an example , take the cancellation sine die of
plans by some of Khomeini ' s most fanatical followers in the
so-called Meshed Mafia led by Ayatollah Golpayagani to try
Ghotbzadeh and Ayatollah Shariat-Madari for conspiracy
against Khomeini as a first step toward a major purge inside
the clergy itself, despite an announcement in early July that
the trial was soon to begin . Fears of a major religious and
theological split forced that postponement, and the same
happened to plans discussed last May to dissolve the Ministry
of Defense and the regular army , in order to establish a
ministry of the Pasdarans . The idea was quickly tabled when
the army opposed it.
Hence Khomeini ' s ability to wage a war relies more or
less exclusively at this point on Iran ' s supporters in London ,
Damascus , and Jerusalem .
Over the past few months , Damascus has emerged as
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Khomeini ' s most loyal friend , politically and militarily , out
of its own hatred of the B aathist regime in B aghdad . As
reported by the B eirut correspondent of the West German
newspaper Hanauer Anzeiger, Syria was the prime mover
behind the July 1 5 Iranian military offensive . A month ear
lier, in mid-June , the S yrian and Iranian Foreign Ministers
had met in Damascus to discuss carving up a dismembered
Iraq , once an Islamic regime led by Khomeini puppet Aya
tollah B aghr H akim were installed in B aghdad . A few days
later, S yrian Defense Minister Tlas flew to Teheran to com
plete the detail s ; the S yrian ambassador to Teheran General
Younes informed the Iranians in early July of an ongoing
Iraqi military reorganization , transmitting Assad ' s evalua
tion of the need to attack Iraq earlier than planned, on Iraq ' s
national day , rather than at the end of the month o f Ramadan .
To prove its good faith , S yria itself redeployed troops at
Iraq ' s borders while making a few overflights above Iraqi
territory , as a signal that it could enter the war at any chosen
moment.
Iran ' s second-best ally after S yria has been none other
than Israel , the country Khomeini is supposedly dedicated to
destroying . Intelligence sources have reported that Palestin
ian weapons seized by the Israelis in Lebanon were quickly
recycled for hard currencies for Israel ' s benefit while benev
olent arms dealers organized their shipment to Iran .
Israeli military help to Iran has been going on for quite
some time , as former Iranian Prime Minister Shahpour B akh
tiar underlines in his accompanying interview . Israel ' s aims
have been twofold from the beginning: to use Iran to destroy
a most hated enemy , Iraq , while again developing relations
with the Iranian military , " to be useful some day , " in the
words of many Israeli analysts . Such a connection has al
lowed the Israelis to even give military tactical advisers to
the Iranians , and it is expected that under such sponsorship
Iran will shift its focus of operation from B asrah into central
Iraq . There may be a direct strike at B aghdad aiming perhaps
at replicating the Israeli siege of Beirut , in time for the first
series of conferences preparatory to the non-aligned summit.

London's manipulation
Seeming to support Iraq in the first months of the war , as
part of a strategy aimed at wooing the Arab world when the
Carter administration was detestably involved in negotiations
with Teheran , the B ritish have for quite some time shifted
their operational focus toward Teheran against Iraq . A c lear
sign was given last February when the Iranian military ne
gotiated a huge arms deal in London .
Over the past few month s , B ritish intelligence officers
have been advising the Iranians to go for a rapid dismember
ment of Iraq , beginning with the creation of an " Islamic
republic of B asrah " as a first step toward splitting the country
into smaller entitie s . Their focus on Basrah is prompted by
their wish to re-establish that particular region as a key British
operational base . The model is the former sheikhdom of
Muhammara , of which B asrah was the capital , ruled in the
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early part of the century by Sheikh Alkhaz ' al . As early as
1 8 39 , the British East India Company had established there
the first B ritish-sponsored Freemasonic lodge , which func
tioned as a conspiracy center for B ritai n ' s intelligence oper
ations under the guise of " pan-Islamism " or " pan-Arab
ism. " Under the guidance of the British-controlled ' ' Grand
Lodge of H amburg , " the B asrah center sponsored the net
works from which the present leaders of the Iranian revolu
tion came , such as B eheshti and Khalkhal i . An attempt by
the B ritish to establish the sheikhdom as an independent
entity failed in the early 1 920s , and the " Islamic Republic of
B asrah " ---<: u tting Iraq from any outlet to the sea-is nothing
but a re-activation of that old plan .
Activation of the old secessionist tendencies of the Chal
dean or Assyrian synthetic religious cults in Iraq is also under
way . A creation of B asrah ' s Freemasonic lodges these cults
have re-surfaced in Teheran in the form of a " Chaldean
l iberation movement" which a year ago claimed responsibil
ity for the murder of two Iraqi diplomats in the U . A . E .
Yet B ritain ' s master card i s obviously the Kurds , used
again and again , not only against Iraq , but also against Iran ,
S yria and Turkey . Under the sponsorship of the British-Kur
dish Friendship Society , led by the maverick Lord John Kil
bracken , a Kurdish upheaval in Iraq is being planned to
coincide with an Iranian mi l itary offensive . Kilbracken, just
back from Iraq , detailed in a recent article in the London
Guardian how the Iraqi army will be forced to be deployed
at two simultaneous front s . Between 1 0 ,000 and 1 5 , 000 Iraqi
troops are already blocked in Kurdistan , while Kurdish rebels
are being organized out of Damascus .
For London, Iran is nothing but a pawn , and as an " Ira
nian empire " is mooted , British anthropologists working out
of Cambridge and Oxford are busy profiling Iran ' s own tribes
for a similar split of the country .

The Middle East and the superpowers
Within that political geometry , the two superpowers will
soon face a crisis none of them really wanted , but which
stupidity and Realpolitik helped produce . Ironical ly , while
both superpowers welcome , for quite different reason s , the
Iranian revolution as a " bulwark against communism" and
a " true anti-imperialist revolution " respectivel y , Washing
ton and Moscow have been forced by other realities to shift
toward a neutrality vis-a-vis Iran and renewed support for
Iraq .
Talk of resuming d iplomatic relations between Washing
ton and B aghdad has not materialized , but only a few weeks
ago U . S . Deiense Secretary Weinberger blasted Iran for at
tackipg Iraqi territory , while American support has been
channelled to Iraq via S audi Arabia and Jordan , and there are
rumors that Secretary of State Shultz is expected to crack
down on the Israeli -Teheran connection .
S imilarly Moscow , out of the need to better its relations
with the Arab world in the wake of the Lebanese crisis , has
been supporting the U . N . resolutions calling for an immediEIR
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ate cease-fire between the two countries-resolutions sup
ported by Iraq . And when Baghdad threatened to break the
1 972 friendship treaty should Moscow fail to renew its mili
tary deliveries , the Soviets speedily came through , and B agh
dad , in a good-will gesture , released a score of Iraqi com
munists from jail . Predictably , Teheran answered by arrest
ing Iranian communists and banning the Il" j " Tudeh news
paper Mardoum, driving underground once again the com
munist Tudeh leadership led by " Ayatollah " Kianouri . With
the Soviet Baku radio beaming into Iran characterizing Raf
sanjani as a " rat" or Montazeri as an " ass , " a slow deteri
oration of Iranian/Soviet relations began a few weeks ago; on
Aug . 6 Tass blasted Khomeini for the first time for heading a
"theocratic regime . " In between , mullahs of various ranks
suspected of sympathy for the Tudeh had been purged . Ho
jatesslam Khomeini , the man who had controlled the Iranian
" students " at the American embassy , was voted out of the
post of deputy speaker of the parliament and Nabui, the man
who had negotiated the release of the hostages , was forced
to resign as deputy prime minister .
Disillusioned by the present regime , Moscow has ob
viously not abandoned its hopes of controlling the country by
proxy . Aware of the ongoing process of internal political
disintegration , it remains ready to act. This is where B ritish
intelligence and its allies will intervene as they know that
Khomeini will launch Iran into a desperate flight forward
against its neighbors or internally, rather than admit defeat .
Such a n action would in tum force the Americans t o intervene
in the region to protect their allies in the Gulf. But an Amer
ican military presence would force the Soviets to react on
profile, too , and intervene in northern Iran . That ' s London ' s
scenario , and that will be realized unless the superpowers
enter into an agreement which 1 ) would curtail Iran ' s military
supply lines ; 2) back up the moderate Arab countries against
Iran and the threat of radicalization of the region ; 3) make the
commitment that whatever happens in Iran as a result of such
steps would be entirely an internal matter and thus the busi
ness of none of them . Then London ' s manipulation and bluff
could be called and the region stabilized .

Interview: Shahpour Bakhtiar

Iranian ex-Premier
on Israel's intrigues
The following interview with Shahpour Bakhtiar, former
Prime Minister of Iran, was conducted by Mary and Thierry
Lalewie in Paris, on July 7.
EIR: Could you tell us your view of the situation in the
EIR
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Middle East, and particularly the situation in Lebanon?
B akhti ar: I can tell you that Khomeini will once again show
his real face after the withdrawal of Iraqi forces [from Iran
ed . ] . He will find another alibi , another diversionary maneu
ver . One day it is the American hostages , another day it is
the war with Iraq , another day it is the call to �pen the gates
of Jerusalem to the Islamic forces . All that has as its main
aim to divert the attention of the population in Iran , which
has many problems .
I think that following the withdrawal of Iraqi troops from
Iran , Khomeini is going to say , " I am going to go to Iraq to
impose my Shiite doctrine . " This is contrary to international
order. It is like Hitler, who said , "I possess the truth . I am
going to impose it on others . " And Khomeini ' s flag will fly
perhaps over Iraq , Jordan , Egypt, or the states of the Persian
Gulf.
As for Lebanon , I think personally that the country can
hope to free itself from a certain number of contingencies . I
knew Lebanon when I was ve'ry young , when I was at the
Lycee Fran�ais in Beirut when I was about 16 or 1 7 . It was a
beautiful country , where several communities-Jews , Ar
menians , Druze s , Orthodoxe s , Maronites , Shiites , and Sun
nis-lived in peace .
B ut the problems of the Middle East will not be solved in
Iran or in Lebanon . The problems are infinitely more com
plicated . The problem of the Persian Gulf, for example, is
that these countries are not really countries . These countries
did not exist when I was a boy . Names like B ahrain or Kuwait
existed , but that was all . Then oil was discovered . It was
expensive; the Western world needed it, and some people got
rich . These countries are not viable countries . When the oil
runs out , the burning desert will return . These countries are
not like Iran , Iraq , Turkey , or even Lebanon , which have
other resources , not only oil . All these problems exist , and
will not be solved by the Iran-Iraq war.
EIR: What do you think about the relations between the

Soviet Union and Khomeini?
B akhti ar: The essence of Khomeini is archaic . It is a dic

tatorship . It is a total absurdity . The Soviet Union would not
be happy if there were a social-democratic regime in Iran .
She would prefer a regime more like the Shah ' s , knowing
perfectly well that it would finish badly one day , a regime
like the Khomeini regime , where there is disorder, killings ,
executions . "That is good , " think the Soviets , saying to
themselves , " We will wait our tum , we will wait till the fruit
is ripe and falls from the tree . " That is why the Soviets and
Khomeini do not have bad relations . They understand each
other. I find the Soviet Union even more cynical than
Khomeini .
EIR: What do you think about Israeli aid to Khomeini?

B akhtiar: Khomeini has received technical assistance , es

pecially military , mainly for aviation-spare parts , mainte
nance , repairs , and so on------{furing the war. . . . Israel had
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different aims . First, to be sure that the Iraqi army , which
was a threat , could no longer be operational . That is now the
case . After all that has happened between Iran and Iraq ,
neither the Iranian army nor the Iraqi army is operational .
Israel had other aims too : to help the Iranian army defeat the
Iraqi army , which it considered its enemy , as far as possible ,
then , they intend to tell the Iranians later , " we helped you ,
don ' t forget ! " I don ' t think that the Israelis can remain friend
ly with Khomeini for very long-unless Khomeini is reall y
pro-Israeli !
I think there is no doubt that Khomeini knew that spare
parts were coming from Israel . The Israelis did this mainly
to put the Iraqi army to the test, which they have done , and
also to infiltrate the Iranian army . to have contacts , relations ,
and so on . Whether they have succeeded or not , I don ' t know .
EIR : How do you see the situation inside Iran?

I am leaving aside those who are described as the fervent
supporters of Reza Pahlavi . In principle , those people were
not very clean . They have their interests ; they want to return
to loot the country . Let ' s leave those people aside , as well as
the communists , who simply execute orders r�ceived . For
the rest, there is one group which I call " di ssidents , " and
another I call ' ' opponents , " those who said no to Khomeini
from the very first day , or even before . The dissidents are
those who collaborated with Khomeini , and somewhere along
the road , they said , " I don ' t like that . " But in principle ,
these people were expelled by Khomeini , they did not resign .
Look at B ani-Sadr. I must admit , I find that Khomeini ' s
government has done one legal act i n the last two years
the ouster of Bani-Sadr, in conformity with the
constitution . . . .
There is one problem in Iran , you know . People say that
the mullahs are indecent . B ut the children of mullahs . .
!
.

.

Bakhtiar: One thing can be said . Given the problem of

Lebanon , and other problems , neither the United States nor
England has a plan to solve the problems in Iran . They said
to themselves , " After all , there is a mullah , the county may
be suffering , but we don ' t care ! " The communist danger is
not immediate for them . Evidently , there is communist infil
tration which started some time ago . But it is not yet obviou s ,
i t is not yet urgent , they think .
Resistance is crushed inside Iran , by Khomeini ' s terror
ism . It is unimaginable . I lived in France during the German
occupation . There was the Gestapo , and I knew what it was ,
as a soldier in the French army . I don ' t think the Gestapo
ever acted like the Pasdarans [Revolutionary Guards J . . . .
Now , Khomeini say s , " Whoever ! , or any other mullah ,
declares impious , or agnostic , could be executed without trial
by anyone . " You can see what results this can lead to .
Therefore , it is simply not possible for the Iranian people
to make any signs of insurrection at the moment . That has to
be organized from the outside , but with armed elements in
side the country . Otherwise . there is no solution . Countries
like the United States or England have no plan to help us , to
send an expeditionary corps , which we do not want, as it
would cost us dearly later .
EIR: What are your own plans for the future ?
Bakhtiar : I can answer a l l your questions , except t o talk of

my plans ! It is our duty to fight Khomeini with all our mean s .
Someone asked m e one day , " Now that there is peace , what
are you going to do? " I said . "This is their business . I never
agreed with this war. never . Now , if Mr. S addam and Mr.
Khomeini have no arguments with each other, or if they want
to shake hands , that ' s their business . I have another task-to
fight Khomeini . We will continue , we have to fi ght . there is
no other solution . We must live fighting or disappear .
EIR: What do you think of the Iranian exile movement?
Bakhtiar : There is a lot of romantic ism in all thi s . There are

two groups that I distinguish completely . at least two groups .
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Interview: Dr. Mehdi Rouhani

Islamic leader declares
that Khomeini will fall
The following is an interview with Dr. Mehdi Rouhani, the
spiritual leader of the Shiite community in Europe, and an
important opponent of Ayatollah Khomeini . The interview
was conducted in Paris by Mary and Thierry Lalevee , on
July 8 1 982 .
EIR : How do you view the events of the last three years in

Iran?
Rouhani : According to our tradition , the Shiite clergy rep
resents a symbol of popular will , and it took the leadership
of the revolution . The clergy wanted to take power and elim
inate the civilians . I think that this was a danger for the Shiite
c lergy , and this danger still exists . Even faith and good will
can never replace experience , which is necessary to run a
country . This is what is happening in Iran . It is the result of
political ignorance and the intolerance of the Shiite clergy ,
religious and political intolerance . I think that sooner or later
the regime will be overthrown . There is no doubt about that .
If you talk about the revolution , a popular movement , it does
not exist any more . Those who used to support the revolution
are now against it. Once they have power it is difficult to take
it from the m .
EIR : If the Khomeini regime is overthrown , there w i l l prob

ably be a big anti-religious movement. How do you see that?
Rouhani : I don ' t agree , for the reason that there are many
well-respected re ligious representatives inside Iran who are
leading the opposition to events in Iran . If the clergy were
EIR
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unanimously supporting Khomeini , perhaps you would be
right . I have proof that 90 percent of the Shiite clergy today
is against Khomeini . If they do not show their discontent , it
is primarily because they are not able to do so. And , of
course, they risk the death sentence .
There will , of course , be an anti-religious wave after
Khomeini , but we hope to be able to brake it , especially
because our people are very religious after all . [On June 30]
in Meshed , there was a demonstration on the occasion of the
anniversary of the assassination of Beheshti and his friends .
Afterwards , they hanged , in public , a condemned man. When
I heard th\s news , I was shocked . Do you organize a cere
mony to condemn terror, and then at the same time assassi
nate someone publicly?
EIR: It is like human sacrifice .

same fate . We all believe in a single God , and we believe in
the resurrection . On this road , even if we are equipped dif
ferently , we ought to collaborate together to avoid
misunderstanding s .
I think that if there were a religious council , where the
great religions could really collaborate together, sincerely ,
this could very easily help solve international problems . Each
religion has its own influence on its followers , and if they
joined together, this could help resolve international problems .
Five years ago , in Iran , I formed a group of monotheists ,
where people from differerit religions took part , especially
Catholics . Unfortunately , the revolution took place , and I
could not continue my project .
EIR: Do you see a role for the different religions in the

Lebanon situation?

Rouhani: Indeed . The ceremony was to condemn terrorism,

Rouhani : The fraternity of Abraham-I agree with them, I

and they did the same thing ! That is what is happening now
in Iran . This does not correspond at all to our religion , to our
tradition , or to logic . This is something quite separate , and I
don ' t know really how they stay in power. I don 't think they
can stay in power very long . In one year at the most, Khom
eini will be overthrown .

collaborate with them, but I think religion is not only theo
ries , discussions , and speeches . I think you have to act. Of
course , I don ' t think that religion should be at the center of
the administrative power, but I do think that religion should
be a force which can intervene at the necessary moment in
the interests of humanity .
What I reproach the fraternity of Abraham for, is that
they do not have an active role, and they content themselves
with talking . That is not enough .
I would like to create an active monotheist movement,
which could intervene . It could even have a seat at the United
Nations .

EIR: D o you have any news o f the Ayatollah Shariatmadari ,

who is now under house arrest for his opposition to Khomeini?
Rouhani: I learned recently that the trial of those implicated

in the plot against the Islamic revolution was supposed to
start next Sunday . Shariatmadari has been named in this plot .
[The trial has been cancelled-ed . ) I think it is a crime to
prosecute such an important religious leader. It is a severe
blow to the feelings of unity between followers of the reli
gious leaders , in Azerbaijan , Teheran , or elsewhere . Accord
ing to our Shiite law , the religious leader has a certain infal
libility . He is considered as a doctor. When a doctor errs , he
is not really responsible . Religious infallibility is similar. If
he has committed an error in his analyse s , he is not really
responsible . Here it is the concept of infallibility which is in
question . If the trial goes ahead , I intend to take a position
against what they want to do .
EIR: Khomeini ' s taking power has recreated ideas in the
West , associating Islam with the Mongol horde s , with intol
erance , and so forth . You have been involved in work with
other religions . Could you tell us more about it?
Rouhani: The Islam I know respects other religions . At each
period , there has been a prophet. The prophets succeeded
each other, in order to perfect knowledge and divine law
throughout history . With this philosophy , for the same reason
that we believe that Abraham , Moses , and Jesus were proph
ets , I think that Mohammed was also a prophet . He came to
perfect older religions, and at the same time he recognized
previously existing religions .
I think that religions are something like caravans , each
different team heading in the same direction and with the
EIR
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EIR: Six months ago , the Vatican issued a new encyclical ,
called Laborem Exercens, which opposed the Malthusianism
that is spreading in present society .
Rouhani: That is very good , I entirely agree . Religion for
me is not simply a relationship between man and God , it is
more than that . Religion means the way man can contact
man , and man , society , and together a relationship to God .
Once I have said that , it means I have to intervene in the
social , cultural , and political affairs of my country , and of
humanity . What the Pope is doing is therefore excellent .
I would only ask the Pope to be a little more objective
and impartial . The Pope should place as much importance on
the question of Lebanon , as he does to Poland . This is the
only thing I criticize the Pope for. I can make this reproach
as I am his friend . Unfortunatel y , he does not act in the same
way [on both issues-ed . ] .
EIR : Do you intend to write to him or to meet him to discuss

this?
Rouhani : I was very close to Pope Paul VI, and he invited

me to visit him several times . Unfortunately , these relations
have not continued with the present Pope . My relations with
Pope Paul VI were based on total collaboration-it is not
simply a question of a meeting . We hope that the Pope will
be a man for the whole world.
International
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Mitterrand, Wharton, and Tavistock
are out to butcher the city of Paris
by Dana Sloan
On June 30, the Socialist government of French President
Franc;ois Mitterrand announced its intention to present to the
National Assembly this fall a scheme to break the city of
Paris up into 20 independent municipalities , permanently
ending the French capital city ' s centuries-long role as the
economic . political , and cultural center of the French nation .
This plan originated about a decade ago . at the Philadel
ph ia. Pennsylvania Wharton School , a U . S . outpost of the
London Tavistock Institute , when French President Georges
Pompidou and the French regional planning agency
DAT AR requested that the Wharton School map out a pro
gram for halving the population of Pari s . Pompidou ' s request
was taken up by Wharton ' s Worldwide Institutions Research
grouping . and incorporated into a project which resulted in a
1 9 X I proposal for the creation of Hong Kong-style " inter
national cities . " administratively decentralized , and eco
nomically and politically separate from the nations they hap
pened to be located within , on several continents in both the
Third World and the industrialized sector.
It is not properly surprising that M itterrand shoul d be the
French president to move the decentralization proposal for
Paris from the drawing boards to implementation . Mitter
rand . after all . was groomed and put into power to preside
over the dismantling of the French nation-state , by associates
of the same Tavistock Institute that oversaw development of
the Paris plan . The French Socialist Party which carried him
into power was molded out of the remnants of the French
section of the Worker' s International during the 1 950s , by
leading Tavi stock Institute operatives in France such as Mi
c h a e l Crozier. Crozier' s influence was wielded in large part
through the Club Jean Moulin , most inappropriately named
for the Gaullist Resistance leader betrayed to the Nazis in
1 943 by M itterrand ' s Yichyite friends . Crozier' s energies .
and those of other Club Moulin collaborators , including Jean
J acques Servan-Schreiber of L' Express magazine and her
Majesty ' s Ambassador to Paris Lord Gladwyn . were directed
a l most exclusively to unsuccessfully sabotaging the return to
power in 1 95 8 of Charles de Gaulle, the founder of the strong1 y centralized Fifth French Republic .
Nothing in Mitterrand ' s performance since he assumed
the French presidency following the defeat of Valery Giscard
d ' Estaing in May 1 9 8 1 . has indicated that he will depart from
this pedi g ree . To the contrary : a few months before his an
nouncement of the Paris balkanization plan . at the Versailles
economic summit of industrialized nations , Mitterrand grant44
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ed the International Monetary Fund surveillance rights over
the entire French economy . This was not only a blow to
French national sovereignty , but provided a vital impetus to
the designs of the feudalist European oligarchy , masters of
the Tavistock planners , to dissolve all of the continent' s
nation-states into the decentralized and deindustrialized
, . Europe of the regions " confederation of ethnic and regional
entities so long championed by such fascists as Count Otto
von Hapsburg and his environmentalist allies .
For this design to be successfully implemented , Paris
must be economicall y , politicall y , and culturally destroyed .
Like Mexico City-the political and cultural center of one of
Ibero-America' s most ambitiously developing nations-and
Philadelphia-the historic birthplace of American republi
canism-the two other targets of the Tavistock-Wharton
School " international cities " project, the city of Paris is a
unique phenomenon among all the cities of its continent .
Throughout French history , Paris has dominated the politi
cal , cultural , and economic growth of the nation . It has been ,
and remains , France ' s leading population center; in fact , no
other city in the country can claim major metropolitan status.
Despite anomal ies and problems in its pattern of growth , it
serves as the symbol of national unity , without which the
French nation would be severely diminished .

Where is the opposition?
S ince the release of the Pari s decentralization plan , the
major French opposition parties have closed ranks around
Jacques Chirac , the mayor of Paris and leader of the neo
Gaullist RPR party , as their chosen spokesman against the
plan . Chirac , who helped oust Giscard and elect Mitterrand
by instructing his machine to vote for the Socialist candidate
in May 1 98 1 , is now hitting the president hard on the 20cities scheme . But his opposition comes largely from the fact
that Wharton ' s blueprint to decentralize and deindustrialize
Paris will disperse his base and destroy the power of his
office.
In fact, neither Chirac nor any spokesman of Giscard ' s
ousted U DF party has challenged the balkanization scheme
as an attack on the French , or other nations . Nor has any
opposition leader identified the Tavistock-centered network
of planners , think tankers , futurists , and environmentalists
behind the push for " international citie s " transformation of
other cultural and political centers worldwide .
This blindness to the actual threat posed by Wharton ' s
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decentralization scheme has persisted to the point that warn
ings against Tavistock and its oligarchist backers by Jacques
Cheminade , secretary general of the European Labor Party
in France (POE) and challenger to Chirac in next spring ' s
elections for mayor o f Pari s , have been characterized b y UDF
leaders as attempts to divide the opposition to Mitterrand on
this question . This wrongheadednes s on crucial questions of
national survival results from Tavistock' s long-term pollu
tion of France ' s policy-making institutions . Tavistock
spawned policies have infiltrated the programs and thinking
of each of the major French parties . We shall see below one
example of how this occurred , with a review of the activities
of DATAR , a national agency devoted to regional affairs ,
over the last two decades.

TavistocklWharton's plan today
In the early 1 970s a team of Tavistock Institute research
ers centered at the Wharton School in Philadelphia began
what they termed an " international citie s " project. Dr. How
ard Perlmutter, Director of Worldwide Institutions Research
at Wharton and Dr. Hasan Ozbekhan , dean of the Wharton
School Systems Science Department-both direct collabo
rators of Dr. Eric Trist, Tavistock's director during the
1 950s-headed the team which , at the request of President
Georges Pompidou and the French regional planning agency ,
DATAR, began t o map out the program for halving the pop
ulation of greater Paris and shifting the capital of France to
the city of Orleans.

As Dr. Perlmutter put it in one of his writings on the
project: " Paris is given to the world and the capital of France
is moved to Orleans . It is now considered to be a plan for the
city , but a plan in steps. . . . Some day the cit¥ will be given
to the world through a series of steps . . . . Very few people
outside the political process would understand such a pro
gram . . . . Someday people will discover the change . "
At the time the report was commissioned , DATAR was
headed by Michel Monod , a member of the environmentalist,
oligarchy-controlled Club of Rome , who is now also a mem
ber of the Hudson Institute . The project coordinator in France
was Michel Albert , a political collaborator of Socialist fel
low-traveller Servan-Schreiber. The latter has now been des
ignated by President Mitterrand to operate a World Center
for Computers (mini-computers and artificial intelligence) in
Paris, which is designed to help accomplish one of Dr. Perl
mutter's stated objectives: " Industry will disappear altogeth
er (from Paris) , all that will be left will be telematique . We
proposed , and it is already being done , that nobody will ever
build a new factory in Paris again. "

The role of DATAR

Since its creation in 1 963 , the DATAR (Delegation a

I' amenagement du territoire et a I' action regionale) has been

committed to precisely such a policy , though it rarely comes
out publicly with the kinds of brazen statements that its co
thinkers from other countries dare express . The economic
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approach of the DATAR, which has now been incorporated
into all aspects of economic policy under the Socialist Party
government , has always been Malthusian redistributionism:
sharing the poverty instead of creating new wealth , which
explains why the Tavistock Institute ' s psychological-socio
logical manipulation techniques have always been such a
crucial component of the policy. Recently, the watch-word
for this approach has become " solidarity "
The origins of DATAR go back to the immediate post
war period , with the publication of the book Paris et la Desert
Fran�ais by geographer Jean-Franc;ois Gravier. The idea of
Paris as an octopus whose growth was responsible for stifling
the development of the rest of the country was incorporated
into official policy by Eugene Claudius-Petit, who served as
Minister of Reconstruction and Urbanism from 1 948 through
1 955 and briefly as Minister of Labor under Prime Minister
Pierre Mendes-France . Claudius-Petit had parliament create
the first National Fund for " Amenagement du Territoire "
(regional planning) which offered special incentives for firms
to close shop in Paris and relocate elsewhere , and required
special authorization for expansion of facilities within the
city . Before taking office as a minister, Claudis-Petit was
President of the National Assembly group of the Union De
mocratique et Socialiste de la Resistance (UDSR) , Mitter
rand ' s party of the time .
Today DATAR is headed by B ernard Attali , the twin
brother of Jacques Attali, Mitterrand' s top " Young Turk"
adviser, temporarily serving as chief of staff of the presiden
tial Elysee palace. Bernard Attali had just finished a two-year
stint as head of financi al operations of the Club Mediterranee ,
the international tourism network which has been the subject
of numerous investigations for acting as a front for Israeli
intelligence and for laundering of ' ' dirty" money .
The importance of DAT AR far exceeds its 3 billion franc
annual budget, according to a high-ranking DATAR official .
It has veto power over any investment of significance in Paris ,
and applications for any building o r enterprise needing more
space than 1 ,000 square meters are usually rejected . Until
the 1 9 8 1 presidential elections , DATAR reported directly to
the Prime Minister, but now has its own ministry , currently
occupied by the technocrat Michel Rocard .
Critics of DATAR have pointed out that DATAR ' s pow
ers are unconstitutional , since they deprive the legitimately
elected representatives of the city ' s citizens of elementary
powers granted to all other city governments: namely the
ability to give approval to economic projects considered to
be in the interests of the -city .
DATAR' s policy of deindustrializing Paris also provides
a poor cover for throwing lower class immigrant workers out
of the country . Speaking at a DATAR conference in Nice in
May 1 97 7 , Minister of Equipment and Regional Planning
Jean-Pierre Fourcade said so in so many words. " In the
in9ustrial domain , continuing the decentralization of sizeable
firms which no longer have the lr place in the Paris region "
will be important, he declared , " notably because they only
International
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develop there by using foreign labor power , whereas they
could , if they were set up in the provinces where they could
recruit local labor w ith ease , contribute very efficiently to the
solution of the employment problem . "

What the think tankers
say about their plans
From an interview with Dr. Howard Perlmutter
Wharton School Worldwide Institutions Research
director:
Wharton ' s Worldwide Institutions Research center
is engaged in "charting the end of the nation·state,
which is the cause of al l wars and dissension and will
eventually be the cause of nuclear holocaust unless we
,
get rid of it. . According to Perlmutter, a bookbe plans
to co-author with Eric Trist, Social Architecture for Q
Human Future, " will cover the breakdown and re
structuring of the major institutions of society. We will
be studying how to totally redesign all of the major
institutions . . . . The main thesis is that as the world
economic system integrate s , nation-states will bave to
disappear . . . . Restructuring must go on at the level
of the individual ' s own thinking in society . , .
" Pari s could n o longer b e French, and no longer ·
belong to the French nation-which was in any case
not a viable institution in its form at the time . "
From an interview with Dr. Hasan Ozbekhan, dean �f
the Wharton School Socia l Systems Science
Department:
The growth of population in the Third World is a
great tragedy , and unless population there is reduced
rapidl y , our whole universe will undergo decay and
dissolution . It is now a foregone conc lusi on that we are
entering such an era. .
The nature of our task , of Eric Trist ' s task, is the
normative design of new institutions w hi ch can estab
lish a new order for the post-industrial society. By
normative , I mean we must decide how things ought to
be , not how they are .
.

Excerpts from the DA TAR report
nationale, " May 1 973 :

"Paris:

Ville Inter

" There is no doubt that great periods of cultural
creativity have corresponded to the great, sometimes
ostentatious freedom of expression for new forms. We
have only to thi nk of surrealism or existentialism
In order to be born and to e xpress itself, cultural inno
vation requires a heterogenous and permissive environ
ment , what used to be cal led bohemianism . .
This
is the major problem: Paris is too c lassical, too insti
tutional , it has not adapted to the new dimension of
culture which has spread and imposed itself in ad
vanced industrial soc ieties: mass culture .
.

.
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Beyond balkanization
The Mitterrand government has plans to increase Tavis
tock' s role in national economic pl anning as well as in its
approach to foreign pol ic y . A subsidiary of the government ' s
Atomic Energy Commission , Compagnie Internationale de
Services en Informatique (CISI) , has just announced its plans
to buy up control of Wharton Econometric Forecasting As
sociates (WEFA) . Directed by Lawrence Klei n , J immy Cart
er ' s economic taskforce chairman for the 1 97 6 presidential
campaign , WEFA has pioneered the use of computer tech
nology for quantitative econometric mode l s , the kind that
have been used for projects ranging from the Club of Rome ' s
infamous Limits to Growth t o President Carter' s genocidal
Global 2000 Report. Klein , l ike others at Wharton , was
trained by networks of Tavistock ' s psychological warfare
division .
The " future s " movement (in France , the " futuribles " ) ,
i s playing its role in the decentralization and deindustrial i
zation movement as well . One of the most renowned names
in futurology , Pierre Masse , was also the first to get " amen
agement du territoire" integrated into national planning when
he directed the drafting of the Fourth Plan for 1 960-65 .
Just how far do the Tavistock futurists intend to go in
" reducing" Paris? A lthough this would take decades and a
few more oil shocks , Paris should be decentralized out of
existence altogether, according to one current . In the June
1 974 issue of liutures magazine , on whose board sits Whar
ton ' s Hasan Ozbekhan , Dr . James Bellini of the H udson
Institute ' s Paris office redraws a map of Europe in a study
called " Europe of the Regions in the 1 980s . " Paris is not
included in any of the three " greater European regions "
defined .
Cultural degradation also underway
As the policy of destroying the i ndustrial infrastructure
was being put into effect , the cultural side of the project was
also begu n , in 1 969 , when President Pompidou commis
sioned the Paris museum that has now become the atrocity
known as the Centre Beaubourg . Here is the kind of deliber
ate ugliness designed to " restructure " individual thinking ,
as Dr. Perlmutter might say . It is not surprising that as one
walks around the back of this mass of exposed drainage pipes
one encounters a scene of social hedoni sm rivaled only by
New York ' s Central Park .
That is not the only part of Paris that will soon resemble
New York if the Socialist government has its way . Not the
New York of large office towers , but the New York of col
lapsing social services , subways that seem like a passage out
of Dante ' s Inferno , a spreading drug plague , and violent
crime .
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The Frankfurt mafia: Part III
To understand the politics in the West Germ a n state oj Hesse req uires
Volker Hassmann 's expose oJ the Dope, Inc. networks planted there.
In Parts I and 1/ of this series, Mr. Hassmann, who is a
European Labor Party candidate for next month ' s state par
liament in Hesse, described how Tibor Rosenbaum and Mey
er Lansky, the kings of the Israeli-Swiss narcotics syndicate,
set up operations in that West German state and itsfinancial
center, Frankfurt. Wilhelm Hankel of the Hessische Landes
bank (Helaba) brought his bank into collaboration with Ro
senbaum' s Swiss-based Banque de Credit Internationale
(BCI) . The BCl' s collapse in 1974 created a scandal that led
to thefall of the Hesse government ofSocial Democrat Albert
Osswald, himself a member of the board of both Helaba and
the BCI.
This concluding installment investigates the unravelling
of that scandal, and points the finger at those organized
crime-tainted individuals who must be put in the docks if the
drug traffic is to be wiped out in Hesse. Could it be that these
same networks are behind the assassination last year of Hesse
Economics Minister Heinz Herbert Kar�n "insider" who
was known to oppose certain of Rosenbaum' s and Hankel' s
operations ?
This article is translated and slightly abridged by Susan
Welshfrom Neue Solidaritiit, May 6, 1 982 .
And so it happened that a governor of Hesse came to be
seated on the board of an international drug bank . Hankel
became Vice-Pres ident of the BCI Executive Committee ;
Hessische Landesbank Foreign Department head Karl Claus
likewise joined the board , and Credit Manager Wolfgang
Wagemann headed up the BCl ' s credit department . But the
most luckless figure was Governor Osswald , who was treated
as a figurehead .
The key person was Hankel . He stage-managed trips for
Osswald , including trips to Mexico . Osswald didn 't need to
be bothered with anything , so Hankel assured him; it was all
thoroughly planned out . If Osswald would just meet with the
local representative of that Geneva bank for a short discus
sion , then he could devote himself to " the scenic and cultural
attractions of the country . "
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Hankel arranged a trip to New York for the Hesse gov
ernor, and a luncheon at the International Monetary Fund
not without reassuring the former stenography teacher that
" the conversation will be in German . " Some years after the
Helaba affair, Osswald was no longer playing the scapegoat
whom people could kick around however they chose . He
published a list of 1 9 other members of the Helaba board of
directors who had themselves received financial benefits .
They had all done the same thing: received more or less
" normal " credit under " normal " conditions , just as he had ,
but " they kicked me in the butt with pointed shoe s . "

Helaba and the BCI
Helaba' s entry into the BCI promised to be lucrative for
both sides . The board of Helaba authorized a payment of
450 , 000 deutschemarks to Rosenbaum to carry out the deal ,
made via a Liechtenstein broker named Pierre B eckhardt .
Rosenbaum received only half of that sum, and nobody knows
where the rest ended up . In return, Osswald received 50,000
marks in contributions from Rosenbaum , who treated them
as a private gift . Osswald maintained that this was a contri
bution to the Social Democratic Party-a loan which was
paid back . The circumstances surrounding another dubious
contribution were never cleared up either, as Hankel wrote
to Osswald in the spring: " He [Rosenbaum] is sending a little
contribution to your special fund , which you can disburse as
you see fit. "
There is one thing Hankel and his friends could not be
accused of. They could not have known that the BCI , despite
injections of liquidity , would crash. Rosenbaum evidently
did not let his German friends in on everything . So the crash
came , and Hankel swore later on that he " never knew much
about the business of the BCI. "
A special investigator for the Hesse state parliamentary
commission came to the conclusion that the Helaba represen
tatives on the board of the BCI did not have a great deal of
influence that would have enabled them " to lessen the evi
dent risks and to shift the business activity of the BCI in the
International
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direction of the activity of a normal bank . " But what if they
had not wanted to do that? And what about the Hesse Chris
tian Democratic Union (CDU ) . whose chairman Alfred
Dregger [now a candidate for governor in the fall 1 982 elec
tions-ed . l had defended the BCI against attack? The inves
tigatory committee reached the conclusion that there was no
reason to accuse the board of making a dec ision that was
" unjustifiable from the banking standpoint[ ! ] " Therefore
both the commission report and the CDU motion concerning
it had resort to words like " mysterious " and " unfathoma
ble " in order to bypass the real scandal .
Yet financial genius Hankel cost the Hesse taxpayers
million s . Between 1 97 3 and 1 97 6 , Helaba suffered 3 . 2 bil
lion deutschemarks in losses , which the state of Hesse had to
cover with DM I billion and the Hesse savings banks with
DM 1 . 3 billion . Helaba stood on the verge of bankruptcy .
The publication Blick durch die Wirtschaft commented on
Jan . 25 , 1 975 : " The Hessische Landesbank now has to in
clude one-third workers on its board of directors . Cynics say
that now for the first time at least the board will include
expert s . "
What really caused the break-up of the Helaba-BCI axis
is still partially unclear. It was not only Rosenbaum ' s real
estate disasters that led to the run on the BCI in 1 974. It all
seemed to begin with worries at Helaba , and Walter Hessel
bach of the Bank fUr Gemeinw irtschaft [West Germany ' s
trade-union-run bank-ed . J had a certain role to play . Han
kel , as chief of Helaba , had acquired from Hesselbach a
majority holding in the Frankfurter Investions- und Handels
bank ( l H B ) and supposedly only noticed much later that he
had gotten a rotten egg . The IHB ' s ship was going down ,
along with two big clients , and there was nothing more that
could be done to salvage i t . Hesselbach had sold the IHB to
his good friend Rudolf Miinemann , the financial wizard of
the German economic miracle , just as the latter' s star was
beginning to sink . Another good friend of Miinemann was
Leopold Broker, then pres ident of the Landeszentralbank in
Hesse and later H ankel ' s successor at Helaba .
It was Broker and Hesselbach who assisted the unfortun
ate Miinemann , i n the end phase of his financial empire , to
exit from the stage of high fi nance . Hankel exposed Hessel
bach ' s maneuver in foisting off on Miinemann a bankrupt
ban k , in a dossier whose publication Osswald , however. was
able to prevent .
I n February 1 97 3 Helaba ran into growing difficultie s ,
due t o the BCI failures and the IHB takeover. The head of
Helaba ' s Foreign Exchange Department committed suicide .
Hankel left the sinking ship in March 1 974, after Helaba had
tried i n vain to extract itself from the BCI .
Meanwhile Broker had taken over the leadership of Hel
aba and the Swiss Banking Commi ssion had promised Ro
senbaum a new injection of liquidity . That was in July 1 974;
on Sept . 1 0 . Hesse Economics M i nister Heinz Herbert Karry
of the Free Democrat ic Party resigned his post on the board
of directors of Helaba . Broker and Karry had had a falling
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out with each other. Alfred Dregger, the CDU state chair
man , stepped in to defend the BCI .
Hesse Governor Albert Osswald was under particular
pressure during this hectic period , as Rosenbaum was threat
ening to leak word of their collaboration to the press if Helaba
stopped backing him up. It was soon after the state parl iament
election on Sept . 24 that Broker had a fatal heart attack.
Up to this time the full extent of Helaba ' s losses was not
yet known . On Oct . 6 Claus of the B oard of Helaba and the
BCI arranged a meeting with B ank Hapoal im [an Israeli bank
whose links to the international drug trade are discussed in
Part II-ed . ] to shore up the B C I .
B ut in the e n d this rescue attempt came t o nothing . Hel
aba ' s efforts to pull out kindled new anxiety about the credit
worthiness of the BCI empire . When clients from the Israel
Corporation ' s financing scandal began making their way to
Frankfurt , Osswald simply gave his shares in the BCI back
to Rosenbaum . ( Part II described how the Israel Corporation ,
which administered foreign contributions to Israel , had in
vested in Rosenbaum ' s B C I , causing a scandal . Israeli For
eign Trade Ministry offic ial M ichael Tsur, later jai led . was
influential w ith both the Israel Corporation and Wilhelm
Hankel-ed . ) The Swiss authorities were furious , and de
manded that the shareholder with 50 percent of voting rights
in the company also take responsibility for the business trans
actions of the partners . A panic broke out and a run began on
the B C I ; the bank had to close .
On the eve of the election , Osswald resigned his post as
governor of Hesse .
The run on the BCI had taken place during the summer.
The New York Times already knew about a telephone conver
sation between French financier B aron Edmond de Roth
schild , a factional adversary of Rosenbaum within the Israeli
linked financ ial world , and one of Rothschild ' s business part
ners in Germany . The partner informed Rothschild that funds
from the Israel Corporation had been used for the " BCI ,
which is in financ ial trouble . " That business partner was
Walter Hesselbac h , who thereby contributed his share to
raising concern about the BCI .
Was it also Hesselbach who gave the publ ication Platow
Brief a tip about Broker' s secret plans for injections of liquid
ity? At any rate , quite a few tips must have been making the
rounds at that time , s ince at that very moment a certain
individual drew his assets out of the BCI . The greater part of
the B C I ' s services had been at the disposal of that man: Meyer
Lansky h imself.
Dr . Tibor Rosenbaum died in 1 980. The BCI had ceased
existing as a financial institution . Yet Lansky ' s organized
crime syndicate with all its banking networks continued to
function . The drastic increase in the drug trade in recent years
alone indicates what a volume of funds has to be processed
by the international money-laundering apparatus .
Eight years later , many have now forgotten the Helaba
affair. That a West German governor sat on the board of an
international drug bank whose role had been generally known
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since 1 967 , perhaps should be seen today as just an historical
episode .
But organized crime today has at its disposal the same
networks and channels of influence that it did at that time .
The lessons of the Rosenbaum affair should therefore be
drawn , and the clues that have come to light should be inves
tigated further.

Frankfurt's operatives today
It was rio coincidence that Rosenbaum and Lansky were
able to lock their operations so solidly into Frankfurt in par
ticular. French author Jacques Derogy describes Josef B uch
mann , Frankfurt speculator and secret king of the district
around the Central Station [Frankfurt ' s drug and pornogra
phy center-ed . ] , as Lansky ' s outpost after World War II .
Like Frankfurt' s well-known real-estate king Ignatz Bubi s ,
Buchmann got into the Israeli hotel market early and has been
involved in the diamond trade . Both these enterprises overlap
historically with the laundering of dirty money from drugs ,
arms profiteering , and prostitution .
Just how much money could flow through which trans
actions of these speculators is unknown to the author. What
is known is that a number of speculators of Jewish descent in
Frankfurt ' s West End invested enormous sums during the
1 960s . It would be illuminating if one could reconstruct today
how much came from capital gains and how much from other
sources . The Hessische Landesbank was also very much up
front during those years in financing these operators . In
Buchmann ' s case no one should think that such assumptions
could hurt his reputation . The bordello king of the postwar
years is responsible for his own reputation .
Another of the big Frankfurt speculators was banker Ali
Selmi , whose sister was arrested in Switzerland with a suit
case full of heroin . Selmi was business manager for Lebanese
financier Albert Albela, who also worked for the Casino du
Liban, a revolving door for the drug trade in the Middle East
with connections to Meyer Lansky ' s Intrabank . Albela be
came known in Frankfurt, among other reasons , for his in
tensive efforts to get the franchise to build the underground
garage at the Frankfurt Airport . Here too financial contribu
tions to politicians and their parties were involved . The court
proceedings on the dark dealings of the Selmi B ank would
fill up several file cabinets .
Another clue leads in the direction of the speculator Georg
Wintner, suspected of being an important figure in the circle
of organized crime vaguely characterized as the " Hungary
Circle , " which meets regularly in a Frankfurt hotel . Accord
ing to Stern magazine , Wintner was heavily involved in deal
ing in fake Italian " old masters . " In 1 969 he had to leave the
Federal Republic of Germany , because he had ' ' miscalculat
ed" in a real-estate investment in Israel and lost OM 2 mil
lion . But Wintner had good lawyers , such as Dr. Karl-Heinz
Schmitz , whom informed observers believe to be close to the
arms and heroin traffic . Schmitz helped him to return to
Germany , where he set up a diamond business in Frankfurt .
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Investigations are currently proceeding which should indi
cate to what extent Tibor Rosenbaum was laundering funds
of the Hungary Circle .
S ince the beginning of the 1 960s the heroin trade in
Frankfurt , with brief interruptions , has been firmly in the
hands of " Israeli gangsters , " as Frankfurt Chief of Police
Dr . Gemmer once said. A big catch was made in 1 973 with
the arrest of the heroin gang of " Big Joe " Amiel , who ac
cording to Derogy is part of the Israeli mafia along with
Rosenbaum and Lansky . He was detained for questioning
and then sent abroad . Other defendants either disappeared
mysteriously or " died in prison of drug overdoses . " When
the son of former Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Dayan
popped up as the liaison man in Israel, the judge quietly ended
the investigation .
In 1 98 1 a bloody battle raged between rival gangs in the
Frankfurt Central Station district . Meanwhile a special com
mission was set up to find the nerve centers of organized
crime . The commission reported that " criminal activities
were found which pertain to organized crime , as , for exam
ple , power struggles among Israeli gangsters over drug mar
kets . " Police Chief Gemmer served notice to the "clever
Israeli businessmen behind the drug trade . "
It can only be hoped that these initiatives will not be
discreetly deflected as were so many others in the past. Or
ganized crime has its own political lobby; that is the lesson
of the Helaba-Rosenbaum affair.
And perhaps traces will lead from the dens of the drug
syndicate and its financiers to the murder of a politician :
Hesse Economics Minister Heinz Herbert Karry . It was he
who did not approve of Helaba' s dealings with the BCI . As
an " insider" to Israeli politics he would certainly have known
about Rosenbaum ' s role.
Should it turn out that Karry , as is suspected , was mur
dered by the Revolutionary Cell s , the successor organization
to the Red Army Fraction [otherwise known as the B aader
Meinhof Gang-ed . ] , then traces would lead to one of the
most glittering figures in the tawdry world of Swiss finance:
Fran<;ois Genoud, a banker in Lausanne , an old Nazi, and
a leading member of the black fascist Malmo International .
Genoud financed from behind the scenes Swiss terrorist
Bruno Breguet , who is considered the right-hand man of the
notorious terrorist "Carlos , " and who pulls the strings of
terrorism in Germany . He works w ith Magdalena Kopp of
the Revolutionary Cells , whose group has recently been ac
tivated in particular in the Rhine-Main area r near Frankfurt
ed . ] and in S witzerland . Genoud ' s Lausanne B anque Com
merciale Arabe (BCA) ran the arms trade between the Casino
du Liban , a launching-point for the Lebanese drug trade , and
certain French groups .
But in the case of Karry ' s murder, too , a mantle of silence
has fallen . The arm of organized crime is a long one , but it
can be cut off once one pulls aside the screen that hides the
intrigues of the Rosenbaums and the Lanskys , and exposes
the control points of organized crime .
International
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DatelineMexico

by Josefina Menendez

Razones's reasons to go to the IMF
Advisers linked to McNamara ' s Overseas Development Council
want acceptance of the IMF's conditionalities .

Rumors are flying here that Mexico
w i l l soon go to the International Mon

etary Fund to get a desperately needed
infusion of loans . Businessmen have
reported to EIR that the decision has
been made to swallow some national
pride and accept the conditionalities
which usually accompany such loans
(see article , p. 6) .
.
.
This brings to my mind the fact
that the most ardent proponent of the
IMF path recently has been a group of
economists , sociologists and journal
ists who are entrenched in the maga
zine Razones .
Making a deal with the IMF would
signal " an expression of confidence
by the highest financial authority that
we can solve our economic prob
lems , " the magazine said in an edito
rial earlier this month .
Razones presented its pro-IMF
reasons conveniently the same week
as a vicious speculative assault on the
peso forced the L6pez Portillo govern
ment to adopt a dual exchange system.
Such a servile attitude toward the
"highest authority" of the British
created Bretton Woods system is not
necessarily strange among some cir
cles here . What makes Razones' s pro
IMF position particularly important is
the influence that some of its contrib
utors seem to have on President-elect
Miguel de la Madrid.
The Razones crowd is especially
strong in a task-force recently formed
by the PRl ruling party to produce a
government program for de la Mad
rid . The task force is composed of
multiple ad hoc commissions on for-

eign affairs , industry , culture , agri
culture and other areas .
The magazine ' s editor-in-chief,
Samuel del Willar , is head of the task
force ' s " Commission on Moral Ren
ovation . " The presence of radical
promoters of the " Christian-Marxist
dialogue " such as Razones writer
Miguel Angel Granados , on the com
mission makes the content of this ' ' new
morality" rather suspicious.
But more suspicious than anything
are the group' s international connec
tions--to such centers of Malthusian
and zero-growth ideologies as the Club
of Rome of Aurelio Peccei , the Brandt
Commission and the U . S . -based As
pen Institute .
The group is closely linked to the
Washington-based Overseas Devel
opment Council (ODC) headed up by
Vietnam War instigator, Robert Mc
Namara. Razones' s corre.spondent in the
United State s , Katherine Thorup , co
directs a Mexico-U . S . study group of
the ODC .
As official representative of the
Brandt Com�ission in the United
State s , the ODC is a key promoter of
genocidal low-growth policies for the
Third World and is now concentrating
on a project to destabilize and destroy
the Mexican economy .
No doubt Mr. de la Madrid would
be rather amazed that his advisors '
friends in Washington have plans to
" force Mexico to the edge . . . and
plunge the country into chaos , " as ex
pressed recently by an ODC official .
The magazine also heavily over
laps with the " Tepotzhin Group , "

whose members include Club of Rome
members Saburo Okita (former Japa
nese Foreign Minister) and Victor Ur
quidi, head of the Colegio de Mexico.
As previously reported in this maga
zine , the Colegio de Mexico is the main
vehicle of zero-growth thinking into
this country ' s academic world .
The Tepotzhin Group-which in
cludes Razones collaborators Manuel
Camacho and Jorge Hernandez Cam
pos , first came to our attention over a
year ago , when they were actively or
ganizing a symposium on Mexican af
fairs with the " mother" of U . S . en
vironmentalism, the Colorado-based
Aspen Institute .
Some prudent political circles
probably relaxed when this sympos
ium failedto take place: Nonetheless ,
in June 1 98 1 , the Tepotzlan crowd
managed to bring here the environ
mentalist movement ' s "grandaddy"
himself, Aurelio Peccei , for a meeting
on " technetronics . " They also man- .
aged to have the Secretary of Planning
and Budget (SPP) co-sponsor this
meeting .
Last month Camacho traveled to
Washington to brief certain think tanks
and others on what foreign policy de
la Madrid will be following . Accord
ing to the Mexican press he visited
such liberal quarters as the Council of
Hemispheric Affairs (COHA ) .
Days after th e meeting , COHA put
out a document asserting that de la
Madrid would discard L6pez Portil
lo ' s Central American policy and that
such a conclusion was based on dis
cussions with Camacho .
The party ' s president , Pedro Oje
da Paullada , had to publicly refute the
document and de la Madrid went to
the press to state that he indeed will
follow the guidelines outlined by
President L6pez Portillo in his Central
American policy .

•
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Report from Italy

by Leonardo Servadio

Kissinger , Craxi , and Monaco
Behind the latest government crisis is the former Secretary of
State , and a murderous organization based in Monaco .

Govanni Spadolini has been re-ap

pointed to the Italian premiership by
the nation ' s President , Sandro Pertini ,
and will attempt to form a new gov
ernment-the old having collapsed in
the first week of August . Stability does
not appear likely , even if Spadolini
succeeds in welding together a coali
tion of the various parties and factions
of his own Christian Democrats .
The Italian government crisis hit
within a week of the publication in
Italian newspapers of evidence that
Henry Kissinger had been responsible
for the 1 978 kidnap-murder of former
Italian premier Aldo Moro by Red
Brigades terrorists . One day before the
parliament recessed for the annual
holidays , the fascist Italiari Socialist
Party of Bettino Craxi, the faithful in
strument of Kissinger in Italy , re
ceived the order to provoke a govern
mental crisi s , and nine Socialist min
isters suddenly pulled out of the coa
lition with the Christian Democrats .
Not only was Henry Kissinger
named in the Italian press as the man
who had set up Aldo Moro for assas
sination . It was further revealed that
Kissinger is a member of the Comite
of Montecarlo , a secret Masonic so
ciety of prominent oligarchical retain
ers based in Monaco. The Comite is
now under investigation as the group
that ordered the terrorist massac re in
the Bologna railway station on Aug .
2 , 1 980, killing 8 1 people .
That Kissinger is now deploying
against the Italian government in re
venge is corroborated by the presence
in Rome over the past month of State
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Department underling Michael Le
deen . Ledeen , an aide of former Sec
retary of State Alexander Haig , was
dispatched by Haig to Italy last sum
mer when the Italian press charged that
both Kissinger and Haig had been in
volved in founding the Montecarlo
Lodge ' s sister organization , the Prop
aganda-2 Freemasonic society , which
coordinates both left and right terror
ism . Ledeen was sent to Rome with
orders to quash that investigation .
Italian authorities now fear a seri
ous outbreak of terrorism throughout
the country in a repeat of the " 1 00
Day s " of chaos unleashed by Kissin
ger in 1 97 8 in which context the kid
nap-murder of Aldo Moro was carried
out. The only way to halt the destabil
ization process is to hit Kissinger him
self. For this reason the line of inves
tigation into the Comite of Montecarlo
takes on crucial importance .
There are 400 names on the list of
the Comite ' s members , including im
portant financiers and politicians .
When the Propaganda-2 came under
scrutiny in 1 979 , its head , Licio Gell i ,
moved its base o f operations into
Monaco. B ut the Comite of Monte
carlo Lodge is much more important
than its predecessor; it is an interna
tional lodge whose members are im
portant British , American , and Swiss
personalities . Its membership over
laps heavily that of the Trilateral
Commission .
The statutes of the Comite read:
" The members of the Comite , even
before being accepted in it, must al
ready have the most powerful position

in some sectors of the political , cul
tural , economic world . " On these
premises , Gelli developed a plan for a
" white coup d ' etat " in Italy, that is,
a progressively takeover of its insti
tutions . Between 1 979 and 1 980 , the
Comite was structured into 33 divi
sions , every sector with its own chief
corresponding to an institution of the
country to take over .
Then on April 1 1 , 1 980, the Com
ite oversaw a terrorist atrocity . The
B ologna railway massacre was de
cided upon in Montecarlo' s Hotel de
Paris and was planned in Buenos Aires,
where Gelli met with B lack Interna
tional terrorist coordinator Stefano
Delle Chiaie . The B ologna magis
trates now have warrants out for the
arrest of Delle Chiaie and his
associates .
Monaco , a country of 25 ,000 peo
ple , serves as the private paradise of
the international oligarchy .
Everything in Monte Carlo is con
trolled by the Societe de Bains de Mer,
which controls the casino and the ho
tels . This includes the Hotel de Paris .
The Societe was created at the be
ginning of this century by Edmond
B lanc , a relative of Prince Rainer,
whose niece later married into both the
oligarchic Radziwill and Thurn and
Taxis families of Europe .
Monte Carlo is today a base for
characters like organized crime ' s Roy
Cohn . Cohn recently participated at
the most important public event of
Monte Carlo, the gala of the Red
Cross . The gala sported other interest
ing persons : Jacques Sarlie , a jet-set
ter who is a close friend of musicians
like Herbert von Karajan , and of pol
iticians like Rossi de Montelera of the
fascist Pan-European Union; Italo
American agent Robert Memmo; and
two close friends of Roy Cohn , " B ar
on" Portanova and Prince Trubetzkoy .
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LaRouche on Kissinger
makes Argentine headlines
La Razon, the largest-circulation afternoon
daily in Buenos Aires , published EIR foun

der Lyndon LaRouche' s charges against
Henry Kissinger under banner headlines
Aug . 9. La Razon printed the entirety of a
National Democratic Policy Committee re
lease which warns of Kissinger's attempt to
move into a policy-making role in the
Reagan administration , Kissinger' s involve
ment in the forced resignation of Panama
nian President Aristides Royo, Kissinger' s
ties t o the Propaganda-2 drug and terror ap
paratus , and Kissinger's plotting against
LaRouche and his wife Helga Zepp
LaRouche .
The daily also quotes laRouche on Kis
singer' s extramural activities, including the
case of the waiter who was murdered during
a homosexual orgy in Acapulco, Mexico .
The NDPC release was distributed in
Argentina by the state-run TELAM press
agency, and it was picked up by the regional
press in the country as well as . in Buenos
Aires. The release was also run by the Lima,
Peru, daily Diaro de Marka . Argentine
sources are reportedly very anxious to pub
lish further information on Kissinger' s dirty
operations in their country.

DA U summit in Libya
postponed
The annual summit of the Organization of
African Unity (OAU) scheduled for Aug . 58 in Tripoli , Libya, was postponed on
Aug . 7, after a two-thirds quorum of the
heads of state of the 5 1 OAU members did
not materialize . Libyan strongman Muam
mar Qaddafi was to have been named pres
ident of the OAU for the coming year.
This was the first OAU summit to break
down since the organization was founded in
1 963 . A split in the OAU would eliminate
the only continent-wide organization for
dealing with the problems confronting
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Africa and posing unified solutions.
Most of the absent heads of state wanted
to prevent ratification of OAU membership
for the Polisario " liberation group" in Mo
rocco . A few were protesting the assump
tion of the presidency of the OAU by
Qaddafi .
When it became clear that a quorum
would not be reached, Qaddafi attempted to
organize a breakaway group of what he
termed "progressive" heads of state, to
" liberate" the continent.
This effort has been derailed for the mo
ment. A committee of five heads of state has
been established to persuade those who didn't
attend to do so some time between now and
the end of the year.

try, and that the S PD would campaign hard
on the crucial international role of Chancel
lor Helmut Schmidt--exactly the EAP's
emphasis for months .
North Rhine-Westphalian Governor Jo
hannes Rau claimed that pro-Green noises
allegedly made by him were misquotations
by the press. " Those who vote Green have
always ended up with black conse
quences, " he said .
In Hamburg, the SPD, which was pre
paring to negotiate an informal coalition with
the Greens, was embarrassed to learn that
its prospective negotiating partner, the lead
er of the Green Alternative List caucus in
the city council , was arrested for participat
ing in an illegal house-occupation .

SPD awakening to

Antidote for Schmidt

the Green menace ?
Some leaders in West German Chancellor
Helmut S chmidt' s Social Democratic Party
have begun to heed the warnings of Helga
Zepp-LaRouche and the European Labor
Party (EAP) , and have started denouncing
the budding Hitlerites of Germany's "green"
environmentalist-terrorist movement.
As a result, the national daily Die Welt
on Aug. 1 1 for the first time gave accurate
coverage of the EAP campaign against the
Greens , in a story about unfavorable reac
tions to the recent meeting between Muam
mar Qaddafi and several Green leaders. The
executive committee of the Green Party vot
ed Aug . 8 to ask Green leader Roland Vogt
to resign because of his well-publicized ties
to Qaddafi .
" The EAP has provocatively addressed
the state election race [in Hesse] , " Die Welt
reports, " with a sign in the Munich pedes
trian mall reading 'The true leader of the
Greens is Qaddafi . ' "
The SPD general manager in Hesse , a
notorious Green sympathizer named Peter
Glotz , changed his tune and said that the
SPD views "any cooperation with the Greens
as completely out of the question . " He also
announced that the Sept . 26 state elections
were a " decisive crossroads" for the coun-

to Bohemian Grove
European Labor Party Chairman Helga
Zepp-LaRouche Aug . 9 issued her second
" open letter to the Social Democratic Par
ty " in West Germany , calling on the SPD .
to mobilize to deal with the economic crisis.
Every insider in politics , she states, now ·
expects that the world monetary system could
collapse by September, triggered either by
a catastrophe in the Middle East or by chain
reaction banking failures.
For this reason , she explains , Chancel. lor Helmut Schmidt is under great illusions
if he feels relieved at the outcome of his
recent trip to the United States. The people
around Secretary of State George Shultz are
bragging that they managed to orchestrate a
controlled environment around Schmidt.
They consider Shultz better at managing a
crisis than the inept Alexander Haig; Shultz's
job is to reassure Schmidt , while the Kissin
ger faction works to block any pro-industrial
recovery program and sabotage Western
European exports to the developing sector
and the East bloc .
What is needed, says Zepp-LaRouche,
is a new credit system to finance world trade
and productive investment. The kind of in
frastructural development projects neces
sary are obvious-all that is needed is the
EIR
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Briefly
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MEXICANS are talking about a

bumper sticker which refers to a well
known American lawyer. The sticker
is said to show a rat carrying a protest
sign reading: "Roy Maric6n is a dis
political will to implement them. Such proj
ects could include a second Panama Canal ,
new irrigation systems for India, and nucle
ar energy for the developing sector. The
population must mobilize for these goal s ,
she concludes-"not run around with sun
tanned but empty faces ! "

Qaddaji, Bulgarians
stir up Balkans

ease carrier . "

EIR was not surprised when the head of state

tion installed a psychotic terrorist in

•

of Bulgaria suddenly made public his affec
tion for Liby a ' s Muammar Qaddafi , even
though the martial law government of Po
land is now under threat of terrorism from
Qaddafi-directed network s . On July 1 3 To

British predict 'new
Black September'

completed a meeting with environmentalist

A top British intelligence expert on the Mid

rorism in both Western and Eastern Europe.

dor Zhivkov sent a message of anti-imperi
al ist solidarity to Qaddafi , who had just
separatists who are preparing a wave of ter

dle East told a European-based j ournalist

Zhivkov proclaimed Qaddafi a " great friend

that there will soon be " an upsurge of ter

with whom I am linked by the bonds of

rorism and assassinations "

friendship and mutual and genuine trust . "

throughout the

Middle East , based on the imminent re

Qaddafi , while often depicted in the U . S .

grouping of the old " Black September"

press a s a n ally o f the Soviet Union , i s first

Palestinian terrorists .

and foremost a puppet of the Italian Propa

" Israel has encouraged the perpetuation

ganda-2 Freemasonic lodge . For its part ,

of the PLO by other means , the London

B ulgaria was long a Venetian colony and

based expert claimed . ' There will be a re

Venetian intelligence continues to enjoy nu

surgence of terrorism, although you can ' t

merous assets in Bulgaria and throughout

say for sure who i t will b e against , since the

the Balkans .

awful thing about wild terrorism is that it is

Qaddafi dispatched Dom Mintoff, Prime

indiscriminate . The Palestinians have been

Minister of Malta , to Bulgaria for an extend

forced into a new Black September-type op

ed stay , and for a one-day visit with Hun

eration. It will not be led by Mr. Yasser

garian head of state Janos Kadar. Recent

Arafat , that much is for sure . His own radi

weeks have seen Bulgaria aiding and abet

cal wing will oust him . Arafat will go down

ting Muslim and Croatian separatists in Yu

in the pantheon of martyrs , but he ' s not the
,
guy to run the next stage of the operation. '

goslavia. Mintoff s trip, together with Zhiv

He further insisted that " the so-called

kov ' s friendship with Qaddafi , augers ill for
the B alkan powderkeg .

moderate Arab states are doomed . The seeds

It also suggests that Bulgaria is finding

of destruction are automatically being sewn,

friends among the most dangerous enemies

as long as they can 't bring to bear in an

of the regime of Polish General Jaruzelski .

effective way their influence on the United

No sooner had Jaruzelski announced that

States to do something . Look at the recent

martial law would be relaxed as part of an

anti-American demonstrations in Kuwait .

apparent arrangement that would bring Pope

These are the first three of this magnitude

John Paul II to Poland early next year, than

since 1 956 . . .

You should expect a rise

the word went out throughout intelligence

of Libyan-style Arab nationalism through

circles in Europe that " Poland may tum into

out the region , and I wouldn ' t be surprised

another Ireland " by next year. A source of

to see a nut case from the air force do some

this terrorism will be those elements of the

thing in Saudi Arabia. If regimes are not

Solidarnosc group linked to the Italian Red

.

overthrown as such , they

will

have to

undergo notable behavior changes to survive .

Brigades and the terrorist network directed
by Qaddafi .

" And while all this is going on , " he

Solidamosc was created and continues to

concluded , " the Soviets are sitting back and

be run by the British Foreign Office , with

laughing , watching the U . S . dig its own

help

grave in the Mideast .

Department.
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from

the

AFL-CIO

and

HOSTAGE TO KHOMEINI,

the bestselling expose of how the

State

British-dominated Carter administra
power in Iran, was released in a Farsi
(Persian) edition at the beginning of
August. The work by Robert Drey
fuss and Thierry LeMarc (pen name
of EIR European Bureau Chief Thier

ry Lalevee) has been through two
English-language printing .

•

NICOLAE CEAUCESCU is in

trouble . Intelligence sources say the
Romanian leader could be toppled by
a Soviet-backed " palace revolution "
within two to three months .

• BELISARIO Betancur made at
tendance at a performance of Bee
thoven' s Ninth Symphony one of his
first acts following his Aug . 7 presi
dential inauguration .

"There ' s no

better way to inaugurate a govern
ment , " observed Luis Galan , who
split the majority Liberal Party in a
three-way race which caused the de
feat for pro-drug Liberal ex-President
Jaime L6pez Michelsen .

•

HELMUT SCHMIDT says he is

under the impression that the only
American political figures who care
(about Europe) are those of the East
Coast Establishment, as reported by
a hometown newspaper in Hamburg .

•

THE ARCHBISHOP of Mexi

co, Corripio Ahumada, called on
Mexicans to hold on to their love for
their fatherland during the current
economic onslaught . " We must be
lieve that those who are at the front
of the nation , who have taken meas
ures that affect all of the population
and are truly harsh, have done so on
the basis of necessities which the na
tion confronts , and are seeking the
well-being of all the country, " he said
Aug .

8.
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Financiers predict
a crash in September
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

It is the almost consistent opinion of the leading financial
circles of Switzerland and London that a general financial
collapse will erupt on a world-scale during the coming month
of September.
Technically, a highly probable September 1 982 financial
crash could be postponed into early 1 983 . If concerted action
were taken by a combination of London and Switzerland
financier-interests, a threatened September crash could be
"papered over, " and postponed into 1 983 . Since the timing
of the crash depends upon such decisions in London and
Switzerland , it is impossible to predict ' 'objectively" exactly
what month the collapse will actually erupt. All one can say
objectively is the following:
It is probable that a new worldwide financial collapse-a
" Crash" -will occur as soon as September 1 982, and it is
certain that both the President and the Congress have been
behaving like a pack of imbeciles on the issue of financial
1
and economic policies.

Two kinds of
'crash scenario'
There are two possible versions of a September ' ' Crash "
scenario . The first version assumes that the Israeli attack on
Beirut does not trigger a shutdown of Middle East petroleum
flows into Western Europe . The second assumes that such a
shutdown occurs: in which case , the West German and Jap54
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anese economies immediately collapse .
In the first version of the September Crash, it is the U.S.A.
which is hit hardest: a general , chain-reaction collapse of

thrift and commercial-banking institutions , with Chase Man
hattan and Citibank rated by London and Switzerland as
among those almost certain to collapse during that period .
Beginning . with the lunatic actions of President Nixon
and Treasury Secretary John Connally , during and after Au
gust 1 97 1 , sanity and long-term solvency began to leak out
of the U . S . banking system at an increasing rate . As a result
of the continuation of the high-interest-rate policies launched
by President Carter and Paul A. Volcker during October
1 979 , the U . S . banking system proved it had learned nothing
from the earlier collapse of the Real Estate Investment Trust
financial bubble of the 1 970s . Led by the arrogantly ignorant
major commercial banks of New York City (excepting the
more sly and clever Morgan Guaranty) , the banks supported
Volcker' s " controlled disintegration" policies, and bor
rowed and loaned their way into a bigger and better financial
bubble . The bubble is about to pop; the chain-letter bubble is
about to collapse .
To make matters worse, the relatively sanest head of
government in the trans-Atlantic community, West German
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, has been hoodwinked into swal
lowing a pack of delusions about the policies of Henry Kis
singer, Helmut Sonnenfeldt, and Secretary of State George
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Shultz . Schmidt has shown that he clearly believes that he
has an agreement , an agreement which, in fact , does not exist
on the U . S . A . side . Schmidt has no sense of the urgency of
his insisting on immediate and profound changes of policy
from the Reagan administration .
So, probably , the financial structures will go kerplop in
September and October, and the Republican Party will be
given a mud-bath by the voters in the November 1 982 elec 
tions . President Reagan will become virtually an impotent
" lame duck " President , and Vice-President Bush will strut
about, waiting to become the new 1 932-Herbert-Hoover can
didate for the 1 984 election campaign . Currently, President
Reagan is avoiding doing anything which might upset the
Republican chances in the November 1 982 elections ! " Whom
the gods would destroy , they first make mad . "
London is looking forward , with a heathen passion of
devoutness , to a general incineration of a goodly portion of
the Middle East' s petroleum outflows. If London ' s B ritish
trained agent of influence , Israel Defense Minister Ariel
Sharon, succeeds in butchering the moderate command of
the Palestine Liberation Organization , in West Beirut , sev
eral things pleasing to London (and amusing to onlooking
Moscow) will erupt.
Worldwide , there will be an eruption of international
terrorism against Jewish and U . S . A . -denominated targets ,
as well a s a scattering o f other targets of opportunity : Arme
nian terrorism in France , terrorism against U . S . A . -denomi
nated targets in West Germany , Camora-Red Brigades blood
bath in Italy , and the first large-scale deployment of terrorist
forces now waiting to be unleashed in the United States .
Worldwide , the Nazi-International-coordinated collec
tion of tribalist and other separatist movements , will be un
leashed , with cooperation of the network of anthropologists
traceable to New York City ' S American Museum of Natural
History . These separatist movements are essentially inter
changeable with the complex of international terrorist groups ,
also coordinated by the Nazi International .
The Nazi International , reconstituted by agreements of
Winston Churchill and Morgan interests (Allen Dulles) dur
ing the close of World War II , is used as principal cut-outs
for a network of oligarchical ' ' families , " the same families
which backed Hitler at various points during the 1 920s and
1 930s . They control international terrorism, using the Switz
erland-based Nazi International as a principal cut-out , oper
ating partly beyond the screens of anonymity provided by
Swiss and Liechtenstein banking , and through such channels
as the Hapsburg Documentation and Information Center of
Madrid.
In the Middle East , two forces are most to be watched .
The first are the legions of the Pol Pot of Iran , Ayatollah
Khomeini , assaulting from the eastern flank of the Arab world.
Within the Arab world , there are the fanatical spawn of the
British SIS Arab Bureau ' s Ikhwan , the Muslim Brotherhood .
Caught between the two , in the enraged aftermath of an
Israeli strike into the heart of West Beirut , most of the NearEIR
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A s ian Arab world , and possibly also Egypt , goes up into
Asharite flames .
Under such conditions , world-market petroleum prices
zoom to about $ 1 00 a barrel or higher. The British Petroleum
marketing cartel and the Aspen Institute ' s Robert O. Ander
son clean up financially, while Japan , continental Europe ,
and most of the deyeloping nations slide toward a new dark
age .
Under such conditions , added to a general financial col
lapSe inside the United States , there will be a plummeting of
conditions of life inside the United States to levels beyond
the imagination of citizens presently . However , we must not
speak of such thing s . This will only annoy a President
Reagan , who is firmly resolved to do nothing to change policy
until after the November 1 982 elections .

If President Reagan had
the guts to do so
If President Reagan summoned the guts to do so , this
whole nasty business could be stopped right now .
The scenario for Reagan to follow i s this:
On Sunday night , Aug . 1 5 , President Reagan must ap
pear to deliver a major message to a nationwide television
audience . The President will appear with a large portrait of
President Franklin D. Roosevelt visible behind his left shoul
der. He would begin to speak:
" . . . Just a little less than two years ago , most of you
elected me to be your President for four years . You elected
me to perform the duties of my office with no consideration
for any pUblic-opinion poll s , newspaper headlines, or state
or local election s . You put upon my shoulders the duty to
protect the best interests of this nation; you assumed that I
would not allow any petty influence of party or pressure
group to prevent me from fulfilling my constitutional duty in
this office .
" Tonight , I am acting to justify that trust which many of
you placed in me a little less than two years ago . First, I will
tell you the bad new s , and then the good new s .
" My friends, we are in a n economic depression . Who
ever says we are not simply does not known what he is talking
about . Some people have said that the recession has bottomed
out. That statement is false . At the present rate , no one knows
how far down bottom will be .
'
" It is much worse than that . The very highest circles of
finance in London and S witzerland have stated repeatedly
that an international financial crash will erupt during the
coming month of September. I do not know whether that
prediction is exactly accurate . I do known that the financial
institutions of the world are on the edge of what could become
the greatest financial crash of this century .
"That is the bad new s . Now , for the good new s . With
your support , to put massive pressure on the Congress , we
can stop this new depression here and now .
" Tonight , I have sent a letter to Federal Reserve Chair
man Paul A. Volcker, ordering him to submit his letter of
National
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resignation to my office by midnight tonight . I f he is watching
this broadcast, he can tum off the TV set and sit down to
write that letter of resignation now . The economic policy of
the United States is no longer a matter of his concern .
" At the close of the S abbath , just after midnight tonight,
I shall have used by executive powers to put i nto immediate
effect a number of emergency measures which are the first
step in stopping this depression .
" To spare you an explanation of the complicated tech
nical details now , I shall tell you what the most important of
those emergency actions will be .
"I am remonetizing the gold reserves of the United States ,
at a fi xed price of $500 an ounce .
" This is not a gold-exchange syste m . This does not mean
that there will be one dollar in gold on deposit for every dollar
of currency in c irculation . It means that those foreign central
banks which enter into a $500 an ounce gold-reserve agree
ment w ith the United State s , will be assured that there is $500
in gold for every $500 of U . S . A . Treasury currency notes
placed into international c irculation from this time forth . The
U . S . A . Treasury ' s gold-denominated issues of currency notes
issued from this time forth shall be as good as gold in inter
national markets .
"We are restoring the pOlicy of gold-reserve-backed U . S .
Treasury currency notes a s the lawful currency o f the United
State s .
" To bring this anti-depression action into full effect, the
Congress must assemble immediately to pass emergency leg
islation I am sending down tomorrow morning . I desperately
need your help to ensure that the Congress does what it should
do , and do very promptly , on these anti-depression measure s .
There i s n o time t o b e w asted in long , drawn-out procedure s ,
o r adding o n irrelevant riders and amendments .
" I do not control the Congress . You , the citizens do , if
you make up your minds to it.
" First, the Congress must enact an emergency b il l , ac
cording to the Congress ' s powers and responsibilities under
Article 1 , Section 7 of our Constitution , accomplishing a
general reform of the Federal Reserve System . This act will
make the Federal Reserve System in effect the Third B ank of
the United States .
" This Act will do several things which are absolutely
indispensable to prevent our recovery measures from leading
to a renewal of monetary inflation , as well as providing the
mechanisms for a general and rapid economic recovery .
" Full regulation will be restored to the banking system
of the United State s .
" The lending power of the private banking sytem of the
United States hereafter will be limited to two forms of lend
ing . First , the lending of deposited savings of currency . Sec
ond , the lending of issues of U . S . Treasury gold· reserve
denominated currency note s .
" No foreign fi nanc ial institution may d o business w ith or
within the banking system of the United States unless it
provides the U . S . Treasury auditors ful l transparency , and
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proves , by means of such auditing transparency of its off
shore operations , that it is conducting business according to
standards equivalent to those of a U . S . banking institution .
" Those measures of regulation are indispensable to choke
off the causes for monetary infl ation . In a moment you shall
begin to see why this is so important for our recovery .
" In addition to the emergency act to reform the Federal
Reserve Syste m , I shall ask the Congress to authorize the
immediate issuance of $400 billion in U . S . Treasury curren
cy note s .
" These notes are not for government spending . They are
for lending , through local banks , to get our farms and facto
ries and construction back to work once agai n . He , " pointing
to the portrait of Roosevelt , " would have done exactly the
same were he alive and President today .
" These notes are to be loaned out at between 2 percent
and 4 percent interest rates . They will be loaned only for
certain purposes . These purposes will include investment in
production of agricultural and industrial goods , and invest
ment in important kinds of basic infrastructural improve
ments by governmental or private organizations .
" Let me give you an example . Let us assume that you ,
one of our citizens , is a farmer or manufacturer, or owner of
a construction fi rm . You have a legitimate investment in
producing wealth . You negotiate a loan agreement with your
local banker. You offer security , and your local banker agrees
to invest a percentage in the total value of the loan agreement.
Your banker takes that loan agreement to a branch of the
reformed Federal Reserve System . If the Fed approves the
loan , the Fed will write that banker a Federal Reserve cash
ier ' s check for somewhere between ten percent to sixty per
cent of the total value of the loan agreement . The banker will
be charged between 2 percent and 4 percent for the loan of
the value of that check, and he will be allowed to add a small
service charge for admini stering that part of the loan .
" TAose of you who are about as old as I am, will remem
ber how he , " pointing again to the Roosevelt portrait , " han
dled our problem of wartime mobilization . If you were a
farmer or industrialist , w ith a w ar-production contract or sub
contract, you went to your local banker, drew up a loan
agreement and went through just about the same procedure I
just described to you .
" Of course , back the n , most of what we spent went
directly or indirectly for war. S i nce military goods aren't
consumer goods or machine-tools, mil itary spending on that
kind of scale was very inflationary . This won ' t be . We will
be producing useful consumer goods and useful capital goods ,
the kinds of goods people buy .
" If you w i l l call your congressman right now , and tell
him you insist on his supporting these actions to stop the
depression , you can make this night a night to tel l your
grandchildren about , the night we pulled ourselves together
to stop a worldwide depression . "
Do you think President Reagan has the guts to do that?
Would you support him with all-out support , if he did?
EIR
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Henry Kissinger sets his sights
on a 'lame-duck' President Reagan
by Richard Cohen, Washington Bureau Chief
In Vail, Colorado , on Aug . 1 3- 1 5 , former Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger will assemble a cast of his most important
co-conspirators for very pri vate sessions at the summer home
of a Kissinger-plaything , former President Gerald Ford. With
slight window-dressing , it is a meeting of the old Nixon-Ford
policy team that Kissinger used to direct , and the core of the
projected next Kissinger administration under lame-duck
Ronald Reagan .
Among those who are expected to be present are the
Kissinger-installed consultant and troubleshooter for Secre
tary of State George Shultz , Helmut Sonnenfeldt; Kissinger
political ally Alan Greenspan ; and former Federal Reserve
Board Chairman and Kissinger ' s " Schmidt handler, " Arthur
Bums , in addition to a menagerie of former Kissinger exec
utive-branch
operatives
and
Kissinger-associated
Congressmen .
Forty-seven top executives from Fortune 500 firms , for
mer British Prime Minister James Callaghan , and former
French President Valery Giscard d ' Estaing will also be on
hand . The three days of meetings are sponsored by the Wash
ington-based American Enterprise Institute (AEI) , and will
be attended by its executive director Irving Kristo! '
These sessions will plot the final stages of a now fast
paced seizure of control by Kissinger and his friends of the
key points of power in the Reagan administration . Kissinger
and others will outline a dramatic post-November-election
shift .
A s this journal alone has reported , Kissinger, Greenspan ,
and Fisher led a failed attempt at the 1 980 Republican Na
tional Convention to pressure President-elect Reagan to yield
control over the most important national security and budget
making positions in his new administration . Kissinger and
company crudely tried to " break " Reagan politically and
psychologically by offering Ford as a "co-President . "
And as EIR exclusively reported , these evil forces never
halted their attempts . Starting in July 1 98 1 , EIR warned that
the Swiss-based Bank for International Settlements (BIS) , in
league with Swiss , London , and New York bankers , had
decided in June to make the President ' s commitment to a
three-year personal income-tax cut the wedge for " break
ing " the President .
EIR
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Kissinger and company will then tum on the television
the night of Aug . 1 5 , to watch Ronald Reagan ' s address to
the nation . The purpose of the address will be to pressure
recalcitrant GOPers in the House of Representatives to vote
for the three-year, $99 billion tax increase which has already
passed the Senate .
Now , President Reagan ' s decision to launch an all-out
fight for the BIS-sponsored tax hike could have only occurred
with the President recognizing the immense political impli
cations, including the resultant civil war in the Republican
Party . The decision thus signals that Reagan has already
decided not to run for a second term .

Bush , Baker and Buckley
Kissinger et al . consider this transformation into a " lame
duck" President as the key factor in securing irreversible
control over the Reagan administration between now and
November. My sources here say that Kissinger forces have
entered into a secret arrangement with the faction in the White
House associated with Vice-President Bush and elements in
the " New Right " controlled by William F. Buckley , Jr. to
secure that goal . Moreover, the rising star of opposition to
Reagan ' s " sellout , " Rep . Jack Kemp (R-N . Y . ) , had his
strings pulled by the people behind Kissinger.
There are no real disagreements on major foreign-policy
questions between the Bush and Kemp camps. They are two
sides of the same destructive coin , and while Bush and Kemp
battle it out in a controlled fight over who should succeed
Reagan , Kissinger is to be firmly ensconced in control of
U . S . foreign policy .
A crucial role has reportedly been played over the course
of the past two months by Bush ' s ally Jim B aker, who sold
the President on what some believe will be his final script.
Bush and Baker were reportedly the pivotal figures in secur
ing a White House deal with Federal Reserve Board Chair
man Paul Volcker. According to one source , Volcker has
proposed to step down before the end of 1 982 . Volcker is
also said to have pledged a " fair deal " on interest rates
between now and November in exchange for an all-out pres
idential battle on behalf of the tax hike . A long-time Reagan
intimate told me that the President is now convinced that
National
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income-tax cuts have failed , and foolishly sees cutting the
federal deficit, as promoted by VoJcker and the BIS , as the
only means of restraining interest rate s .
The Bush-Baker group has successfu l ly conj oined the
VoJcker deal to an absurd November GOP campaign strategy
which has thrown conservatives and party stalwarts into a
tizzy . In order to compensate for the " se llout " to the B I S ,
B aker has mustered poll s by his own pollster Richard Wirth
lin , Meese ' s poll ster Arthur Finkelstein , and Deputy White
House Chief of Staff Michael Deaver' s pollster Robert Tee
ter , in order to convince the President that he must remain
fi rm on all other positions during the campaign . The President
has been told that he must not renounce the third year of the
personal income tax cut . The President has been told that he
must appear to stand firm on all foreign policy issues between
now and November, including his pipeline sanctions and
strong support for Israe l . This is presented as the only way to
offset expected conservative defections and maintain what
his poll sters say is his strongest card in the November elec
tions-his " image " as a man who does not waver.
While the President has bought this package , most Re
publican and Democratic political consultants believe that
this approach will only exacerbate the dramatic losses for
Republ icans in November.

Kemp and Kristol
While the Kissinger group gloats over the tragic gullibil
ity of the President , it is important to note the attendance of
Kristol at the Vail affair . Two years ago , Jack Kemp told me
that the most important figure influencing his economic out
look was the Social Darwinist Irving Kristol . As EIR re
ported , it was back in September 1 98 1 when Kemp , directed
by a group at the Wall Street lournal led by Jude Wanniski ,
the Swiss-based Mont Pelerin Society , and the S wiss-con
nected Siena Group of Robert Mundell , jointly rewired the
outspoken Congressman . While sti l l thumping for " supply
side " tax cuts , Kemp began to urge a broad reorganization
of the world monetary system based upon a harshl y contrac
tive version of the gold standard .
Kemp walked into the Oval Office on Aug . 4 to " chal
lenge " the President ' s new tax policy . One week before the
Reagan-Kemp meeting , Conservative Digest, publ ished by
Richard Viguerie and Howard Phillips , devoted an entire
issue to a frontal assault on the President ' s policies , quoting
some 1 00 prominent conservatives . The sole issue around
which conservatives of the " New Right" are being mobi
l ized is the tax hike , and Jack Kemp is their acknowledged
spokesman .
A few days prior to his ostentatious run-in w ith the Pres
ident , Kemp also held a private pow-wow with leading con
servatives on Capitol Hill . Trusted participants included
Richard Rahn , chief economist for the U . S . Chamber of
Commerce; former Treasury official Paul Craig Roberts ; Reps .
Newt Gingrich ( R-Ga . ) , Robert Walker (R-Pa . ) , Mickey Ed
wards (R-Okla . ) , and Sens . Steve Symms ( R-Ida . ) ; Robert
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Kasten (R-Wis . ) . Also in attendance were two friends of the
President , Lyn Nofziger and M artin Anderson . (Washington
sources say Nofziger' s attendance could have only occurred
with the sanction of the Teamsters and allied leaders within
the building trades . ) Nofziger and Anderson were recently
taken to the w oodshed by Reagan , who got them to reverse
their opposition to the tax hike .
Kemp ' s assumption of leadership against the President
and Kristol ' s presence at Vail indicate that the Kemp opera
tion is nothing other than a move by Kissinger and company
to contain conservative rebellion against Reagan ' s capitul a
tion to the BIS and Kissinger. Sources c lose to Kemp say that
he thinks he may obtain a consummate chance to influence
the President in September. The President may be in store
for a new betrayal from VoJcker as well at that time , in the
form of interest-rate hike s .

Counter t o LaRouche program
Kemp ' s distracting volleys against the President and his
diversion of conservative opposition to Kissinger ' s policies
are considered an essential " safety net " by Kissinger and his
friends . Both are also seen as counters to the broad emergen
cy economic recommendations of EIR founder Lyndon H .
LaRouche , Jr. ; Kissinger' s preoccupation on this point i s said
to be obsessive .
Should Reagan , as the economy fall s out from under his
feet in the coming weeks , grow anxious and enraged at his
current set of advisers , Kemp serves as Kissinger ' s main
block between a desperate President and his base . Kemp is
to be inserted as the President ' s conservative " conscience , "
to keep him away from LaRouche ' s program for economic
recovery . Kissinger was reported to have met privately in
New York w ith a friend of Roy Cohn ' s , William F . B uckley ,
in a discussion which , l ike meetings w ith others on the West
Coast, included containment of the LaRouches .
The Kissinger-B uckley meetings devised further maneu
vers to weaken opposition to Kissinger' s takeover of the
White House . B uckley is mobilizing his forces w ithin the
" New Right " to propagate the absurdity that Kissinger is
now an acceptable born-again conservative . On July 24 , sev
eral days after Kissinger held private meetings with George
S hu ltz , National Review editor Jeffrey H art took to the edi
torial pages of the Unification Church-fi nanced Washington
Times to dec lare that Kissinger had learned from his past
mistakes , was now acceptable , and should be named Secre
tary of State . On Aug . 1 0 , in a move also clearly coordinated
with the White House , B uckley also appeared in the Times
to chastise those conservatives who are attacking the Presi
dent on tax pol icy . In private comments , representatives from
the British-run pseudo-conservative Heritage Foundation
backed up Buckley; both B uckley and Heritage are reported
to have inordinate leverage at the Moonies' Washington Times.
the paper through which the President is scheduled to soon
speak in a private ' ' bombshe l l " interview aimed at coopting
his new opponents on the right .
EIR
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New York's Klenetsky Campaign

Moynihan ' u nf it to
hold public office'
by Nora Hamerman, Editor
Daniel P. Moynihan ' s face is currently redder than usual .
The senior U . S . Senator from New York wanted to run un
opposed for the Democratic renomination to the Senate this
year, and rigged the state Democratic convention to keep out
any opposition . Now Mel Klenetsky , a 37-year-old " La
Rouche Democrat" who ran a strong challenge to Edward
Koch in last year ' s New York City mayoral campaign , has
filed over 30,000 petition signatures , three times the required
amount , to qualify for the ballot in the state ' s Sept . 23 sena
torial primary .
Klenetsky charges that Moynihan , a creature of the Har
riman liberal machine in the Democratic Party , is " morally
unfit to hold any public office . " His campaign is about to
issue a dossier showing that Moynihan ' s entire career has
been as a puppet for Harriman , the family which advocates
genocide against the non-Anglo-Saxon races in order to pre
serve British control over the world ' s raw materials .
Klenetsky held a press conference at Moynihan ' s head
quarters Aug . 10 to announce that 30,500 signatures collect
ed in two weeks were being filed that day in Albany . Moy
nihan ' s campaign manager, Tim Russert, said the Senator
would challenge the petitions . Russert accused Klenetsky
and the National Democratic Policy Committee , Lyndon H .
LaRouche ' s political action committee , o f using the Demo
cratic Party " as a forum to preach blatant anti-Semiti sm . "
" I think it's very interesting that someone who i s advo
cating a policy of genocide , someone who has been pushing
' population control ' against the Third World and American
minorities for decades , someone in the Harriman wing of the
Democratic Party which pushed the eugenicist doctrine to
kill Jews in the 1 930s , should make that kind of scurrilous ,
slanderous remark about an opponent who happens to be
Jewish , " Klenetsky said . The Brooklyn-born Klenetsky ' s
parents are Polish-Jewish immigrants .
Mel Klenetsky has challenged Moynihan to debate him
" anywhere , anytime . " So far, however, Moynihan has
avoided campaigning entirely . Rabbinical sources in New
York admit that Moynihan , who counts on support from
Jewish voters , has trouble maintaining the air of sobriety
expected by Jewish audiences .
A deeper reason for Moynihan ' s reluctance is his vulner
ability on the issues . Minority voters have not forgotten his
notorious recommendation in 1 969 , when Moynihan was a
EIR
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member of the Nixon cabinet , to treat the urban poor with
" benign neglect. " Nor have they forgotten that in 1 979 Sen
ator Moynihan opposed rebuilding housing in the South
Bronx , a largely black and Hispanic community which has
been ravaged by insurance- and real-estate-company-in
spired arson : " People don ' t want housing in the South Bronx
or they wouldn ' t bum it down , " Moynihan declared .

' Morally unfit for office '
A brochure issued by Klenetsky gives a sample of his
dossier on Moynihan . Among its points :
• Pat Moynihan ' s career in politics began when he was
an aide to New York Governor W. Averell Harriman in 1 95558. The Harrimans were the major U . S . funders of Nazi
. " eugenics " in the 1 920s and 1 930s ; the family-funded Eu
genics Records Office drafted the immigration laws that kept
Jews from escaping Hitler to the United States in the 1 930s
and kept most Jewish refugees out in the 1 940s . In the 1 950s ,
" eugenics " resurfaced with the old personnel and the new
name of " population control . " Moynihan has made ' ' popu
lation control" a theme of his career .
• Moynihan ' s carefully cultivated public image as "friend
of Israel" is a fraud . He has been silent on Israeli Defense
Minister Sharon ' s arms sales to the rabid anti-Semitic Aryan ,
Ayatollah Khomeini , which Klenetsky says " will backfire
on Jew and Arab alike . " His real loyalty is to Great B ritain
a British diplomat called him B ritain ' s " greatest friend in the
Senate " during the Malvinas crisis . Moynihan threw away
the U . S . treaty obligations to Argentina and lied that NATO
obliged the United States to back Britain (it didn ' t) .
• Moynihan i s also n o friend of labor, although h e has
successfully wooed trade-union support in past elections . He
invented " workfare , " the Nixon scheme to throw the un
employed into former union jobs and slave wages-busting
the unions in the process . Moynihan has abstained or voted
against every Senate resolution to bring down the interest
rates which are collapsing U . S . industry and agriculture
and the Social Security system , which Moynihan c laims to
defend .
• Moynihan supposedly " stood up for America" at the
United Nations , where his 1 975-76 stint as ambassador was
the springboard to his senatorial campaign. Moynihan fol
lowed Henry Kissinger ' s orders to block the Non-Aligned
countries ' demand for a New World Economic Order. The
result: pro-Soviet sentiment increased in the Third World,
British control over the United States was consolidated and
now we have a world depression , with a real danger of World
War III .
" The only underdeveloped country Moynihan seems to
like is Communist China , " Klenentsky observed . " As Am
bassador to India he followed Kissinger ' s orders to sacrifice
our relations with India to the deal with Peking . China ran
the Pol Pot massacre of nearly half Cambodia ' s population ,
which Moynihan also backed , and now they ' re practicing
infanticide and forced abortions on their own people . .
,
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Congressional Closeup
Soft position on pipeline

covers for new controls

The 22-to- 1 2 decision by the House
Foreign Affairs Committee to rescind
the export controls that President
Reagan has imposed'on the Soviet gas
pipe line deal , coupled with hearings
in the Senate Foreign Relations Com
mittee , may be the opening shots of a
" re-evaluation" of East-West eco
nomic rel ations whose purpose is to
impose harsher long-range economic
controls . The House vote , taken on
Aug . I I , was widely presented as a
rebuff by the " soft-liners" to the stand
taken by President Reagan . Paul
Tsongas is readying similar legisla
tion in the Senate .
But , as Aug . 1 2 and 1 3 hearings
in the Senate Foreign Relations Com
mittee revealed , there is a longer-range
strategy on the agenda . Former Am
bassador to NATO Robert Ellsworth
testified on Aug . 1 3 that current U . S .
efforts to halt the pipeline would be
fruitless , but that the debate must move
from the pipeline issue , to the l arger
one of Westem credits to the East bloc:
" The ability of the West to provide
l arge-scale credits to the East is a stra
tegic commodity of the highest value .
And it could be used to shift the dy
namics of the dialogue with the Sovi
ets . " He went on to call for the West
to declare Poland in default, after tak
ing necessary steps to protect Western
banks , and then force the Soviets to
underwrite the economies of Eastern
Europe in exchange for political sta
bility and further Western credits .
Both Myer Rashish and Richard
Cooper, the former a State Depart
ment official in the Reagan adminis
tration until recently , and the latter a
Carter administration official , agreed
with Ellsworth that the President ' s de
cision on the pipeline would be inef
fective . While also disagreeing with
the original European decision to go
ahead with the pipeline deal , Rashish
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insisted on the need for a coherent
Western structure to " manage " East
West economic rel ations , much as
NATO " manages " East-West mili
tary and strategic rel ation s . Cooper
testified that the long-term economic
and military-strategic evolution of the
Soviet Union can be influenced if eco
nomic relations or sanctions are ap
proached from a broad and coherent
standpoint.
Former Secretary of S tate Haig re
cently urged that the Western nations
adopt a series of guidelines to govern
their economic rel ations with the So
viet Union and East bloc .

Where was the Senate

when it counted?
The Senate passed the " S ymms
Amendment " Aug . 1 1 , " reaffirm
ing " the Monroe Doctrine with re
spect to stopping Soviet , Cuban , and
other commun ist influence i n the
Western Hemi sphere . Senators who
during the Malvinas war had no prob
lem walking on the grave of President
Monroe ' s Secretary of S tate John
Quincy Adams , who insisted there was
no " community of principle " be
tween the sovereign republic of the
United States and the British coloni
ali st system , also had no problem
jumping on board that great principle
of statecraft cal led attacking " godless
communists . "
The Symms amendmen t , named
after its sponsor, Sen . Steven Symms
(R-Idaho) , failed by two votes last
Apri l , after a S tate Department
" screw-up " withdrew admini stration
support for the measure . Jesse Helms ,
the lone opponent of U . S . support for
the B ritish in the Malvinas War , in a
statement for the Congressional Re
cord the same day , indicated that the
State Department " screw-up" was
cover for the " decision by Secretary
of State Haig to grant Bri tain all the

aid it needed to triumph over the Ar
gentines . . . . " " As we now reflect
upon the so-called mediation which
fol lowed , is not the i ntention of the
S tate Department to take sides in this
d ispute all too c lear? " Helms asked .
" Is it not now equally clear that the
United S tates should have demanded
,
that both sides back up and cool off?'
In testimony before the House
Foreign Affairs subcommittee on In
ter-American Affairs , Rep . Eldon
Rudd ( R-Ariz . ) unintentionally un
derscored the absurdity of the Symms
Amendment as he outlined how even
strong allies of the United States like
Venezuela were l ikely to orient more
toward Cuba and the Non-Aligned
movement , while others would be
strengthening their trade and other ties
with the Soviet Union .
As practical steps , Rudd suggest
ed that the U nited States " remove all
remaining embargos and restrictions"
on trade with Argentina, " inform the
B ritish of our c lear interest in a final
negotiated settlement " of the Malvi
nas issue and " in no way . . . support
financially continued British military
presence on the islands . "

S

chmitt, Heckler
launch science
and technology act
At an Aug . 5 press conference , Sen .
H arrison Schmitt (R-N . M . ) and Rep .
Margaret Heckler (R-Mass . ) an
nounced the introduction of the Na
tional Science and Technology Im
provement Act , which would, in
Schmitt ' s word s , " strengthen the re
search capabilities of academic insti
tutions and encourage men and wom
en to assume careers in science , engi
neering and technology . " Working
with the White House Office of Sci
ence and Technology Policy (whose
" free-market" ideology has severely
damaged the necessary federal role in
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research and development) , Schmitt
and Heckler have tried to construct a
" limited-scope " bill which will have
administration support . With that
White House backing , they hope that
the legislation can move quickly .
In their remarks accompanying in
troduction of the bil l , the sponsors
point to the 77 percent decrease in pre
college mathematics teachers over the
decade of the 1 970s . They also note
the related collapse of interest by stu
dents in these areas , citing one study
which showed that by the end of the
third grade , almost one-half of ele
mentary school students have decided
that they do not want to study science .
The legislation includes: 1 ) a grant
program directed at young , non-ten
ured college instructors in an effort to
provide them with research money and
stem the exodus to more lucrative in
dustry jobs; and 2) a National Science
Foundation methametics and science
improvement program to enable pre
college math and science teachers to
keep pace with new developments in
their fields at NSF-sponsored summer
seminars .

If

it's worth doing,
it's worth doing right

After months of nearly solitary attacks
on the Federal Reserve Board ' s poli
cies , House Majority Leader Jim
Wright (D-Tex . ) has signed on to
sponsor the ' ' Balanced Monetary Pol
icy Act" introduced earlier by the ring
leader of the " Paul V olcker Protec
tion Squad , " Senate Minority Leader
Robert Byrd (D- W. Va. ) . The legisla
tion , introduced in early August by
Byrd and 30 other Senate Democrats ,
mandates the Federal Reserve Board
to target both monetary aggregates (as
they do now) and interest rates , as they
did prior to the October 1 979 mone
tarist shift at the Fed . The legislation ,
as one Capitol Hill veteran put it , is
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" mouthwash, " since it leaves Fed
control over monetary policy intact.
The importance of the legislation
is political , not economic . The entire
House Democratic leadership is co
spOnsoring the bill along with Wright ,
and Wright is receiving advice from,
among others , B ank for International
Settlements agent Rep . Henry Reuss
(D-Wis . ) . The intent of Robert B yrd
and Tip O ' Neill , who have done noth
ing but protect Volcker for the past
two years , is to lay the blame for the
interest-rate-Ied depression in the lap
of the hapless President Reagan . It is
significant that there is behind-the
scenes speculation that Jack Kemp (R
N . Y . ) and his crowd will jump onto
the legislation in their continuing ef
forts to discredit the administration .
Wright, along with 'a few maver
icks like Sen . John Melcher (D
Mont . ) , had tried to make stopping
Volcker' s usurious policies a facet of
a bipartisan approach to the White
House over the past 1 8 months . More
recently , Wright called for Volcker ' s
resignation. I n a press conference Aug .
1 2 , shortly before introducing the leg
islation , Wright outlined his own gen
uine commitment to " bring interest
rates back down to a reasonable lev
el . . . . The Fed has demonstrated its
unwillingness to act unless mandated
by Congress to do so , " Wright said ,
and it' s " time for Congress to resume
its historic responsibilities to the
American people . " Pointing out that
interest rates averaged 6 . 5 percent for
the 20 years up to the October 1 979
change in Fed policy, and 1 6 . 4 per
cent for the two years following
Volcker' s change , Wright blasted this
Fed policy as " deliberate , not acci
dental" and an "economic disaster for
,
the country . '
But , by throwing in his lot with
O ' Neill and Byrd , Wright has been
effectively
and
neutralized
, compromised .
Henry Rues s , who seems to have

bamboozled Wright , is chairman of
the Joint Economic Committee .

G

ore introduces
Harrimanite arms-control

Albert Gore (D-Tenn . ) introduced the
outlines of a new arms-control pro
posal for the START talks , focusing
on ending first-strike capability
through elimination of multiple war
head capacities . Gore incorporated
President Reagan ' s guidelines on the
ceiling for numbers of warheads , a
move which his aides say is specifi
cally designed to make his proposal ,
acceptable to the administration .
The Gore proposal was first made
earlier this year, and was the subject
of meetings in Moscow held by an
American delegation led by a close
Averell Harriman associate , B ishop
Paul Moore of the Cathedral of St.
John the Divine in New York . Moore
reported favorable responses from
ranking Soviet officials and from
Georgii Arbatov of the U . S . -Canada
Institute .
S ince that time , Gore has been in
discussion with Averell H arriman ,
who advised him to revise the propos
al to make it more acceptable to the
Reagan administration .
The latest version of the propos
al-incorporating the Reagan war
head guidelines-was presented by
Gore to a meeting of " arms control
experts " at the Aspen Institute in Col
orado this month .
An aide to Gore said that it is
thought that it will be possible for Sec
retary of State George Shultz to help
change the administration ' s negotiat
ing policy on START . "The problem
has been that arms control was viewed
as a factional issue inside the admin
istration , " he stated . " Now with Haig
gone and Shultz in, we can take some
of the heat out of the discussion and
begin to change things . " •
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session debating ethics and the press in San
Francisco Aug . 8, according to the San

NDPC : ' straighten

Francisco Chronicle.

out Washington '

The message on the pig , the Chronicle
reported, "remains a mystery . . . . How
ever, one of the speakers at the afternoon
meeting was Roy M . Cohn, chief counsel of
Sen . Joseph McCarthy' s Communist-hunt
ing subcommittee in the early 1 950s . "
According to a spokesman for the Hyatt
Regency , where the session was held, no
one had any idea why the pig was released
or who released it. However, sources are
speculating that the " Henry " of " Henry
Roy " might just be Cohn ' s long-term asso
ciate , former Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger.

Warren Hamerman, Chairman of the Na
tional Democratic Pol�cy Committee, is
sued a statement Aug . 9 announcing that the
600 chapters of the NDPC were initiating a
" long overdue campaign to straighten out
Washington. "
The NDPC proposal , Hamerman stated ,
"issued in full bipartisan spirit , is that at
least a majority of govermment officials must
,
be heterosexual . '
Hamerman listed the following emer
gency measures: I ) that 5 1 percent of all
Senators and Congressmen , including rep
resentatives from California, must be het
erosexual; 2) the chairmen of both major
parties must be heterosexual ; 3) cabinet of
ficers and flag-rank military officers can no
longer maintain "closet secrecy" on their
indiscretions; and 4) State Department and
Justice Department employees shall not ' ' be
allowed 'phased withdrawal ' to the 5 1 per
cent affirmative action quota level , but must
comply fully with the new requirements
along with other departments . "
The urgency of this remedial program,
according to Hamerman , is the national se
curity of the United States. "The very fact
that the KGB could have blackmailed and
' turned' Henry Kissinger with the aid of a
British Secret Service file on his faggotry is
reason enough for action . . . . Our nation can
ill afford a repetition of the Kissinger case
where our national security becomes com
promised to protect the closet life of the
high-ranking official involved . . . .
"

Pig links Cohn
to Kissinger
A filth-smeared pig . with the words " Henry
Roy " written on its side in red paint . and a
heart in between " Henry " and "Roy , " was
dumped into the American Bar Association
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sexual lobby , Brown headed the police de
partment in Atlanta at the time of the string
of black child murders .
As the ICLC leaflet notes , Brown " is
best known for running the cover-up of the
homosexual sex-ring murders . . . . When
the character of the Atlanta killings is re
called-that the victims were induced to
participate in a homqsexual prostitution ring,
then killed as part of ' snuff' moviCSo-'-it is
obvious why Lee Brown and Roy Cohn' s
cronies i n Houston would react s o strongly
to the ICLC ' s exposure of Henry Kissin
ger's homicidal faggotry . "

Friedman attempt
to disqualify Oliver
Why is Houston chief
protecting Kissinger?
The exposure of Henry Kissinger' s peculiar
sexual practices has so flustered Lee Brown
that the recently appointed Houston Police
Chief had two International Caucus of Labor
Committees (ICLC ) organizers arrested at
the beginning of August as they were dis
tributing EIR founder Lyndon LaRouche' s
" Politics o f Faggotry " Kissinger expose .
ICLC organizers Ivan Gutierrez and
Mike Maddy were incarCerated more than
30 hours in Brown ' s jail before being re
leased without charges . The arre s ts came the
same day that a pig some political observers
identified as Henry Kissinger was loosed in
a downtown Houston public plaza.
As the ICLC got out the word of the
arrests with a leaflet entitled "Faggot-Run
Houston Police Department Arrests ICLC
Organizers: Why is Queer Police Chief Pro
tecting Kissinger? " two other ICLC mem
bers were arrested inside the Houston police
headquarters as they got the leaflet to police
and other public servants eager to find out
. who is behind the new top cop.
Before his recent appointment in Hous
ton by the new mayor Kathy Whitmire , who
won her seat with backing from the homo-

Fernando Oliver, National Democratic Pol
icy Committee-endorsed candidate in the
Democratic primary in the 1 8th congres
sional district in the South Bronx , expects
an extraordinary challenge to his qualifying
petitions from Roy Cohn associate Stanley
Friedman. Friedman is chairman of the
Bronx Democratic Party .
Although Oliver submitted five times·the
required number of petition signatures for
ballot status Aug . 1 0 , which campaign
workers have confirmed are 90 percent val
id , Friedman is so determined to .remove
him from the race that 26 lawyers are work
ing around the clock !o disqualify Oliver' s
signatures.
'
.
Reliable sources report that effort will
cost Friedman $ 1 to $3 million .
Oliver's opponent , Robert Garcia, is co
sponsor with Rep. Jack Kemp (D-N. Y . ) of
the free-enterprise zone bill that would set
up sweatshops in devastated areas of the
nation' s cities .
At stake in the race is Oliver's chal l enge
to the entire Friedman-Cohn political ma
chine in the Bronx . According to a recent
New York Times article , Friedman' s current
support for Garcia is motivated by h i s need
to "clean up" his longtime stigma as a rac
ist. Friedman , according to reliable �ources ,
EIR
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Briefly

has ambitions to become head of the New
York State Democratic Primary . If Oliver,
who has consistently attacked the de
nounced Garcia as a mere spokesman for
Friedman' s and Cohn' s policies , can defeat
Garcia, Friedman' s attempt to take over the
state Democratic apparatus would be effec
tively defeated.

State nQminee
was youthful eugenicist
w. Allen Wallis , whose confirmation hear

ings for Undersecretary of State for Eco
nomic Affairs come up in early September,
collaborated with his wife on a paper pre
sented at the 1932 Third International Con
gress on EugeniCs.
The paper, on which Wallis consulted
as a statistician, focused on the distribution
of pure Nordic racial characteristics in the
population. The participants in the confer
ence elected as their president Dr. Ernst Ru
din, the head of the German Society for Ra
cial Hygiene, and the architect of Hitler's
and Goering's mass extermination programs .
Wallis is a top official and former treas
urer of the Mont Pelerin Society , an orga
nization of " free-enterprise" ideologues .

Chicago primed
for race riots
The counterinsurgency and terrorist linked
apparatus in the city of Chicago, led by
Muslim-Brotherhood financed Jesse Jack
son, is primed to create race riots in the city
this summer. The immediate pretext for ra
ciaI confrontation is Mayor Jane Byrne ' s
appointment o f two white women, Pruden
tial Life executive Estelle Holzer, and inter
im school superintendent Angeline Caruso,
to the Board of Public Housing .
Jackson and his associates are using the
annual Chicagofest, a " bread and circuses"
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affair, as the means to provoke outright con
frontations that a series 'of incidents over the
past month have built towards .
Since Byrne ' s appointment, Jackson has
called for a total boycott of Chicagofest. A
number of "top-name" black performers
and black and white vendors have pulled
out, and reports are now circulating that
" unknown persons " used physical threats
to -enforce the boycott.
Press coverage , of the boycott and relat
ed incidents particularly in the Chicago Sun
Times, has been consistently provocative .
Chicago is facing an extremely precar
ious financial situation. The city is depend
ent for a $ 1 2 to $ 1 4 million-per-day cash
flow on the Continental Illinois bank, which
is rumored to be in serious trouble. Most
area industry is heavily involved in the bank.

Terrorist taint to

AFL-CIO appointee
The Lane Kirkland leadership of the AFL
CIO appointed terrorist-connected Irving
Brown as Director of International Affairs .
Until three months ago , Brown headed the
AFL-CIO European office . Brown will re
place Ernest Lee at the AFL-CIO
headquarters .
The appointment is a decision to up
grade the federation' s role in intelligence
operations against certain governments in
both Eastern and Western Europe, which
were the subject of unpublicized discussions
at the executive council meeting held in New
York City the first week in August . Brown
is a controller of the international Solidarist
movement.
Brown, a protege of former Communist
Party U . S . A . editor Jay Lovestone , was ex
posed this spring as the AFL-CIO' s contact
with Luigi Scricciolo, now imprisoned as a
member of the terrorist Red Brigades, and
the former head of the Italian labor federa
tion UIL ' s international affairs department.
Brown collaborated with Scricciolo in sup
port operations for Poland' s Solidarnosc .

•

REP. LARRY MCDONALD,

(D-Ga . ) a self-proclaimed "conserv
ative" and member of the John Birch
Society, had as a worker for his 1 978
campaign David Grauer, the " kiss
and-tell" male prostitute who de
tailed to ABC-TV the blackmail op
eration run out of the Washington,
D.C. escort service , "The Stables . "

• ROY COHN met with Demo
cratic Party Chairman Charles Man
att and Sidney Korshak, whom the
Justice Department has named as one
of the " top five underworld figures"
in the nation, during his recent visit
to the West Coast, sources report. The
three are said to have discussed Hen
ry Kissinger's assignment to elimi
nate EIR founder Lyndon LaRouche,
and his wife , Helga Zepp-LaRouche .
• MGM, United Artists , and 20th
Century Fox , have reportedly ' re
ceived a $35 million loan from for- '
mer CBS chairman William Paley, to
keep them from going bankrupt. Pal
ey' s son-in-law , Steven Ross, is head
of the huge Warner Communications
conglomerate . If the Paley bailout
goes through, the entertainment in
dustry may be opening itself up to
charges of violation of the anti-trust
laws .
•

STANLEY WEISZ and Eu
gene Ciusio, co-defendants of former
Rep. Richllfd Kelly of Florida in his
Abscam conviction earlier this year,
were both found guilty on all counts
in a re-trial . Kelly' s conviction was
overturned May 14 by Washington
Federal District Court Judge William
Bryant, who termed the Abscam en
,
trapment operation " outrageous. '
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Editorial

The oligarchy has no clothes
An insight into the dilemma faced by the international
oligarchy in its machinations to carry out ' ' controlled dis
integration " of the world economy was afforded to EIR
by an official of the Swiss-based B ank for International
Settlements last week . The problem w ith the central bank
ers ' current plans for handling a monetary crisis , he con
fessed , is that " they want the patient to contract a mild
disease, to be vaccinated to avoid the epidemic . B ut it ' s
the wrong moment to vaccinate . The patient , " the inter
national financial system, " is so weak , it might contract
the disease for good , and die . "
The simile is apt for the quack-salvers now gathered
around the corpse of the Bretton Woods monetary system .
The latest august body of doctors to come to our attention
is " Kissinger Associates , " which has set up for business
in New York and Washington . Besides Henry Kissinger,
who will be remembered for having worked wonders for
the Chilean economy and for the salubrious oil price rise
after his 1 973 M iddle East war , the firm ' s major opera
tives include former British Foreign Secretary Lord Car
rington , former Arco chairman and current head of the
Aspen Institute , Robert O . Anderson , and Pehr C . Gyllen
hammar , a member of the Board of Trustees of Aspen and
.
the President of Volvo in Sweden .
Readers of this review need no introduction to the
Aspen Institute , even if they don ' t already share the vis
ceral hatred for Robert O . Anderson ' s war on water re
sources and high-technology energy of our readers in the
U . S . Western states . It was Aspen that mapped the Khom
eini takeover in Iran , it is Aspen that has been actively
plotting the overthrow of West German Chancellor Hel
mut Schmidt , and it is Aspen that recently issued the
blueprint for reduplicating the Iran ' ' revolution " south of
the Rio Grande .
The fairly obv ious conclusion to be drawn is that the
circles who run Kissinger have nothing to offer any nation
in the world except destruction .
One often hears in deve !oping countries today the
wishful delusion: " We must remain credit-worthy . " Os
tensibly, unless this precious commodity cal led "credit
worthiness " is protected with utmost zeal , the angered
international financial institutions will withhold new is-
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sues of credit . B ut this is a delusion on three counts .
First, during winter 1 98 1 -82, the continuation of the
Volcker measures in the United States triggered the erup
tion of a second worldwide " Herbert Hoover" depres
sion . This will lead into a general , chain-reaction collapse
of financial institutions by early 1 983 at the latest . In these
cOhditions , the external debt of all developing states will
be pushed into a condition of irreparable default , and there
will be no margin of international lending to provide refi
nancing or any other significant fonn of new credit .
Second, as a matter of pol icy , the principal interna
tional financial centers , including the irregular Eurodollar
market , have resolved to , . de-couple " from further finan
cial commitments to Ibero-America, Africa, and Asia
barring a handful of possible exceptions among the nations
of those continents . Rather, the appearance of " threaten
ing not to lend " is being used merely to seduce credulous
governments into accepting crue l , arbitrary devaluations
and savage austerities .
Third, i t is the commitment o f forces behind former
U . S . Secretary of State Kissinger to destroy the nations
and populations of the " South " through scenarios which
combine austerity , insurrections , and regional warfare , to
unleash the depopulation effects of perpetual " Thirty Years
Wars " for decades to come .
Nor will these effects be limited to poor countries ; the
oligarchy fully intends to turn the Dark Age thus un·
leashed back into the OECD countries , destroying every
nation-state .
The debtor nations must realize they have the upper
han d . The mass of non-performing debt gives them the
collective edge on the overextended creditors . They can
make an offer no advanced-sector banker or government
could refuse--and survive . " Either you come to terms
and reorganize this debt our way , to generate the credit
we need to build up our economies--or you won ' t get a
penny .
Kissinger and CO . ' s " debt weapon " is a trick with
mirrors-the threat of withholding future credit they don 't
intend to give anyway . Now , let those who actually hold
the debt weapon wield it to bring into being the New World
Economic Order.
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Foreign Rates

3 �onths

Central America, West Indies, Venezuela and Colombia:
3 mo. $135, 6 mo. $245, 1 yr. $450
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Western Europe, South America, Mediterranean, and
North Africa: 3 mo. $140, 6 mo. $255, 1 yr. $470

$396

All other countries:

3 mo. $145, 6 mo. $265, 1 yr. $490
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